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THE EDITOR'S MILL 

F THERE'S anything that makes an editor happy it’s to discover that somebody reads his 
editorials Having kept careful count down the vears, we k v that there are four people who 

read ours. When, last month, we heard from all four of our readers, and from one new one to boot 

we knew that we had rung the bell. Only trouble is that we seem to have left some things unsaid in 

It's about the duties of directors and our remark that there is such thing as a division instruct 

ing a director to a point where he cannot use any person: lgment. We were talking about the 
solicitation of nominations, urging the selection of capable candidates, and we pointed out that our 
League needed men of mature minds who could face realities, think objectively, be able to form 
wise conclusions when they saw the whole nationwide picture of our problems. Our correspondents 

now rise to inquire what about the provision 1 r constituti that the directors must keep 
themselves informed on the needs and desires of the members of their divisions in order that they 

No, we weren't, but we ought to have said so. | ' S we regard that provisiotr 
| | as one of the wisest and most tmportant ones in our ¢ tut Ir happens thar it fell our lor, back 

1922 1 1923, to make the first draft of the pr stitution. We originated that 
ug t Ourselve € { ) C \ s lirectors mus Kee] 

themse s informed on the needs and desires of their met that they may faithfully and intel 
ligently represent them in the board. That principle is therefore fully as precious to us as to anybody 
else I rvea;©rs al | vears we n ive eml | sized lI US i rhe tw } cipies Of out democracy that oul 
elections provide opportunity for members to put the government of their League in the hands of 
men of their own choosing, and that those me 1 to kee hemselves informed on their 
members’ needs and desires. Lately we have had the feeling that perhaps we have overemphasized 
these thougnts, since we perceive some !1 dicatio S me ers Ink it if | eS t make much 
difference who their director ts, since all he has to do is to report their opinions. The other side of the 
nh ] ] ] he ] ] } | fa “ae ror loot l, ] picture aiso deserved some thought, we conciudec [ se | Ses Of a Girector s uftes ft it do 
require him to exercise personal judgment under many circumstances. We suggested some of those 

Ac this stage of the discussion it should be apparent that society with as relatively simple a 
‘ . , , ' 1 structure of government as our A.R.R.] the board of directors has a dual status, actually dis 

charging the functions of both rhe upper and lower houses of rliamentary government. The 

directors are the representatives of the membership, obliged to know their needs and wishes, and at 
the same time they are responsible for the sound and sane direction of our affairs. These very circum 
tan ™ x 7 { | } ad nrianning e } rdm™m ring TI stances ive beer the sub ect of Much GISCusstlo a | l Ou pOoa4re eeti 7S ney are 

what have caused the creation in most of our divisions of quite elaborate organizations of assistants 
to the directors for the maintenance of close contact with members: for the joint objectives of know 
ing at all times the members’ needs and desires and supplving data on what the League ts doing for 
its members 

— ’ This machinery is at its best when che problem is to as ' the wishes of organized amateur 

radio concerning some projected request to the F.C_C. for a change in our regulations, or some simi 
lar matter. | such cases it is potentially capable of working to practical pertection. However, there 
is another angle to the matter that led us to believe that we should emphasize in OST the need fot 
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ett pte) 

) possess native intelligence and judgment. Our society is a corporation, governed 
v, and our constitution grants to the directors the power and authority conferred 
board. Moreover, the statutes impose upon directors certain responsibilities thar 

hem and that they cannot escape nor delegate. They must take actions that they 
the best interests of their society, else they are guilty of misfeasance and for certain 
ished personally at law. During the many years that we have been in attendance 
\.R.R.L. Board we have seen several instances where an idea would take hold ip 

ion and the director would consider himself *‘instructed’’ when he came to a board 
1 he got there and compared his ideas with those of other directors, and all the 
angles were disclosed to view, it would become apparent that the action that 
contemplated would be very harmful indeed to the interests of amateur radio 

» those of the League. A director is responsible for doing intelligent directing, 
ivances the interests of his association, and it is impossible legally to put him ina 
he is obliged to take an action which he knows definitely is harmful to the interests 
[here is where intelligence and judgment come in. Under those circumstances, we 
nust be more than messenger-boys 
illy do not believe that directors should ever put their purely personal and private 

»f those of their members. We have never seen that done by any director of our 
ist it will never occur in A.R.R.L. It is an integral part of our scheme of things 

rs must keep themselves informed on what their members want, and it is to be 

hey will always act in accordance therewith except in the rare instances where it 
upon deeper examination in the meetings, that such action would be atgainst the 
lateur radio. 

1 comes at a fitting time. In the first week of November ballots will go out to mem 
livisions for the selection of directors to act for two years. The need exists to choose 

to whose hands the government of our society will be put. 

R9 Plus! 

sting a More Accurate Method of Reporting Received Signal-Strength 

K. B. W 

By Alonzo O. Bliss, W3KP-W4ES* 

have you made some adjust- only up to us to decide which method is most 
he transmitter or spent hours of suitable. 

putting up a new antenna, One method would be to measure the received 
first station worked come back _ signal strength in microvolts-per-meter. This isan 
orn, flattering but meaningless absolute method and I am sure we will all agree 
plus hr OM!’ How much more _ that it is the most accurate method, but it re- 

f he had said “Sa OM ur sigsSun- quires a little more than just a receiver and few of 
R;to7&144wtabtitOM?K.” us would want to bother with it. Those that do 
liately know that the change have the equipment could easily say “Ur sigs 200 

| your signals about 50 per cent, MV/M hr OM,” but what would that mean to 
he equivalent of increasing the anyone except an engineer? 

1 worthwhile gain. There is another way, and to my mind, a very 
you pumped a 400-watt CQ — simple and sufficiently accurate one. This is how 

Ry plus” report—only to hear _ it is done: 
tts on the other side of town, 1. Use an indicating meter with a range such 

rt from the same station? Harry that a few of the stronger amateur signals will 
know that he is putting out just run the meter off scale. 

is you are, while you wonder 2. Divide the seale into nine parts between the 
good reports with so littl no-signal point and the maximum end of the scale 

3. Put a suitable adjustable shunt across the 
| cures for this condition. It is | meter and tune over the band. Be sure that the 

Mis Bla (Continued on page 54) 
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‘Phone-C.W. De Luxe 

A Description of the Station and New Transmitters at WICCZ 

() OLD-TIMERS, mention of 1CCZ in- 
evitably brings to mind the establishing of 
a record that was a record back in the old 

2900-meter days—working all districts in one 
night! That was in 1922, but in the intervening 
years this station has kept in the forefront of 
amateur progress and accomplishment. A good 
deal of the equipment which at various times has 
been used at W1CCZ has been described in QST, 
because experimental and constructional work 
has accounted for a large share of the activity. 
And amateurs of some eight years’ standing will 
remember that it was at W1CCZ that the 28-me. 
beam antenna work was carried out as part of the 
\.R.R.L. Technical Development Program in 
1928, when signals were put into New Zealand on 
10 meters for the first time from the eastern part 
of the United States. 
W1CCZ is located on the summer estate of 

Edward C. Wianno, Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts. A beautiful location, only a step 
from the Atlantic, matched by a collection of 
equipment which does full justice to the possibil- 
ities of the setting. 
Originally located in Mr. Crossett’s residence, 

provision was made for installing the station in a 

Crossett, at 

special room over the garage when, some years 
ago, plans were made for enlarging the latter. 
Concealed power and control wiring, the system 
being designed by Paul S. Hendricks, was in- 
stalled at that time. There are five large tables in 
the room, one for the operating position and the 
other four for holding the transmitting equip- 
ment. Each of the transmitting tables is connected 
with the power supplies and with the operating 
table through ten control circuits. No wiring is 
visible in the room except the antenna lead-ins. 
Adjoining the transmitting room is a stock room 
and shop. With the exception of the Western 
Electric speech amplifier, all the transmitting 
equipment has been built at the station. 

Coincident with the completion of its fifteenth 
year of existence, W1CCZ has during the past 
summer undergone a rather extensive rebuilding. 
There are now four complete transmitters, one 
each for 3.5, 7, 14, and 28 megacycles, all newly 
completed and installed during the summer. 
Their design and construction is the work of 
Martin A. Brown, W6ABF, who has also done a 
considerable share of the operating this year. 
Though few amateurs are in a position to have 
layouts as elaborate and complete as this, yet 

W1CCZ, W1ANNO, CAPE COD, MASSACHUSETTS 
For many years a familiar call over most of the world, W1CCZ is a veritable amateur’s paradise. A large and com- 

fortable operating room, separate high-power "phone and c.w. transmitters, each with its own antenna, for each band 
from 28 to 3.5 mc.; all the monitoring and measuring equi 
right at the edge of the ocean. Could any ham ask for more? f 

»ment an amateur could need. And to top it off, a location 
“he loudspeakers are behind the holes cut out in the ceiling. 
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terest and value to be gleaned (An interesting feature of all the « xciter units 
the diagrams and photographs is that the same tuning-condenser capacities and 
insmitters herewith presented coil socket: wiring are used for corresponding te 

‘tuges, hence the plug-in coils are interchangeab} 
RCITER UNE in all exeiters. The convenience of this arrange. 
mplitier for each of the four ment, ¢ specially when something is to be tried at “0 

ted at a kilowatt input, the — short notice, will be appreciated. yn 
were designed to proyv ide some- Ail exciters are constructed on metal chassis of RI 
ulequate excitation for either suitable dimensions. Meters are mounted op an 

eration. Henee each exciter isin porcelain feed-throughs at the front of each the 
chassis. The chassis are readily me 
adaptable to rack mounting, sine = 
meters and controls can easily be put tul 
ona panel. Power-supply connections wa 
are brought out to terminal strips at ari 
the back. RI 

THE 3.5-MC. TRANSMITTER ot 

The exciter for the 3.5-me. trans- th 
mitter consists of a 42 pentode oscil- wa 
lator, 802 buffer, and RIK-28 driver of 
This unit, together with the final col 
amplifier, is shown in one of the bu 
photographs. The final amplifier, he 
mounted in a square wooden frame sh 
with bakelite control panels, uses a or: 
single W.E. 251-A tube, normally - 
operated at a kilowatt input. Both mi 
‘phone and ¢c.w. are used on this rig 

rHE 3.5-MC. TRANSMITTER 
t, at the right, uses a 42 oscillator, 802 buffer, and RK-28 HE 7-MC. TRANSMITTER haa 
stage, at the left in the wooden frame, has a single 251-A < pt 

th a kilowatt input. Che 40-meter c.w. transmitter has mi 
three stages altogethe r. The exciter sil 

transmitter capable of develop- — is a two-tube unit having a 2A5 erystal oscillator of 
d watts of r.f. power. The same — on 3.5 me., and an RKX-28 doubling to 7 me. The Tl 
een followed in all of them, the output of the RIK-28 is link-coupled to a pair ris 

ng largely in the number of low- — of 150T’s in push-pull. Normal input to the final im 
stages incorporated. Although a _ is 800 watts. op 

s used for each band, two of The push-pull amplifier is also mounted on pli 
readily be put on any of four metal. Another photograph shows the two units in] 

hem on three, and the last—that comprising the 7-me. transmitter. ga 
ransmitter—on two. In each case , in) 

san RIX-28, except in the exciter THE 14-MC, TRANSMITTER 
transmitter, where two RK-28’s For a time, this rig served for both 20 and 10 
h-pull meters, which accounts for the more elaborate 

THE 7-MC. C.W. TRANSMITTER 
ft, amplifier at right. In the exciter, a 2A5 crystal oscillator drives an RK-28. A pair of 150T's in push: : 
to the driver, constitutes the final. 26 
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exeiter arrangement. Sinee the compl tion of a THE 28-MC, TRANSMITTER 
separate 1O0-meter transmitter, however, it has The 10-meter transmitter probably will be of 
heen used exclusively tor l4-me. work particular interest to readers in view of — the 

The exciter consists of a GAO erystal-oscillator increase in aetivity on this band. A view 
und doubler, S02 buffer-doubler (these two of the complete rig is given in one of the 
tubes bring the frequency from 3.5 me. to 14 me.), photographs, while Figs. 1 and 2 give the cireuit 
in RK-28 buffer on 14 me., followed by two diagrams of the exciter and amplifier, respec- 
RK-28’s in push-pull. The chief reason for using tively. These diagrams are typieal of all the 
un RK-28 for driving the final two is to simplify transmitters. 
the power-supply require- In the exciter unit, the first tube is a 6A6 
ments; with the present +B XTAL crystal oscillator-doubler, starting out on 7 me. 
arrangement the last three {s the photographs show, it is at the right-hand 
tubes all operate at 2000 end of the chassis. The seeond section of the 6A6 

volts, while if a smaller is capacity-coupled to an S02 doubler to 10 meters. 
driver tube (such as an 
RK-20) had been used it : 
would have been necessary rY: : ay —— 
to furnish 1000 volts for — rt aang le, —a 
this stage. A smaller tube < : -yT a & : 
would give plenty of drive, 
of course. This exciter is a 
compl tely shielded job, 
built in a cabinet made of 
heavy sheet aluminum. It is 
shown in a separate photo- +B XTAL 
graph. In itself it makes 

FIG. I—CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE 10-METER EXCITER 
; C), Co, Cs—70-pufd. midget transmitting condensers (Hammarlund MCD-35-MX 

mitter. with stators in parallel). 
The 14-me. final amplifier Ci—70-pufd. transmitting condenser (Cardwell NP-35-GD with stators in parallel). 

in excellent all-band trans- 

has two 251-A tubes in C5—0.0005-yufd. mica. R3s—50,000 ohms, 2-watt. closes~vound on 
es : Ce, Cr —0.002-~fd. mica. Ry—50,000 ohms, 25- I\%-inch diame- 

push-pull Phe -"~ are Cx, Co, Cio—O.01L uf. watt. terreceiving 
mounted in a wooden frame Ci: —0.002-ufd. mica, RFC—Solenoid-wound form. 

= 5000-volt. short-wave chokes Lo—1I4-me. plate coil; 5 similar to ths » fins : — ; imilat ae hat for the final Ciyo-Cis, inc.—O.0l -ufd. (Ohmite). turns same as L; 
of the 3.5-me. transmitter. mica. M—Plate and grid milli- La—3 turns No. 10, di- 
The. « . in . . Cis —0.002-nfd. mica. ammeters. ameter 2 inches, 
Phe am plific r occupies the Ciz, Cis—0.01 -ufd. mica. L,—7-me. oscillator coil; spaced turns. 
right-hand end of the tabl Ri —50,000 ohms, l-watt. 40 turns No. 14 L4—4 turns No. 10 same 

Ro—400 ohms, 10-watt. enamelled wire, as L3. immediately in front of the 
operating table. This am- 
plier normally operates at 900 to 1000 watts It is of interest to note here that considerably 
input on either ‘phone or e.w. Needless to greater output, plus the possibility of using a 
say, the tube plates show no color at a kilowatt higher L-C ratio, was obtained when the air- 
input! wound coil shown in the photograph was substi- 

site aver: 

THE TEN-METER TRANSMITTER IS IN THE SAME GENERAL STYLE AS THE OTHER RIGS 
The final amplifier, at the left, uses a pair of 150T’s. The exciter consists of a 6A6 oscillator-doubler, 802 doubler to 

28 mc., and an RK-28 driver. 
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und on a bakelite form, which 
irrangement. The coil is soldered 
eondenser terminal lugs. The 

the tank. Both e.w. and ’phone are used on 10. 
The 150T’s have 500 volts of fixed bias on the 
grids, so that it is evident there is plenty of exeita- 

tion available from the RK-28 
The antenna coupling ar- 

rangement used with the 10- 
meter transmitter is probably 
new to most amateurs. It is a 
linear pi-section filter, of a 
type used in some of the new 
Collins transmitters. Fig. 3 
gives the details. The induc- 
tances consist of two quarter- 
inch copper tubes, spaced two 
inches apart, 5'4 feet long. 
The tuning condensers, each 
100 yufd., are slid along the 
tubing until points are found 
where they control the cou- 
pling as in the normal filter. 
At W1CCZ the input conden- 
ser is 44 inches from the plate 
tank, and the distance be- 
tween the input and output 

THE EXCITER FOR THE 20-METER SET 
lf is a fairly high-power all-band transmitter, although actually 

14 me. A 6A6 oscillator-doubler drives an 802, followed by an 
RK-28's in push-pull. All coils are plug-in. 

d through a hole in the chassis to 
ible shielding between grid and 

tube is used as a straight amplifier. 
plate lead, the output tank circuit 

ll stand-off insulators. The tube 
nput of 250 to 300 watts on 28 me. 

push-pull stage, considerable 
en to the problem of getting short 
tank circuits to the tubes, the 

shown finally being adopted. The 
ndenser is mounted on short stand- 
ngside the grid caps of the 150T’s. 
nser is elevated to bring the stator 

vel with the tube plate caps; no 
ffs of sufficient length were avail- 

irpose, so each post consists of two 
tors held together by headless 

It was found better to leave the 
iit ungrounded. The coils are air- 
unted directly on the condensers 
“pass condensers are used, a direct 
ng made from one side of the fila- 
l, instead 

is ordinarily loaded to an input 
ts, the chief reason for not going 
fact that the plate voltage is only 

s same voltage is used on the final 
ges of all transmitters (with big 
251-A there is no necessity for 
s convenient to use the same on 
so that the power supply need 
when going from one band to 

() watts there is plenty of fire left in 

condensers is 31% feet. This 
system offers possibilities to 
those who have had difficulty 
in getting regular coils to work 
in the filter at 28 me. 

SPEECH EQUIPMENT 

Most of the speech equipment is on the two 
nearer racks to the left of the operating table. The 
output of the Western Electric condenser micro- 
phone feeds into a W.E. 8C amplifier and power 

iSOT 

as >= 
+. en 

Cc 
= 3s 

on 3 | -_ 
C3 

RFC 

—s = 
isoT + | 

-HV + 

FIG. 2—THE PUSH-PULL 28-MC. FINAL CIRCUIT 
DIAGRAM 

Ci—Split-stator transmitting condenser, 35 jpyfd. per 
section (Cardwell NP-35-GD). 

Co—Split-stator transmitting condenser, 40 uyfd. persection 
(National TMA-40-DC). 

Cs, Ca—Neutralizing condensers (National NC-150). 
Cs—0.002-yfd. mica. 
Li—6 turns No. 10, diameter 2 inches, turns spaced 3/16 

inch. 
L2o—7 turns No. 10, diameter 2 inches, spaced to make coil 

length 3 inches. 
RFC—Solenoid-wound choke (Ohmite). 

supply which oecupies the nearest rack. Some 
alterations have been made to this amplifier, and 
a four-channel mixing panel has been added. The 
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output of the 8C amplifier drives a pair of 2A3’s, 
Class-A, in the next rack, and these in turn feed 

into a pair of 845’s, also Class-A. The 845’s con- 
stitute the driver for the Class-B modulator, 
which uses &@ pair of 849’s. 
The modulator and its power supply are built 

up in two wooden frames similar to those used for 
the final stages of the 3.5- and 14-me. transmitters. 
They can be identified at the rear left in the 
photographs of the station. The power supply 
is three phase using 866 rectifiers. 

+ ~ . >» ~ o —___* = 7 Fd abe oS T ———— — 
= + i a ~~ ry lt a 

— < ar = - —_t i, 
4 + ~ = 5 6 _ 

FIG. 3—LINEAR PI-SECTION FILTER USED TO 
COUPLE THE 10-METER AMPLIFIER TO A 600- 

OHM LINE 
The “inductances” are quarter-inch copper tubing. 

The same modulator is of course used for all 
itters. transi! 

POWER SUPPLY 

The main power supplies for the station are 
built on a rack which does not appear in the pho- 
tographs. Two high-voltage supplies can be 
used. The first is a three-phase, full-wave 
affair using six 872 rectifiers; this supply 
furnishes plate power for the final stages of 
all transmitters. Voltages from 1800 to 
5400 are available, although 1800 is gener- 
ally used because of the ease with which 
the 251-A’s will handle a kilowatt input 
at this voltage. The second unit is a single- 
phase, full-wave rectifier using a pair of 
872’s. Voltages from 700 to 2000 can be 
obtained from this supply; it is used for 
the lower-power stages. 

Plate 
mitters whenever the control switch is 
closed. To shift from one band to another, 

power 1s connected to all trans- 

itis only necessary to light the filaments 
of the tubes in the desired transmitter, 
since each transmitter has its own antenna. 

ANTENNA SYSTEM ee 

As the photograph of part of the an- 
tenna system shows, the station is sur- 
rounded by tall pine trees, so that it is not an 
easy matter to erect elaborate antennas. Various 
special types have been tried, but practically as 
good results have been secured from the simple 
structures in use at the present time. 

Four masts hold all the antennas. Two of them 
are 75 feet high, spaced about 140 feet apart. A 
75-mete! Zepp for the 3.5-me. set is strung be- 
tween them. A third mast is about 55 feet high, 
and the fourth somewhat lower. The masts are 
arranged so that it is possible to run the antennas 
either north and south or east and west. For 28 

50 feet, 

me., a Johnson Q running north and south is used. 
Two Q’s, one north-south, the other east-west, are 
used for 14 me., the feeders being switched inside 
the station at the transmitter to choose the direc- 
tion. An east-west doublet is used on 7 me. 

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 

The third relay rack holds a number of items 
of measuring equipment usually found only in 
laboratories and broadcasting stations. At the 
top is an RCA beat-frequency oscillator. Imme- 
diately below it is a General Radio transmission- 
monitoring assembly, consisting of a 400-cycle 
oscillator panel, modulation monitoring panel 
with overmodulation indicator, and a distortion 
and noise metering panel. On the operating table 
is a G.R. oscilloscope, a G.R. frequency meter, 
and a Universal Recorder, the latter being used 
for making air checks. Other measuring equip- 
ment includes G.R. precision inductance, capacity 
ind resistance bridges. 
The station is connected with the house by a 

number of lines through which the transmitter 
can be turned on and off and speech input fed in. 
There is also a telephone line from the station to 
the house. Although there is no complete remote- 
control system, the station can be operated from 

PART OF W1CC7Z’s ANTENNA SYSTEM 
wooden masts, two of them 75 feet high, the others about 
support the five antennas. 

the house (where separate re- 
installed) onee the filaments of the 

desired transmitter are turned on. Receivers 
include a Hammarlund Super-Pro, an RME-69, 
and an HRO, the latter being used in the station 

seve! il rooms 
eeivers are 

proper. 
Recent years have found most of W1CCZ’s 

operating activities carried on with radioteleph- 
ony, principally in the 14- and 28-me. bands, 
although—as might be expected with such easy 
band-switching the other two bands are by no 
means neglected. 
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rleterotone C. W. Telegraph Reception 

\n Improvement Giving M.C.W. Advantages to Pure D.C. Signals 

By James J. Lamb* 

there has been little funda- 
in our method of reception 

receivers have been improved 
increased, so that 
ob of picking out the signal 

has been furthered, both at the 
ind in the receiver 

HETEROTONE RECEPTION 

THE FREQUENCY COM- 
PAINED IN SIMPLE HETERODYNI 

AND IN HETEROTONE 
. THE COMPLEX HETEROTONI 

ONLY MAKES THE SIGNAL SOUND 
ALSO INCREASES THI 

desired signal throughout 
tick to heterodyne reception 

st modern single-signal super- 
no more than a local beat 
telegraph signals intelli- 

very high selectivity thes 
d us of some thing They take 

modulation was not beyond the pale of govern- 
ment regulations: not that all such ‘“‘character- 
istie tone”’ was altogether ecuphonious or partieu- 
larly creditable to the owner of the transmitting 
station. But, nevertheless, something in the out- 
put made these old-time signals easier to copy 
made the other fellow’s fist sound more profes- 
sional and lessened the fatigue of long hours of 
traffic handling. 

In heterodyne reception of pure d.c. telegraph 
signals there is a monotony, an exasperating tire- 
someness, about that plereing beat-note that 
makes old time operators wish for the good old 
davs and makes those who haven’t had modu- 
lated m.e.w. or i.c.w. experience wish they could 
do something besides change the beat-note just 
another single tone that drills a hole in the hear- 
ing svstem. This fatigue and monotony from 
listening to a pure d.c. beat-note isn’t all imagina- 
tion, either. It’s quite real and demonstrable by 
nuthentice scientific proof. We learned that back 
in 1929 and tried to do something about it 

At that time, K. B. Warner (who is always 
starting us out on some technical chase to correct 
things that ought to be corrected in this game of 
ours) aroused us with some practical ham inter- 
pretations of a few physiological and psycho- 
logieal gleanings from Dr. Harvey Fleteher’s clas- 
sie text, Speech and Hearing 

In sum and substance, it appears that our 
hearing apparatus is not so simple. In addition 
to the binaural and other peculiar characteristies 
which have been given greater popular publicity 
in more recent times, it seems that we also POSSESS 
disability to withstand overloading on a single- 
Trequeney tone Furthermore, the sensation of 
loudness is not only a function of the total energy 
in what excites our hearing system, but is also a 
function of the frequency make-up of the excita- 
tion. Our hearing mechanism, while more or less 
frequency selective, is non-linear and has what 
might be ealled saturation limits. In other words, 
different sensitive elements in the pick-up system 
respond to different frequencies, but each can trans- 
mit only a limited amount of sensation to the head- 
top central station. Each aural frequency-com- 
munication line ean handle only so much; and 
after a while it gets tired. Consequently, when we 
listen to a single-frequency e.w. beat-note we find 
that the monotone signal not only becomes a hore, 
but also becomes apparently weaker and we aket 
even though the receiver output may stay con- 
stant. We onee had the experience of listening to 
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, 1000-cvele tone for a protracted period of hours 
and of seeming to hear nothing but 1000 cycles 

fortwo days afterward but of being unable to dis- 
nguish when a 1000-cyecle tone was sent our way 

\ “hole had been drilled at 1000 cycles. That 
particular section in our aural frequency spectrum 
had ten porarily worn out. It was an extreme Case, 
f course; but to a lesser degree the same thing 
appens In much shortet pe riods of operation, as 

How very experienced operator will testify 
vad ny nave had “ringing ears after a DX 

icu- mitest . 
Ling Well, to get back to what Wwe tried to do about 
vut- 1 1929 
. In those days, the standard receiver was a 

ronerative autodyvne. R. B. Bourne, then LANA 
+ Was In If, too 
scillating autodyne 

+ audio 

nd still WI ANA Our idea was to 
v-modulate t he 
and thereby 

eque I 
letectol “spray a range ol 
requencies over the hearing svstem. Thus, we 

= isualized, more than a single group of elements 
old vould be excited and both the monotony and 
iu- the fatigue would be eliminated. Unfortunately, 
ald the result didn’t fulfill the premise. In the first 
ist piace, the regenerative detector insisted on pick- 
-. ng up the audio-frequency of the tone-generator, 
m vhich was driving the frequency-vibrating tun- 
ia- ing-condenser element whether there was a 
by radio signal coming in or not; and the signal 
ek lidn’t seem to be helped thereby. So we dropped 

\s Still later. in 1931. we had another idea. At that 
- time we were working with the various efforts 
of hich finally produced a single-signal receiver 
“a In the National MB 30 tuned r.f. broadeast re- 
0- eiver, Which was used as an i.f. amplifier follow- 
Se ng the ervstal filter, there was no beat oscillator 

re.w. reception Rather than hook up a hetero- 
Ir lvne oscillator. we tried a General Radio 1000- 
1 evyele tuning fork oscillator as an audio-frequeney 
* modulator for one of the intermediate stages 
\ The audio-frequency tone was applied to the 
5 screen-grid of an i.f. stage. It worked, but the 
. resulting a.f. output on ¢.w. signals was nothing 
f to arouse excitement. Later, we tried the same 

lea on an ultra-high frequency phone superhet 
4 f Ross Hull's. The idea there was to make POssi- 
. ble reception of “unmodulated” e.w. telegraph 
; signals from 56-me. transmitters which were so 

instable with frequency modulation as to pre- 
lude possibility of conventional beatnote recep- 

tion. That worked fairly well, too; but Ross didn’t 
think the reeeiver was good enough for presenta- 
tion. He 
and double-side band amplitude modulation as an 

went on to the super-infragenerator 

iltert ative to heterodyne singk “sick band modu- 
ition in superhet receivers again went on the 

shelf 
In both these instances, it will be noted, the 

lea was tried in reeeivers which were without 
Mat-note oseillator Had we tried it then on a 

more or less conventional superhet th aew 

combination 

beat oscillator we'd have had heterotone recep- 
tion earlier. For that’s all heterotone reception Is 
The application of audio-frequency modulation 
in an if. stage of a good superhet, preferably 
behind a s.s. erystal filte 
lator injection in the second detector. It’s called 

reception just to distinguish it from 

*, with proper e.w. oscil- 

heteroton¢ 
tone modulation (m.c.w.) and from simple hetero- 
dvine It’s literally both 

\ graphical contrast between simple 
and heterotone reception is shown 

rece pt on 
hetero- 

ivie receptiol 
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FIG. 2—CIRCUIT OI 4 TRANSFORMER-TYPI 
AUDIO OSCILLATOR FOR HETEROTONE 

MODULATION 
I Push-pull input type audio transformer. 

( 0.002-ufd. fixed condenser (paper). 
. 500-uufd. primary tuning condenser (various sizes 

should be tried until tone is between 500 and 1000 
c.p.s.). 

( l- to 4-ufd. plate by-pass condenser (paper or elec- 
trolytic). 

( l- to 4-ufd. screen-supply by-pass (may be unneces- 
sary). 

( 0.002-ufd. screen-grid r.f. by-pass. 
R;—100,000-ohm grid leak. 
R2.—100,000-ohm_ plate-voltage dropping and filtering 

resistor 
g Audio load resistor (100,000-ohm or smaller). 
R 20,000-ohm or smaller cathode resistor. 
SW Single-pole toggle switch (audio **On-Off’’). 

the charts of Fig. 1. In heterodyne 
Band C, the character of the 

gnal is unchanged until simultaneous rectifica- 

reception, 
as suggested by A 

tion with the e.w. oscillator current in the second 
detector occurs. With heterotone reception, how- 
ever, the signal acquires a pair of sidebands in 
the i.f. amplifier and arrives at the second detec- 

complex wave. Whereas heterodyne 
detection of the unmodulated signal results in a 
eat note of practically single frequency, as shown 

C, the modulated signal combines with the 
oeal oscilla n the 

ve audio-frequency output having a complex 
indieated in F 

With the differ- 
ent from the carrier and sideband frequencies of 

for aus a 

} 

] tor current second detector to 

ot frequencies, as 
heterodvne oscillator Prequency 
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i} I 

\j 

least three 
addition to 

band component resulting from 

signal, there are at 
ote components In 

king effect of this change in the 
signal is the apparent increase 

s is partly the result of actually 
output, of the 

riving at the second detector is 
sidebands resulting from the if. 

th 100 per cent modulation by a 
sinusoidal) tone the side-band 

the detector input 50 percent. 
lemonstrate that the receiver 
utput is increased by approxi- 

ount when tone modulation is 
nm to the heterodyne. This 

ted to give no great increase in 

course, since 

however, On a strict energy 
in the character of the 

a simple energy increase, 
ir the jump of several times in 

ecomes apparent when listening 
de between simple heterodyne 

hang 
than 

heterotone reception of the same 

teroavme 

Che explanation is that more of 
ents in the hearing mechanism 

the complex sound than by the 
beat note. 

riety of frequency combinations 
mply by varying the tuning of 

scillator, leaving the i.f. modu- 
fixed. Even relatively small 

beat oscillator frequency mak« 
t changes in the character of the 
Likewise, a small difference 

| frequencies gives much greater 
be- 

. : — a 
i rT T ? | - = 53 646 | <2 
>] en? 
rad J | | 

oT ys eae 
cr | - - 2 2 
pide IS Uy i | . % 2 3k 
. o 2% 7 2 x wi + f | . 

‘ 4 t ar 
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208 © 3V - Ov + 
REC F RECEIVER 

8 SUPPLY 
BLE-TRIODE RESISTANCE-CAPACI. 

»- BACK AUDIO OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT 
nry r.f. choke (Bud “‘Masgicore’’ No. 1287 

paper condenser (vary to give desired tone). 
per < ondensers. 
trolytic cathode by-pass. 

ry I 
400-vole paper or electrolytic plate by- 

re Omuttec 
*n-grid by-pass, 0.01- to O.1-ufd. 

). 

watt plate resistors. 
500,000 ohms, approximately 250,000 ohms 
tdjust for best oscillation). 

ut cathode resistor. 
po le on-off toggle switch may be con 

iT plus-B lead. 

difference in the apparent pitch and character of 
the sounds than a simple variation in carrier 
beat-note would produce. This appears to }y 
associated with change in the “harmony” rela. 
tionship of the component frequencies of thy 
complex sound. For instance, in the cas« of the 

Continued on page 7¢ 

DIXIE JONES’ 

OWL JUICE 

HIS is the doggonedest world I ever saw. It 
looks like everthing in it has sumpn to pester 

it. Even lions and taggers, whitch ain’t skeered of 
nothin’ or nobody, has some kinda creepers a 
crawlin’ over ’em and a bitin’ ’em when the day’s 
work is o’er and they’ve garnered a gnu and et it 
and have crawled into a veldt beneath a kopje 
beside a babbling safari and are tryin’ to catch a 
few winks of shut-eye. There ain’t nobody or 
nothin’ barred from troubles. Flies has spiders, 
and spiders has dirtdobbers, and dirtdobbers has 
jaybirds, and jaybirds has sparrerhawks, and 
sparrerhawks has farmer boys with muzzle load- 
ers, and the latter has their paw and maw who 
beat on ’em off and on, and their paw and maw 
has flies, and so it goes. What the Army Amateur 
Radio System has is work, school and wimmen. 
A ham can sponge off of his old man all of his life 
so far and do nothing but ham and git along fine, 
but let him join the AARS and keep a few skeds 
and then the first thing you know you miss him 
and look around for him and there he is away up 
in Indiana or some dang place outsidea my terri- 
tory a workin’ in a saw mill and you hafto charge 
him off. Or maybe he’s goin’ to school at home. If 
he is he ain’t learnin’ nothin’ as he hams half of 
the night and gits his lessons by sorta skimmin’ 
at ’em before breakfast, and if he passes any 
exams it’s by the cuff method, but just let this 
guy join the AARS and brother he ain’t got time 
to do nothin’ but study. A hundred percent in 
’rithmetie and spellin’ and all that stuff is the 
least he could make and not be plumb mortified. 
So he goes around with a book in his hand mum- 
blin’ tootums two is four and tootums three is six 
and he might as well be a BCL, or even a sheep- 
herder, for all the good he does you. Or take, for 
instance, one of these here hams that hams ever 
night and wimmen ain’t nothin’ to him but a 
animated bundle of rags and a hank of hair and 
he don’t pay ’em no mind, but right away after 
he joins the AARS he finds a squaw that shivvers 
his timbers and he puts in all of his spare time 
which is all of it hangin’ around her shack and 
you couldn’t raise him even if you had a Cali- 
fornia kilowatt. It ain’t right 
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The All-Around Radiation Characteristics of 

Horizontal Antennas 

Utilizing Directive Properties To Increase Transmission Effectiveness 

By George Grammer * 

HE big unknown in the equation “Trans- 
mitter times X equals Results’ is the 
antenna. The constant taking down and 

putting up of antennas emphasizes the point. 
Sadly, most of these changes are aimless; blind 
gropings inspired by the eternal hope that some- 
thing new will “get out’? better. We think they 
need not be. 
Simple antennas have certain properties which 

ean be utilized to advantage provided we know 
what we want to do. It is impossible to predict 
exactly what any given type of antenna will do 
when hung in a particular location, unfortunately. 
However, theoretical analysis is possible when 
certain assumptions are made; although these 
assumptions are never realized in practice, ex- 
perience with several types of antennas in differ- 
ent locations over the past year indicates that the 
antenna performance checks quite closely, quali- 
tatively, with the behavior predicted by theory. 
This article concerns itself only with simple hori- 
zontal antennas, the kind the majority of ama- 
teurs use either through choice or necessity. 

ANTENNA DIRECTIVITY 

No amateur who does any reading at all can 
have avoided being exposed to the plane dia- 
grams purporting to show the directive proper- 
ties of antennas of various lengths. A set of them 

FIG, 1—ILLUSTRATING THE METHOD OF EVALU- 
ATING FIELD STRENGTH AT A GIVEN ANGLE 

ABOVE THE HORIZONTAL 

illuminates the antenna chapter in the Handbook. 
Providing they are not taken too literally, such 
diagrams can be of value but (as is also pointed 
out in the Handbook) they merely represent a 
cross-section of a figure which is really a solid, 
symmetrical about the antenna wire. An easy way 
FA istant Tec hnical Editor. 

to get a mental picture of the actual free-space 
directive pattern of any particular type of an- 
tenna is to copy the plane diagram on a piece of 
cardboard, cut it out and mount on a length of 
stiff wire which represents the antenna axis. If 

2.0 
=%r 

N 

MULTIPLY/NG FACTOR °o oo ~ oo o co o 

°o N 

10° 20° 30° 40° 50° 60° 70° 80° 90° 
VERTICAL ANGLE 

FIG. 2—EFFECT OF GROUND ON RADIATION AT 
VERTICAL ANGLES FOR FOUR ANTENNA 

HEIGHTS 

the wire is then twirled rapidly in the fingers a 
“motion picture” of the solid directive diagram 
readily can be seen. 

However, even this is of no great value except 
to form a mental image which will be of help in 
understanding what follows. No antenna works in 
free space. Amateur antennas, in particular, al- 
ways hug the ground and the surrounding houses 
and flora pretty closely. Of these surroundings, 
the ground is the only item common to all loca- 
tions, and is the only one that can be taken into 
account in a discussion of this kind. It should be 
realized, however, that the proximity of tin roofs, 
house wiring, downspouting, and similar obstruc- 
tions in the field of the antenna can have a marked 
effect on its performance. 

RADIATION IN THE VERTICAL PLANE 

With the solid directive pattern firmly in mind, 
let us suppose that the antenna is placed hori- 
zontally over the earth. Neglecting for the mo- 
ment the effect of the ground, this immediately 
cuts off the lower half of the pattern, since we are 
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radiation in space. Now if we Only one quadrant need be considered since the 
ttern by a plane passing through patterns are always symmetrical, and what hap- 
tenna at any random angle with pens tin one quadrant also happens in the othe; 

bree connt Lanne of the pattern on the three As the plane OA BE is rotated about th 
e same plane diagram which we antenna as an axis, the plane diagram will d 
d must be handled with care scribe the solid directive pattern. 

presented in Fig. 1, in which the Most amateurs realize that energy radiated up- 
plane reé presents the earth and wards from the earth is effective for long-distance 
ne of the antenna wire. OABC is | communication. Suppose we wish to know the rel- 

ne just mentioned, and on it is ative field strength at a distant point caused by 
diagram, in this case represent- radiation at some upward angle with respect to 

t of a full-wave antenna diagram. the earth’s surface. Let us say that a straight line 
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DEC/BELS 

Minus 

Plus 

OEC/BELS 

ere rete 

from the distant point makes an angle DOA, Fig. 
|. with the line of the antenna. Along the line DO 
ve erect 2 vertical plane and on it draw a line, 
FO, so that the angle HOD represents the upward 
ingle of radiation in which we are interested. It 
then the plane OA Bt 
through the line EO, the point X, 
EO intersects the plane diagram, gives the desired 
value of relative field strength, this being ex- 
presst das the length of a radial line running from 
0 to the outline of the diagram. If the vertical 
ingle, EOD, is kept constant while the horizo1 tal 

is rotate d so that it passes 
where the line 
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, 1/ s changed through 90 degrees, a 
series of points ean be obtained from which a 

reetive diagram for the vertical angle FOD ean 
e plotted. It portant to note that the dia 

gram so obtained coineides with the plane dia 
] gram only the vertical angle 1s zero—an im- 

possible case, since purely horizontal radiation is 
negligible at high trequencies. At horizontal 
angles close in to the line of the antenna, the 
relative field strength will depend upon the par- 
ticular vertical angle considered, and if the right 
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GROUND EFFECTS 

In making antenna ealculations it is customary 
to assume that the ground acts as though it werea 

Despite the known fact that 
the ground does no such thing at high frequencies, 
it appears from a number of published papers 
that, for horizontal antennas at least, the agree- 
ment between observed results and theoretical] 
predictions made on this basis is very close. The 
calculations culminating in the curves to be given 

pertect conductor 

(Continued on page 41) 
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Amateur Applications of the “Magic Eye” 

Using the 6E5 in Transmitter Adjustments, as a Modulation Meter, and as a 

Visual Tuning Indicator 

In Two Parts—Part II* 

By L. C. Waller,** W2BRO 

HE use of the 6E5 as a “balance’’ indi- 
cator in a simple vacuuin-tube voltmeter 
circuit was described in the October issue 

fQST, in Part I of this article. Many practical 
ypplications were discussed, and it was shown that 
such an instrument probably ranks next to a 
cathode-ray oscilloscope as regards its usefulness 

n the amateur station. 
Before further applications are taken up, it 

seems worthwhile to describe again, very briefly, 
the manner in which either d.c. or peak a.c. volt- 
wes are measured with the v.t. voltmeter. The 
following procedure refers to Fig. 4 in Part I. 

1) Test prods A and B are shorted together. 
2) Slide-back potentiometer Rz 

the plus end of its range, so that d.c. voltmeter J 
is moved to 

reads zero. 
3) The ‘“‘zero-set’”’ potentiometer Rs; is 

, +t = 

+ 
ae | > L — ~ =) ~~ a] oF y é —4 ate 
— ~” -o — ~ 
> | — t >_< >A 

J d 
EREC 
’ ») PLATE 

v EA ED 

FIG. 8—THE V.T. VOLTMETER AS A NEU- 
TRALIZING METER 

adjusted so that the pattern on the fluorescent 
screen of the 6E5 is closed to a dark, narrow line 
This is the “‘zero”’ position of the pattern. 

t) The d.c. or a.ec voltage to be measured is 
ipplied across test prods Aand B plus volt ize to 
A in the ease of d.c.). The application of this 
volt wwe causes the 6E5 pattern to “flip” open, 
either partly or all the way, depending on the 
value of the unknown voltage. 

5 Slide-back control R; Is how slowly move d 
toward its B end until the pattern on the 6E5 
igain closes to its hair-line or “zero” position. At 
this point the voltmeter Vo will read the value 
dic ol peal L.c ol the applic dl volt we The por 

t I, October, 1986, OS 
ROA Racket 1) Re\ M tu ( 

Har n, N.J 

tion of the voltage across Rz, read by V, has been 
adjusted just to cancel the unknown voltage across 
AB. While this procedure may sound a little com- 
lex, it can actually be followed in far less time 
han it takes to tell. 

T } 
T 

rRANSMITTER ADJUSTMENTS 

The v.t. voltmeter has a number of valuable 
ipplications in the adjustment of transmitters. 
It may be used as an ultra-sensitive neutralizing 
indicator, as shown in Fig. 8. The test prods are 
placed across the plate tank coil (the plate voltage 
being off, of course) so that the r.f. voltage getting 
through from the driver stage can be measured. 
The actual value of the voltage is not of interest, 
as long as the neutralizing condensers can be 
adjusted so that the r.f. across the amplifier tank 
circuit is at a minimum. Perfect neutralization 
usually will not be obtained, in partially shielded 
or unshielded stages, but at least the point of best 
possible neutralization can be determined for a 
given case. Prod B does not have a high imped- 
ance to ground at radio frequencies, while prod A 
has appreciable impedance. For this reason, B is 
placed at the center of the plate coil, in a push-pull 
circuit, and prod A is placed at first one end and 
then the other. Minimum r.f. voltage is sought for 
each half of the coil. In single-ended stages, B 
is put at the ground or low-r.f. end of the coil, 
and A at the plate or “hot” end. 

When one is experimenting with the constants 
of a TNT oscillator (such as portable 5-meter rig) 
or of a crystal oscillator stage, in an effort to 
determine the conditions for maximum r.f. out- 

VY (BD 

A B 
FIG. 9—THE V.T. VOLTMETER AS A NEGATIVE- 

PEAK OVERMODULATION INDICATOR 

put. the v.t. voltmeter can readily be used, with 
the aid of a small pick-up coil, as an r.f. output 
meter. The pick-up coil is coupled at a suitable 

ed distance trom the plate tank of the r.f. stage, 
nd the rf. voltage across it measured as changes 

ire made in the circuit 
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ENGTH MEASUREMENTS 
riter has not tried the following 

the v.t. voltmeter is sensitive 
r.f. field strength indicator, 
it can be found some dis- 

nsmitting antenna 
s feasible, because 

n be modified to 
source, where 

rder of 1 to 10 
sured). A short 

il or rod, ean 
ined cireuit, with 
ind, whichevet 

I voltage de- 
tuned circuit 
probable that 
used at a con- 

the trans- 
| still develop a volt or two for 

is transmitter or antenna 
he stronger the radiation, the 

the v.t. voltmeter will show 

TION METER 

eter, the v.t. voltmeter will 
we of modulation with good 
modulation is symmetrical 

it subject to too much shift 
ill pick-up coil untuned) is 
suitable fixed distance from 
nd the unmodulated earrie 

A steady az.f 
lulator until the measured r.t 

unmodulated value; this 
juite closely to 100 percent 

signal is ther 

rds the positive modulation 
care ot neqatie modulation 
ves, or ol excessive carrie! 

pn coil is coupled so that th 
tage is, say, 100 volts, then a 
under modulation would indi- 
reentage of 80. PR; is the only 

idjusted on the v.t. volt- 
t the “zero”’ point was cor- 

ing. If desired, the instru- 
it the receiving position, 

ntly, and eonnected to the 
of ordinary twisted lamp 

p coil at each end. 
indicator, potentiometer 

mecel the unmodulated ear- 
ip as described above, and the 
g noted. Rzis then set so that 
ent higher. This over-biases 

ses the pattern. Then, unde 
eve begins to “kick’’ open 
carrier peaks are just be- 

95°; modulation point. The 
rangement ts that. like all 

the v.t. voltmeter does 
hat his negative modulation 

pe aks are doing. It is the negative peaks which 
cause the most trouble, when they reach the ear. 
rier cut-off point, because of the resultant flat. 
tened modulation envelope with its plentiful high- 
frequency harmonics. 

MODULATED CLASS C AMP 

- -B +200 
TO 250¥ 

FIG. 10—ANOTHER APPLICATION OF THE 6E5 
IN \ NEGATIVE-PEAK OVERMODULATION 

INDICATOR 
C—0.05 to 0.5 ufd. Use value to give desired time lag, 

Larger values give slower action of 6E5 pattern. 

Another arrangement of the v.t. voltmeter is 
possible, however, so that the negative modula- 
tion peaks ean be indicated. In this case, a few 
minor changes in the v.t. voltmeter circuit of Fig 
$ (Part I) are necessary. Condensers C, and (C; 
should be disconnected (one terminal is ade- 

and ¢ » should be changed to 100 yxfd 
The pattern of the 6E5 is then adjusted to its zero 
setting, or preferably to a slightly over-closed 
position, with the r.f. pick-up coil connected but 
with the carrier off. The carrier is next turned on, 

quate), 

unmodulated, this causing the “eve” to open 
fully. Then, as modulation is applied and the per- 
centage increased, the pattern will have two 
slightlv-fluorescent triangular sectors, of lighte: 
hue than the rest of the sereen. The border lines 
of the normal shadow sector will still be plainly 

When the two lightly shaded triangles 
approach each other, at the center of the screen 
visible 

the negative modulation peaks of the earrier are 
approaching the cut-off, or zero r.f. point. This is 
true because the pattern was originally adjusted 
to the zero line under the condition of no earriet 
The lightly-shaded triangular screen sectors have 
less brilliance than the rest of the pattern beeause 
they receive excitation only on the negative a.f 
peaks This effeet can better be understood by 
reference to Fig. 9. Fig. 9-A shows that the nega- 
tive modulation peaks are not reaching earriel 
cut-off, while in Fig. 9-B the pattern shows over- 
modulation. The bright line where the two tri- 
angular sectors merge (Fig. 9-B) is the indication 
of this condition. 

\ SIMPLI NEGATIVE-PEAK 
INDICATOR 

OVERMODULATION 

Another entirely 
different from that of the v.t. voltmeter, is shown 

upplication of the 65, 

in Fig. 10. Here the 6E5 is used in conjunction 

QST for 
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plies as great a por- 
tion of the excess 

vacuum-tube reetifier Phe tvpe of ove odulation indieator is mueh to be 
u tlmost self-explanatory. When the a. preferred to they tive-peak indicating type, for 
dulating voltage at point ‘x VingS positive ensons abpead entioned 
S70 ck not pass current because its filament Ch rrangement not an orginal one, ina 

piu with re pect to its plate When the a. uch a mil emreuit using a dv milliam- 
tage SWings negative at point a. oe 879 still meter nm ( th the diode resistor has been 
s to pass current until the negative a.f. peak published before. The idea of using the 6E5 in 

place of the d.c. meter, as an indieating medium, 
suggested by WSHLM 

- -*+ ‘ 
P SEO ik 665 IN NON-A.V.C. RECEIVERS 65 f \ , .- 4 =— Phi ppleation ol the versatile 6S 
)) 

uning indicator in receivers may be of 
terest to some amateurs. As is well known, the 

& - : = . 
= 2 . 65 is ordinarily used in receivers employing auto- 
= Se shics. € matic volume control with a diode detector. The 

( ; 4t | control voltage for the 6E5 grid is ordinarily ob- 
é- outd = tained from a suitable point in the a.v.c. or diode 

4 _s detector circuit. It is not so well known, however, 
IG. 11—THE 6E5 ALSO CAN BE USED ASA VISUAI , 
[UNING INDICATOR IN SETS NOT HAVING t the “magic eye” ean also be used in a receives 

4.V.C. OR A DIODE DETECTOR having neither a.v.c. nor a diode detector. The 
The ‘‘eve’’ works ‘“‘backwards”’ in this case. ilternative arrangement is suitable for t.r-f. or 

uperheterodyne receivers using a cathode- 
the d.c. plate voltage of the Class-C stor-biased detector, as shown in Fig. 11. 

plifier. When this occurs the instantaneous With reference to this cireuit, potentiometer Po 
ltage at point “x” is negative with respect to et at the end next to the detector cathode. 
und, the 879 passes current through the load Chis places a positive voltage (equal to the de- 

sistor R), and the voltage drop thus produced tector’s no-signal bias) on the 6E5 grid and opens 
ross 2, biases the grid of the 6E5 negatively the pattern. Cathode resistor R, is next set just to 
he pattern, therefore, “kicks” shut whenever lose the pattern to a narrow, dark line, this being 
e negative a.l peaks are great enough to cause cece mplished when the bias across /2; exeeeds the 
rrier cut-off. As long as the pattern remai ins neross Re by about 7 volts. Now. if an r-f 

pen, there can be no overmodulation on negative signal is tuned in, the plate current of the detector 
peaks, and no carrier cut-off Inasmuch as a ses slightly, the voltage drop across Fs increases, 

egative peak modulating voltage of 1007 volts ind the “eve” will open slightly. At the point ol 
ssuming that the Class-C tubs is operating with esonanee, where the receiver is accurately tuned, 
1000-volt supply the pattern will have 
idequat to cause TYPE SS ypened to a maxXi- 
mplete closure of wae mum. Detuning the 

he 6E5 pattern, it ts +35 = <et Causes it to close 
pparent that this wkd Cony igain. Thus, the 6E5 
levice is exceedingly iets as a visual tun- 
sensitive to the slight- ing indicator, but 
st overmodulation — } ope rates exactly back- 
The sensitivity ean eRe Da, ee 6é hode ards with re spect to 

e controlled by > 6é its normal movement 
means of pote ntiom- pis —, — 6&5 Target in an a.v.c. receiver, 
ter Ry, which ap- > +B where the control 

voltage is negative 
= instead of positive 

FIG. 12—CIRCUIT SHOWING ONE METHOD OF OB. + on ‘ r oltagr - < bs > Are ) = 
lulating voltage 7.3NING NEGATIVE CONTROL VOLTAGE FOR THE -bis backwat L oper 

to the 6E5 grid as 6ES ation, however, is not 

iay be desired. For \ high-resistance bleeder (Rs, Rs) is connected across the Objectionable—the 
example, an over- iede load resistor Rh. bigger the shadow, 
iodulation of 14 the better the tuning. 

volts will cause complete closure of the “eye,” If a strong signal develops so much voltage 
ven if R; is set in the middle of its range. cross Rs that the pattern opens fully, and ceases 
The size of condenser C controls the sper d with to give an accurate indication, it is advisable to 

vhich the pattern reopens after an excessive move the arm of Re towards the ground end. R 
modulation pe ak has Passe d. That is, although must also be readjuste d, in this case, with no sig- 
the pattern will shut quickly, it can be made to nal applied, so that the pattern will again be at 
eopen slowly. to assist in the observation. This its zero or closed position under no-signal 
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this type of visual tuning circuit; 
oltage supply is needed for the 
upply of the receiver being quite 

the 6E5 is used in receivers hav- 

ire undoubtedly many receiv- 
d otherwise, which ean easily be 

. diode detector. Fig. 12 shows a 
1¢ 

nnect 

tector and a.v.c. circuit . The 
age developed across R, (the 

or) may, on a very strong signal, 
optimum operation of the » OES, 
r 8 volts of bias are required to 

n completely. If the receiver has 
or i.f. gain, and if it is tune dtoa 
il, the control voltage will almost 
1 —8 volts. Thus, the pattern will 

will not accurately indicate the 
To avoid this condition, 

R, and then tap in the gri 
t a suitable voltage point. 
Rs and Ry should have, in 
stance of about 4 to 6 megohms, 
| not cause undue loading of Pj. 
and Rs should be so proport 
ngest signal the effective c« 

will just close, but not overclose, 
s means, of course, that the 

little on weak signals. 
ivers where a special i.f. 

diode are used for the a.v.c 
be operated from the det 

it is 
a high-resistance bleeder 

1 lead 

most 

ioned 
yntrol 

“eve 
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SYs- 
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results. The reason is that the 
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greatly reduced by the a 
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stem. Such sets have a fairly 
racteristic. 
the manner in which the 6 
tuning indicator, it can also be 
’ meter, or carrier strength 
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indi- 
e time. That is, with the r-.f. 
y fixed position, any vari 

en different carriers will be 
vely by the amount of pa 

w. telegraph indications, 
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val. The pattern will also show 
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lulation. 

NTS 

the uses of the v.t. voltmeter 
described, it also has a number 
ons. Among these are measure- 
resistance and capacitance. The 

ents for these measurements are 
In both cases it is necessary to 

f I known ¢calibration for Rx. In 
measurements, the correspond- 

nals of the voltmeter are 
ind B and #; is adjusted until the 

first 

eve just closes. The voltage then read is EB 
Prod 1 is then transferred to A and ER, j imi- 

A 

ee —A 
: = C, (Unknown) E 

60~ SR, pm . 
A.C $ f+] —ABR 
Line < ° 
: $ SR, Known) E, 

—_= — am — _ ——___—_—_—__—_—_.=8 ! A 

B 

FIG. 13—CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENTS FOR RESIST- 
ANCE MEASUREMENT (A) AND CAPACITANCE 
MEASUREMENT (B) USING THE V.T. VOLTMETER 

Ri —1000-ohm 25-watt adjustable resistor across power 
line, tap set at 10 volts or so. 

R,—Calibrated adjustable resistor or known fixed re- 
sistors. For convenience in resistance measure- 
ments its value may range from 10 times to 1/10 
the estimated value of the unknown resistance. 
For direct-reading capacitance measurements, as 
described in the text, the resistance range may be 
from a few hundred ohms for capacitances of 
several microfarads to 10 megohms and higher for 
capacitances below 0.0002 yfd. (less than 200 
pufd.) This method ts for a.c. condensers only 
(mica, paper, and similar types). It should not be 
used with electrolytic condensers. 

larly measured, with R, left at the same setting. 
Then, 

R,_ &, 

R BE 

and 

R, — R, 

If 2, is adjusted until F,=K;, then R,=Rk, 
Resistance values are all in ohms and voltage 

values in volts, of course. 
To measure unknown capacitance, the circuit 

of Fig. 13-B is used. The a.c. voltage EB, across the 
condenser and the voltage E, across the known 
resistor are measured with the voltmeter. 
Then 

Xe E. 

R, E, 

where X. is the reactance of the condenser in 
ohms and R;, is the resistance of the calibrated 
resistor. 
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e What the League Is Doing e 

League Activities, Washington Notes, Board Actions—For Your Information 

In the last paragraph of F.C.C. 
Rule 30a, there is a list of ten 
cities, with Albu- 
querque, where the Class A amateur 

examination has been available twice a year but 
never the Class B. The League having pointed 
out that the Class B examination could be given 
at the same time without additional expense o1 
inconvenience to the government, the Commis- 
sion so modified its rule on September 22nd, but 

Changes 
in Regs commencing 

without changing in any way the regions in which 
an applicant may still be eligible for Class C. The 
modified rule reads as follows: 

1) Examining cities—Examinations for all classe 
radio operator licenses will be given frequently at Washing 
ton, D. C., and the District offices of the Commission in ac- 
cordance with announced schedules 

(1) Such examinations will be held quarterly at 
Cincinnati, O Pittsburgh, Pa 
Cleveland, O. St. Louis, Mo 
Columbus, O San Antonio, Tex 
Des Moines, Ia Schenectady, N. \ 
Nashville, Tenn Winston-Salem, N. ¢ 
Oklahoma City, Okla 

2) Examinations will be held not more than twice 
nnually at 

Albuquerque, N. M 
Billings, Ment 
Bismarck. N. Dak 
Boise, Idaho 
Butte, Mont 

Jacksonville, Fla. 
Little Rock, Ark 
Phoenix, Ariz 
Salt Lake City, Utal 
Spokane, Wash 

Understand that at the cities listed in Rule 
30a (2), the Class B examination is now available 
on examination days as well as the Class A exami- 
nation, but one is not obliged to appear for per- 
sonal examination simply because one lives within 
125 miles of one of the cities named in this para- 
graph. 

In Rule 404, the paragraph about Class C, the 
second sentence was amended to read as follows 

Applicants for Class C privileges must reside more 
than 125 miles airline from the nearest office of the Cor 

n and the nearest point named in Rule 30-a (1), or in 
acamp,” etc. (Remainder uncl anged j 

On the same date a change was made in Rule 
384a to change the bands of frequencies on which 
the “N”’ prefix may be used, under proper author- 
ization, to read: “*. 1715-2000 kiloeyeles, 3500- 
1000 kilocyeles, 56,000-60,000 kiloeyeles and 
400,000-401,000 kiloeycles.” 

Our editorial staff has been 
New A.R.R.L 
Publications 

intensely occupied for many 
weeks past with the building 
of apparatus and the writing 

of material for the new 1937 edition of The Radio 
imateur’s Handbool A great many new pieces 

of apparatus, part icularl , of course, transmitters 
and receivers, have been constructed and tested 
and are described in the new edition. The book 
is now ready and is announced elsewhere in this 
issue. It is even bigger than the last previous 
edition, handsomer, and we hope will be found 
even more helpful to readers. 

We amateurs have long needed a map especially 
designed to meet our particular problems and 
bringing conveniently to our view the particular 
sorts of geographical data which we need in our 
work. No such map has existed, so for the past 
year and a half A.R.R.L. headquarters has been 
it work on its design. To our specifications, Rand- 
MeNally, the well-known map makers, have laid 
out a map making use of a modified azimuthal 
equidistant projection which make it possible to 
bring on to one sheet of paper a large assembly of 
useful geographical data for the amateur. Dis- 
tances from the United States may be scaled with 
satisfactory accuracy and approximate determi- 

’ of course, know 
countries more in terms of their prefixes than 
their geographical names, and the A.R.R.L. map 
will enable the ready spotting of a country in 
terms of its prefix. WAC zones and time divisions 
will be with complete accuracy, the 
[.A.R.U. standard list of recognized countries, 
ete. The job is handsomely done in seven colors 
on fine paper. A great effort has been made to 
bring into it the peculiar qualities that working 
amateurs require in a map. We trust that it fills 
the answer to that long-felt need. Its availability 
is announced elsewhere in this issue. 

nations of bearing made. Hams 

shown 

Miss M. Chamberlain, since 
1925 the assistant advertising manager 

Ursula 
Staff 
Notes of A.R.R.L. publications, has gone 

ind left us—for the particular purpose 
of becoming Mrs. Maurice C. Huerstel. More- 
over, she will hereafter have to live in Bridgeport, 

which is an awful come- 
down. UMC has been an 
essential part of our Ad- 
vertising Department 
for over eleven years. 
Whereas our members 
have known her only 
through their patronage 
of the Ham-Ad depart- 
ment, over which she 
presided, hers has been a 
familiar name in radio 

( 
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Plain Talk About Rhombic Antennas 

The Story of Some Experiences with Haywire Diamonds 

7 
rclic 
var 

By Ross A. Hull, and C. C. Rodimon,** W1SZ 

wo, shortly after Bru 
development of the rh 

( an- 
ombie 

put up an experimental antenna 
the idea of working Asia \s we 

thing was wrong with the project 
i itself. We had picked the wrong 

Asia simply wasn't 
no signals. As a result of that 

terest in the general subject of 

ng place 

f; ll off iC I 

ve stuck up a directive 

to a mere nothing 

array 
ind and found, much to our as- 

ce fat signals could be had 
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rnais libli 
hundred miles away at 

act sally nae on 
intenna. This experience gave 
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IJPE SHOWING 
ANTENNA 

antenna discussed in the text was suspended between the 
I4. Its dimensions were exactly those used for the W1SZ rig 

THI 

Sine we have had a prom une d leaning toward 
directive antennas. We have used them whenever 
circumstances permitted and we 
longingly at every tree, 

hav e looked 
roof, and chimney within 

a half mile, mulling over all the possibilities 
One big problem with any array is to decide in 

what direetion to 
solved recently upon he 

shoot it. This difficulty was 
varing that Brother A. G 

Hull in Sydney, Australia, had grabbed off a li- 
cense and was on the aur The other big problem, 
to which we have never found a ready solution 
is to de cide just how big an array 1s needed to give 
worth-while gain. It is one thing, we have discovy- 
ered, to wade through the many technical treat- 
ments of directive antennas, 
stretch of flat, swampy 
Wires strung up In the b 

Ys genera/ direction 

NEW 314%4-WAVI 

antenna shown does not actually have the clean lines and sym- 
ated. The wire wanners irregularly through T 

ies between 20 and 35 feet. The shaded areas Pl, 2 
» T2, Tz, Ts, and Ts. 

and 3 are dense 
shown in practice to be important factors in antenna construc- 

. The rope between the 40-foot pole and T; allows small changes 
f the antenna. Ts is the stump of a 40-foot tree which the authors re- 

£ a rope over u, then swaying it at its resonant frequency. 
orks. 

use the apparent gain was out 
to normal 

eam-backers 
expectations. 
overnight. 

We 
Ever 

visualizing a 
ground with the various 
lue over it. Gains can be 

readily 
then, and it is not at all 
difficult to think in terms 
of the R point gain per 
hundred feet of wire. It 
is a horse of a different 
color to stand out on the 

of grea 

so computed 

only available piece ol 
ground sloping, bumpy, 
chuck full of trees 
smeared with buildings 
poles, wires and miscel- 
laneous Jjunk—and ther 
to wonder what might 
happen to this textbook 
antenna under — thos 
circumstances. 

Anyway, we got out 
the compass and a meas- 
uring tape and made a 
crude plan showing all 
the chimneys and trees 
of the surrounding ter- 
ritory. On this we super- 
imposed models of all 
the antennas we could 
think of. Study of th 

of the many 
trees around the places 
revealed chiefly that the 
guys who planted them 

layout 

had very little knowledge of directive antennas 
and still less consideration for the possible needs 
of future radio amateurs The outcome, anyways 
Was a decision to string up a rhombie antenna ol 

tit hy linn 1 hors thet the transplanting of a few 

QST for 

jore 
and 
tree: 
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with 
rent 
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reat- 
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it all 
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1eas- 
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ter- 
per- 

all 
ould 
the 

any 
lace 
the 

hen 
mas 
eds 

naples would be unnecessary 
The presence of seve ral choice 
“)-foot trees in the wrong 
laces dictated that the wire 
would have to be threaded 
through two of them and 
wrapped around another but, 
ve thought, that very circum- 
stance would at least permit us 
to discover What does happe n 
when such departures from the 
ideal are made 

We shall skip now a hectic 
dav of serambling over slate 
roots climbing trees: thread- 
ng wires through branches; 
getting smeared in poison ivy; 
unscrambling wires and ropes 
tangled in tree tops. These 

FIG. 3—A SKETCH DIAGRAM PRESENTING A VERY APPROXIMATI 
matters were important enough SUGGESTION OF THE RECEPTION PERFORMANCE OF THE 
it the time but, like most ex- HAYWIRE DIAMOND 
neriences of the kind, faded The losses and gains indicated are R points measured on the a.v.c. meter of an 

HRO receiver. The comparison antenna was a conventional half-wave affair 
into insignificance once the with a 75-ohm transmission line. The figures given are averages of several hun- 

dred measurements made over a period of two weeks. Though this diagram 
j itl represents the performance of the antenna shown in Fig. 1 it differs only in minor 

be justified. And this particular respects from that obtained with the W1SZ antenna. 
procedure was justified The 

vhole proce dure was show nto 

untenna, from the verv word go, functioned in a mately 2!,; wavelengths) long. The wire was 
manner which we should have believed quite ibout 30 feet above ground most of the way with 
mpossible couple of excursions down to about 20 feet. 
The gadget we ended up with had the general Che end, strung up in the cherry tree T4 of 

shape of a diamond with sides 144 feet approxi- lig. | vas terminated with several pieces of 
“Ohmspun” (a non-inductive 

—~ resistance element manufac- 
Tt, (9 tured by the States Company, 

n Hartford) totalling 700 ohms 
d.e.). An ordinary 6-inch 
eder with 14-gauge wire was 

attached to the station end of 
the antenna and draped over 
the ridge, down the wall and 
through the window and a 
couple of doors to the trans- 
mitter \ double-pole double- 
throw relay served to switch 
the antenna to feeders running 
nto anothe room where the A 

Telephone 
po/e 

eceiver and operating controls 
ire located. 

First tests were made in re- 
ception the diamond being 
thrown on to the receiver with 
4 dou rhe -pole double -throw 
switeh in place of one of the 
various normal receiving an- 
tennas previously used. Gains 
or losses were measured with 

FIG. 2—A BIRD’S-EYE VIEW OF THE WISZ DIAMOND the “S”’ meter on an HRO and 
The clear spaces on this diagram indicate dense underbrush, brambles and a ill references made to R’s are, 

jorest of second-growth trees. The antenna itself is 40 feet high at the station end — 4} .., fore, in terms of divisions and approximately 60 feet at the other points of suspension. The location of the P : ; . 
trees used for support allows slight changes in the direction of the antenna but n the “S” meter dial. Stray 
any change is, of course, a half-day’s job. The antenna is ordinarily operated ku t} prep Prot the wrong tlt without any te rminating resistor. The « omparison antenna consists of Ceo Phased 
vertical half-waves mounted on the tel phone Polk ( 
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Seventh A.R.R.L. Sweepstakes Contest 

urs of fun! Nov. 14th—I5th, 21st—22nd. ‘Phone or C.W. Any Ham Band(s) 

ek-ends of opportunity to WAS in National All-Section 'QSO Party W, VE, K, KA, CM, 
Hams Invited to Vie for Certificates 

rds: To the C.W. Leader . . . to the Phone Leader. In each Section . . . in eac 
Gavel Trophy to Winning Club! 

." 

Section! 

SS’! Again we present one of the out- 
iunnual operating events of the 
licensed ham can enter. ’Phone 
te with other ’phone hams. Tele- 
ors will work and compete with 
ng operators. A certificate award 

Section within each group. 
» complete their QSL-card record 

WAS” honorsthrough this year’s SS. 

ul >} il 

By F. E. Handy * 

h Club. 

velops snappy accurate operators. Tests Stations. Proves Operating Supremacy in each 

have boiled all the essential contest information 
down into the form of a standard preamble. Ex- 
changes will give necessary data for the record 
sent to Hq., provide for exchanging signal re- 
ports, and show approximate progress of com- 
petitors at the same time. New hams may also 
add to their knowledge of the way preambles to 
A.R.R.L. messages are sent and acknowledged, 
and fills requested, accuracy of phone communi- 

1 wish to “work all states” or all cation assured, etc., if they take part and follow 

r 

Y t 

} I 

tions, which is even tougher, this is 
ce of the year to progress toward 

1e basic idea of the contest is to 
stations can be worked in such a 

wints derived from this will be 
e number of different A.R.R.L. 

the standard practices set forth for these things 
in the new edition of the Radio Amateur’s Hand- 
book. Some emergencies of late years have found 
many amateurs unfamiliar with good operating 
practices resulting in delays, garbles, and inability 
to write or take a message in standard form. We 

unges Number con- Send your |CK is RST| Your city | Send time 

EXPLAINING CONTEST EXCHANGES 

N R ( all ( K Place 

test info. sent! own eal] report 3 of and sec- 
consecutively, station tion * 
.. & oS ete. & worked 
new nr. for each 
station worked 

The QSO-nr | Identifica- |All stations The 
tells how you tion exchange | A.R.R.L. |check in both logs and 
ire doing; aids complete |Section is fall within the contest 
Hay. checking reports (vital con-|period to prove eacl 

test data point claimed 

Time Date 

Send 
of transmit- | date of 

ting this QSO 
"a 

Time and Date must 

d with at least a complete one- 
nd QSL) in the contest. Message 

require d in proof of QSO this year. 
» texts to worry about. Instead we 
ns Manager, A.R.R.L. P 

nd 
R.R I 

rto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, P. I., ete first always “readability,” the 
und are included in the Maritime 
field organization. in many cases), identify your 
of Sections in the A.R.R.L. organ ample, Salem, Eastern Mass 
re of QS7 N. Y.; Omaha, Neb.; Oakland 

which is understood to be by the RST system. Ir 

second “‘strength 

A.R.R.L. Section 
Prov., R. I.; Buff 

ki. Bay, ete 

hope that the “SS” will help both new and old 
timers to improve and perfect operating tech- 

3 Send the letters CK and just the three numeral report 
" "ph ne 

exchanges only two numerals need be used in the report, the 

Instead of just the state (which is the same as the Sectior 
for ex- 

ilo, W 

Qs T for 

nd 
A 

the 

pape 
with 
pon 
torn 
radi 
yur 
nece 
Kee} 
rang 
men 
youl 
prep 
M 

givil 
shor 
vas 
ont 
nds 
Vay. 

—— 



rd(s) 

CM, 

Club. 

each 

atior 
Ex- 

ecord 
il re- 
com- 
alse 

es te 
Iged, 
nuni- 
low 
ings 
and- 
und 
iting 
vility 
Wi 

e same time all have Ln ENJOY ible time que at th 
nd roll 
All ec 

the sheet that you send Hq. for a report. The 
paper work will be completed as you go along 
vith nothing to do but total and summarize 

ind Mimeographed contest 
forms W ill be anyone who sends a 

ip new station re cords. 
ntest exchanges can be logged dire ctly on 

oints send it in. 
gratis to sent 

radiogram or drops a card for the same. Use of log I 
ir sheets is not required nor is advance entry 
ecessary. The purpose is to help participants 

iniform log. It is necessary that the ar- 
with this announce- 

xeep a 
ngerne nt or 
ent be followed. Draw your own columns on 

or ask us for the 

form shown 

our own paper if you like 
prepared sheet. 
Many wanted the “SS” to skip the Thanks- 

giving holiday. The majority liked our idea of a 
shorter contest. After considerable discussion it 

is dex ided to make the a two-installment 
mtest with the operating program in two week 
nds with a time limit. We hope you like it this 

ag” 

Che contest will take place within two consecu- 
tive 33-hour week ends. Choose any hours be 
tween the start on a Saturday evening, and the 
finish at the end of a Sunday night (early Mon- 
lay morning). You can work more than 20 hours 

rHE CONTEST PERIOD 

7 S Ends 

A.S.T.IN t & 21, 7:00 p.m.) Nov. 16 & 23, 4:01 a.m 
L.S.T.)N 1 & 21, 6:00 p.m.) Nov. 16 & 23 301 A.M 
C.8.T.IN t& 21, 5:00 p.m.| Nov. 16 & 23, 2:01 a.m 
MLS.T. Nov. 14 & 21, 4:00 p.m.) Nov. 16 & 23 1:01 a.m 
P.S.T.|Nov. 14 & 21. 3:00 p.m.| Nov. 16 & 23, 12:01 a.m 

yn one of the two week ends, but in no case will 
any entry ol more than 40 hours’ total operating 
l n the two contest periods be accepted. Use any 
amateur frequency bands you choose. This tim- 
ing plan permits the average ham to plan for his 

Continued on page 90) 

STATION W/VI SUMMARY OF EXCHANGES Hi A RI ECTION SWEEPSTAKES 

Vum ¢T 
“ } \7 RK | | VED ; each 

VR Dat ms Date D ferent Points 
“ N “I(N ae ai 

Sin CK-RS7 I K-RS tion ae | 
Wi 

WIINI 579 =| W. Hartford,|6:1 l4 WIGMI . M Is l4 l 
( ni P.M ( I P.N 

$39 W. Hartfor 5 14 WIBHM { New Have 6:30 14 2 
Conn P.M ( I P.M 

587 |W. Hartford,'6:40 14 W3BI 89 vy Chase,|6:45 | 14 2 2 
Conn P.M.| M.D., DA P.N 

} 198 |W. Hartford,|10:18| 14 WSBEN ) hester 10:24; 14 2 
Cont P.M  & es PLN 

578 |W. Hartford,|1:25 14 W9TSV 89 ago, Ill. }1:15 14 H 2 
Conn. A.M A.M.) 

Of f 6 | 549 (|W. Hartford.|2:50 14 VKI $7 Minneapolis, |2:55 15 5 2 
o Conr A.M So. Mint A.M.| 

$ 00 iW5WG La 1:05 21 6 l 
M pM 

7;}WIINI 179 W. Har ) l V5BDI { H : 20 | 1 7 P 
: { I M > Lex P.M.! 

. SS W. Hartf 00 l \ WI New Brit 55 1 2 
Cont PM ( PN 

s V. Hartf $20 1 l 
WG ( M 

WIINI 17 W. Har 1:30 21 W6oM\ M to, 1:31 21 8 2 
Conr P.M S.J. V PLN 

( i179 =|W. Hartf 10 21 WO9IPT Wheator 5:15 21 2 
Cor M | P.d 

3 ) Different Stations Worked 8 Sec. 22 pts 
$1 
ised. 85 watts I I lower 

1 f operators ha a share in at work 
a | oe | ts X 3 de s = 176 X 1.5 (85 watts input t 
ther e that in tl itest I have not operated my transmitte side f pecified on 1 on license, and 

a sy re and p tor he mary are correct a tru 
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have 

Automatic ’Phone Break-In 

wished we really an 
idget to make ’phone trans- quiring 

nore like contacts and less like 
makes itself es- a hiteh. 

model pictured, 
idea struck 

wish generally 
after some station has reeled 

question for ten ; and 

Crack at Improving Radiotelephone Technique and Lessening QRM 

Sesides being extremely simple to construct, re- 
and containing controls fo; 

lengthening the hold-in period, it works without 
constructed the experimental 

in a couple of hours, after the 
him of using the 885 as a control 

taking it for granted that each tube. In the past it was the control circuit that 
Der before vou: at 

XPERIMENTAI 
avout 
would be 

During the 
ive been made at 
method of 

still has its 
chanically is lacking. 
e only logi- 
roblem is to 
tically. The 

ndous advan- 
hat each QsO 

oO! one 
itely and cor- 
by a Qs\ 

, channel Is 
ng station can 

IONS ANY no- 

ashed ovel 
ing verv much 

it. On a re- 
timore we were 
the idea by Phil 
Perhaps it is 

would be the 
was he, then : 

ymatic "phone break-in years 

at W3FVF 
possesses the newest features 

good insurance. 

veaurs 
reviving 

‘phone contacts. 
the 15 mon. 

if 

MODEL CONSTRUCTED BY W3FVF 
gives a very good account of tse If. For a permanent 

2 > > < 

760r 56 
— 

iif 
CIRCUIT OF 

starts to work 

had presented the difficulties. 
With the latest ideas fresh 

in mind we came back to West 
Hartford and made up a 
model completely shielded 
and used it for a test at W1SZ 
The shielding was deemed 
necessary to keep down rf. 
feedback as well as isolating 
the gaseous 885 from audio 
circuits of transmitter and re- 
ceiver. It performed right off 
the jump and with a few minor 
adjustments was set for 
service 

The diagram and_ photos 
will help explain the circuit 
lavout. A few words regarding 
the manner of operation are 
now in order. With the proper 

voltages applied to the tubes the sensitive relay in 
e plate cireuit of the amplifier will close, as the 

tube is working without bias and drawing about 
The instant that audio voltage appears at 

the input of the buffer stage the 885 control tube 

> - mnt 250% 
sersit ent 

> 

r 
‘= | é 

a Fp 3 Feley rH , -* Meg ke 4" 3 750 Q 
76 or 5€ 

885 + 

| Ce mad 
ae = 

2 TMD Le oe | 
ae : 
2 f Poa < < . 4 = 249233 3 g 

eeBuS iad SI a Maj 7 Me el 4 —____—_0 - 250 

ELECTRONIC RELAY 
The components specified are not critical in value for the most part. The 

20 meg resistor gives about a 15 second lag and the 2 meg resistor gives prac 
». The relay used is a Dunco type CXBS51. 

this blocks the power tube re- 
sulting in the relay opening. When the 885 breaks 
down there is a potential at its plate circuit which 
charges the coupling condenser to the grid of the 

works power tube. 
applied, 

‘+r audio voltage ceases to be 
e leaks off gradually, its rate 
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be 
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depending on the amount of resistance present in 
the timing control. It is only necessary to have a 
volt of audio at the input terminals to actuate the 
985. This audio voltage may be taken from one of 
the first tubes in the speech amplifier. Should 
there be considerably more voltage than that 
actually needed to actuate the input circuit the 
excess nay be reduced by the gain control in the 
grid circuit of the first 56. 
The sensitive relay in the plate circuit of the 

power tube must have a back contact, that is, a 
single-pole double-throw relay opening on less 
than 12 ma. is called for. For most satis- 

not really appreciate its merits until a station 
similarly equipped or one able to work duplex is 
worked. It has advantages over the duplex- 
operated station in that a channel is not being 
used continually but just during periods of actual 
conversation. There will be those who are an- 
noyed at the continual stopping and starting of 
the carrier, but this is a very weak criticism of an 
excellent advancement in present-day radiophone 
technique in our restricted territories. There will 
be times when one will not want to use it for 
break-in operation. In this case it is merely a flip 

factory operation one should use this relay 
to stop and start the oscillator in the trans- 
mitter, leaving no r.f. running when the 
relay is in a receiving position. In this way 
the moment the relay is closed (normal 
position) one will be listening. No pre- 
cautions need be taken in ordinary cases to 
quiet the receiver when one is transmitting 
as the transmitter will block the receiver 
and only a weak hum will be heard in the 
phones. However, should this be annoying 
a complete job of disabling the receiver 
may be done by shunting a large condenser 
across the receiver output and ground via 
the relay. 
This will work out very nicely if the 

oscillator is stopped and started by opening 
and closing its grid return circuit. In this 
case the relay arm will be grounded and 
the front contact (normal position) will 
have no connection to it. The back contact 
wil go to the transmitter oscillator at the 
point the r.f. return has been broken, for th‘ 
provides the ground return path. One side 0: 
l-ufd. condenser is connected to the back contact 
and the other side of the condenser will go to the 
‘hot”’ side of the headphones. This will effectively 
ground the receiver output while transmitting. 
The moment the relay opens the receiver will be 
in the normal position for reception and the trans- 
mitter will be off the air. It is quite obvious that 
buffer and final amplifier stages will have to have 
some form of fixed bias for excitation will be off 
when receiving and plate voltage will be on all the 
time. The audio equipment will be on all the time 
but in an idling position. The moment the micro- 
phone is actuated the audio will be excited, but 
the r.f. will be on the air so no damage will result 
because of no r.f. load. However, it can be seen 
that with Class-B modulation it will be necessary 
to have fool-proof operation of the oscillator. 
We can hear someone saying that this whole 

idea is n.g. because it can’t be used in connection 
with a speaker. He must wear headphones. Such 
8a true but perhaps fortunate fact. It is still 
possible to do a much better job of receiving es- 
pecially through heavy interference by the use of 
headphones in preference to loudspeakers. 
When this unit is placed in operation one can- 

SHIELDED MODEL BUILT FOR USE AT WISZ 
Shielded transformers with leads brought through the alumi- 

num base keep all witing underneath. This model uses a Ward 
Leonard relay. 

of the switch controlling the timing resistances 
and throwing in the largest resistance which will 
hold in for 15 or 20 seconds after speech is no 
longer put through the audio channels 

cc. 

Amateur Applications of the “Magic Eye” 

Continued from page 26 

From this, 
1,000,000 2, 

2rfRE. 

Cura. being the capacity of Cz in ufd. 
Where the frequency, f, is 60 cycles per second, 

ve 

RE. 

[f Ry is adjusted until E,=E,, then Ry=X,. and 

2650. 

Ry 

Hence, FR, can be calibrated directly in terms of 

Cura. (capacitance of C, in microfarads). 
In conclusion, the writer wishes to acknowledge 

the assistance given by Mr. P. A. Richards, also 
of the RCA Radiotron Division, in the develop- 
ment of the v.t. voltmeter and for suggesting 
many of its numerous practical applications. 

Cyusa- = 

Cysa- — 9650 

Cusa- 
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lescribed diffi- “ta 

Audio Amplifier 

Data and Construction Precautions 

ple high-fidelity audio system using 
triode tube in a phase inverting 

» feed a pair of 6L6’s in push-pull, 
\. G. Hull,’ has attracted con- 

est as revealed by the inquiries for 
tion which have been received. 

se nave concerned methods ol cou- 
plifier input circuit to unbalanced 
ularly to de- 
it eireuits. 

R, and Rz are filter resistors. They serve to 
minimize the r.f. voltage that can appear across 
the volume control and to reduce the effects of 
capacitance from point a or b to ground. If point 
c or d should have a large capacitance to ground, 
the magnitude and phase of the signal voltage 
across I, will be changed. A shift in magnitude o 
phase of the voltage across Rs is manifested by a 

—~ Jo AVC filter 

vere not ex- 4 
r work with [3 ar, but which 
th a differ- 

oto | 
D> 

eFe OR GLO 

nstruction in which the 
nted on a metal founda- 
ng helpful information 

lar points, given in an 
tion Note? on a similar 
fier, accordingly should be 

of the phase inverter is shown in 
yndary of the i.f. transformer feeds 

of a 6H6 to supply audio voltage; 
the transformer feeds the diode 
v.c. voltage. The audio voltage 

ross Re is fed to the grid of a 6F5 
g condenser (>. The output of the 
oss resistors ?; and Rs. Because 

I points ¢ and f are equal in magni- 
n polarity with respect to 

itput tubes operate in push-pull. 

ite 

voltages across Rs and 
magnitude and 180 degrees out 

pacitance across 2; must be equal 

it the a.e. 

ss Rs. This requirement places re- 
he assembly and the physical size of 
ts. Condenser ( 3 should be physi- 
1 should be mounted as far from 
objects as space permits. R, Re, 
should be mounted close to the 
6H6 and the output tubes and to 
trol Ry; it may be necessary to ex- 

f the volume control in order that 
the most desirable location. The 

of the 6F5 should not be shielded. 

Fidelity Audio at Low Cost,” QST, 

No. 63, RCA Radiotron Division 
July 30, 1936 

More About the Low-Cost High-Fidelity 

FIG. 1—THE AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT WITH SINGLE 
TUBE PHASE INVERTER FED FROM 

DETECTOR CIRCUIT 
Ri—0.05 megohm. 
Re—0.1 megohm. 
Rs—0.05 megohm. 
R4—0.5-0.9 megohm. 
Rs—0.1 megohm. 
Re—0.1 megohm. Cy—0.1 fd. 
R7—2600 ohms. Cs—0.1 yufd. 
Rs—0.5 megohm. Coe—100 pyfd. 
Re—0.5 megohm. Cr 

Ci— 100 ppfd. 
Co—0.1 yfd. 
C3—4-8 fd. 

decrease in power output, especially 
audio frequencies. 

In order to determine the effects of stray capac- 
itances on the operation of the phase inverter, 4 

A DIODE 

at 

ipling the Single-Tube Phase Inverter to Diode Detectors— Performance 

Rio—200 ohms for 6F6’s, 125 
ohms for 6L6’s. 

7—100 to 500 pyfd. (r.f. by 
pass condenser). 

hig! 

detector-amplifier was constructed as shown 1 
the figure. Those components whose capacitances 

to ground might adversely affect performanet 
were mounted at least one-half inch from the 
chassis. A cathode-ray oscilloscope was connected 
to the grids of the output tube in order to deter- 
mine the magnitude of each grid voltage and the 
phase angle between them. A modulated r.f. signa! 
was applied to the i.f. transformer. 

The voltages at the grids of the output tubes 
(Continued on page 96 
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A Simple Two-Band 6L6 Tri-Tet Transmitter 

An Effective Set for Portable and Emergency Work 

By Byron Goodman,* W1JPE 

N THESE days of inexpensive crystals and 
there is really no 

beginner or amateur of limited means to de- 
prive himself of the advantages of a crystal-con- 
trolled auto- 
matically set themselves on a frequeney within 

reason for the tubes, 

transmitter. Crystal oscillators 

the band, and most certainly require less critical 
idjustment than a self-excited, or even electron- 
pled, oscillator. A self-excited transmitter re- 

juires some auxiliary equipment for checking 
frequency, troublesome at any time, but especi- 
illy so if the transmitter is to be used for portable 

rk. The transmitter to be described is inexpen- 
sive, easy to build and, 

portable use, and consequently is fitted in a ply- 
wood box built to withstand the knocks incurred 
in transportation. It might be mounted even 
more simply if home use was the only requirement 
to be met. The base consists of a 914 by 41!5-inch 
piece of tempered Masonite, finished in black 
crackle lacquer, upon which the circuit essentials 
are mounted. The 7/16-inch square wooden strips 
used in the corners of the box are notched so that 
the Masonite base may be slid into the box, which 
measures 9! inches high by 
t's .nches deep, inside dimensions. 

Che variable condenser on the left side of the 

6 inches wide by 714 

ist but by no means 
ast, makes a good 

portable transmitter for 
emergeney vork or tor 
hat trip vou're 
take 

Portable 
ve never been a prob- 

yong 

transmitters 

em of tube line-up, but 
more a proble m of get- 

g the most out of the 
necessarily-limited 

supply. Crystal power 
scillators using one or 

17’s or 42’s have 
een the closest ap- 

proach to a compromise 
veen powel! avail- 

ible ind desired power 
utput; but with the in 
troduction of the beam- 
power type tube, a still 
further improvement 

made avail- 
able. An effective crys- 
tal oscillator at low 
plate voltages, the 6L6 is readily adaptable to us 
na low-powered transmitter for portable work 

Another requirement of a portable transmitter 
, With a minimum 

7-mc. work. 
nas peen 

behind Ci. 

s that it be as simple as possible 
f 3 5-me. erystal, coils and extra gear. | sing a 

the 6L6 transmitter requires no extra coils for 
two-band 3.5- and 7-me operation, and is ef- 
lective with plate voltages from 250 to 400, de- 
ivering from 7 to 20 watts output in this plate 
voltage range. A 133-foot wire is the only antenna 
required for operation on the two bands. 

The transmitter was designed primarily for 
*Assistant Secretary, A.R.R.| 

The cathode tuning condenser, C; 
right is C2, the plate tuning condenser. The cathode coil is cemented flat on the base just 

4 SIMPLE TWO-BAND TRANSMITTER USING A 6L6 
Chis outfit is built for either use at the home station or as a portable. With a 3.5-mce. 

crystal having a frequency between 3500 and 3650 kc., it can be used for both 3.5 and 

, is at the left on the front edge; the condenser at the 

tuning in Tri-Tet operation 
vith second-harmonie output. One plate is bent 

so that, with the condenser full in, the cathode 
coil is shorted for fundamental operation. Di- 
rectly behind 
cathode 
ment. The cathode winding is simple to make; a 
strip of paper is wrapped around any 1!4-inch 
diameter bottle or circular form, and eleven turns 
No. 30 d.e.e. 
paper. The paper is used so that the coil can be 
easily removed, and is not retained to support the 
finished coil. The paper and coil are then slid off 

pase 1s [or cathode 

the cathode tuning condenser is the 
coil, fastened to the base by Duco ce- 

wire are scramble-wound on the 
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ply is connected and a half minute or go 
allowed for the heater of the 6L6 to warm 
up. With the cathode condenser shorted 
by turning it full in, the key is closed. The 
meter will probably shoot off-scale. Ad- 
vancing the plate tuning condenser towards 
the maximum capacity end, the plate cur- 
rent should start to dip, until with the 
condenser nearly all of the way in the plate 
current should read 10 ma. or so. A neon 
bulb should light up brilliantly if touched 
to the stator plates of the tuning condenser, 
The cathode condenser can now be opened 
nearly all of the way out. The neon bulb 
should still glow, although less brightly. 
Now rotate the plate tank condenser until 
it is nearly all open, and another point 
should be found where the plate current 
suddenly dips, and the neon bulb glows 
brightly. This is the second harmonic or 
7-me. output setting. The cathode con- 
denser can now be retuned for maximum 
output. If output cannot be obtained on 

1M VIEW OF THE 6L6 OSCILLATOR, SHOWING 
PLYWOOD CABINET AND FRONT PANEL 

to the plate milliammeter, on-off switch for the plate 
key terminals have been disconnected to show the 
Bypass condensers and resistors are placed in con- 
ns; no layout precautions are necessary aside from 

»yPpass connections. 

paper is dropped while the coil is 
,t several places by short lengths of 
coil is “doped” with Duco cement. 

ement has hardened, the wire used to 
removed, resulting in as simple a 
could ask for. 

enser on the right is for plate tank 
s large enough so that two bands can 
th the one coil. The plate coil is 
ngside, and the antenna coupling 

sunted at the back 
th the base, the fixed condensers and 

yunted as convenient, being placed 
ids will be as short as possible. A 
s used to make connection to the 
Four wires are all that are neces- 
battery-driven generator is to be 

high-voltage supply, in which case 
connects to the switch (on the panel 

ter) which turns the generator on 
is intended to use only battery or a.c. 
plate power supply, the switch can 
| a four-wire cable used. It is well, 

ive provision for the switch and ex- 
inticipation of the time when the 
vill be called upon for emergency 
nerator plate supply. The meter on 
the panel reads plate current only, 
illy useful in tuning up the trans- 

two binding posts connect to the key. 
‘ the transmitter is simplicity itself. 
ng has been checked, the power sup- 

the two bands, the plate coil turns will 
have to be varied until the two bands fall 
within the range of the plate tuning con- 
densers. 

Once the plate coil has been checked, the 
transmitter is ready for operation. 

With the antenna connected to its term- 
inal post, the series coupling condenser is ad vanced 

(Continued on page 98 
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE 6L6 CRYSTAI 
OSCILLATOR TRANSMITTER 

Li: —11 turns of No. 30 d.c.c. wire, scramblea~vound and 
cemented with Duco Cement; diameter I 44 inches. 

Lo—24 turns of No. 18 enamelled wire, wound on 1% 
inch bakelite form. Turns spaced to occupy 4 
winding length of 1% inches. 

Ci—100-pufd. midget condenser (National ST-100). 
Co—140-yyfd. midget condenser (National ST-140). 
C3—.002-pfd. mica condenser (Sangamo). 
C1—.005-ufd. mica condenser (Sangamo). 
Ri—250,000 ohms, 4% watt (IRC). 
R2—50,000 ohms, 2 watt (IRC). 
R3—3000 ohms, 10 watt wire-~vound (IRC). 
RFC—High-frequency r.f. choke (National 100). 

With plate wshenes of 250 or less, Re and Rg are not 
needed, the screen voltage return being connected directly 
to the positive terminal of the plate supply. 
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A General Utility Mixer and Speech Amplifier 

Three Input Circuits With Automatic Over-All Level Control Provide Flexibility 

By Clinton B. DeSoto,* WiICBD 

HAT the design, adjustment and operation 
of speech equipment is the most complex 
part of amateur transmitting there can be 

little doubt. In the r.f. end, so long as plenty of 
power is provided all along the line, it matters lit- 
tle just what sort of power it may be. But in the 

power ratio of perhaps 20,000 to 1—a tremendous 
range. 

Probably the most critical point in this range 
is the region between the millivoltages from the 
microphone and the volts applied to the driver- 
modulator system proper—in other words, the 
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FIG. 1—SPEECH AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
Ci, Cis—S-»fd. 25volt electrolytic tubular condensers. 
Co, C4, Ca, Co, Cro—é¢pzfd. 300wolt electrolytic con- 

densers. 
C3, Cr, Cia, Cra, Crp —O. 1 -p fd. 400-wolt tubular paper by- 

pass condensers. 
Cs—0.25-ufd. 400volt tubular paper condenser. 
Ce—See Fig. 2. 
Ciu—0.01-yfd. 400-volt tubular paper condenser. 
Cis, Cis, Cir —16-ufd. 450wolt can-type electrolytic con- 

densers. 
Cis—50-ufd. 25volt tubular electrolytic condenser. 
Ri—8000-ohm '4-watt fixed resistor. 
R3—2000-ohm 4-watt fixed resistor. 
Rs, Rag —2500-ohm Ye-watt fixed resistors. 
Ra, Rz, Ria, Rie, Riz, Ros—S0,000-ohm Yo-watt fixed re- 

sistors. 

audio system everything must be right—from the 
microphone to the modulation transformer. 
And in the kilowatt ’phone that represents a 

* Assistant Secretary, A.R.R.L. 
‘0 J. Sather, ‘‘Resistance-Coupled Input for Carbon 

Microphones,” QST, p. 38, August, 1936. Note: The cut 
labels for Figs. 1 and 3 have been transposed in this article 
Reference is to the circuit of Fig. 1, label of Fig. 3 

Rs, Rs—10,000-ohm watt fixed resistors. 
Re, Ris, Re2—0.5-megohm shielded potentiometers. 
Re—0.2-megohm potentiometer. 
R19o—500-ohm T-pad (Electrad Type TRS500). 
R11—200-ohm watt fixed resistor. 
Ria, Ris, Ris, Roo—0.25-megohm Ye-watt fixed resistors. 
Rig—5-megohm l-watt fixed resistor. 
R2—I1-megohm ‘4-watt fixed resistor. 
Ro5—3000-ohm 25-watt fixed resistor. 
Ros—250-ohm 25-watt potentiometer (Ohmite 0154). 
R27—1000-ohm 10-watt fixed resistor. 
l1—Tube-to-line transformer (Thordarson T4226). 
T2—300~. 60-ma. power transformer, with 5~v. 2-a. and 

6.34. 1.2-a. windings (Thordarson T-7021). 
L}, La—12-henry 60-ma. filter chokes (Thordarson T-4402). 
La—20-henry 50-ma., filter choke (Kenyon KC-200). 

speech amplifier. It is here that distortion, of 
both the frequency and harmonic type, is often 
encountered and is most difficult of isolation and 
analysis. With proper speech amplifier design it 
is possible to detour many of the worst headaches 
of ’phone operation. 

Perhaps the normal way to design a speech 
amplifier is to start with the modulator tube 
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k to the microphone, providing 
fewest possible stages to make 

ndicator “talk up” nicely. This 
for a fixed design where noth- 

changed, but if the urge to try 
phone won as a door prize at the 
ention becomes overpowering, one 

t of luck. Then, too, there may be 
it through a little five-meter relay, 

f music transmission from phono- 
n all of which cases the average 
plifier is usually just a clumsy 
much better to provide several 
varying over-all gain, with an 

xer circuit, in the beginning. The 
ve a little greater—not a whole 
y and satisfaction will be meas- 

from the other end of the system, 
nuch simpler if, when changing 

swing is required, but then grid current is drawn 
and an intermediate push-pull amplifier capable 
of supplying power with good regulation is neces- 
sary anyway. 

For all practical purposes, then, it can be as- 
sumed that 40 volts peak capacity is adequate 
This will serve the needs of most other tube com- 
binations, as well; for instance, the common ar- 
rangement of a pair of 56’s pushing a pair of 
15’s or 2A3’s driving 800’s or 203A’s (or equiva- 
lents) is handled with a great deal of reserve 
In the same manner, Class-AB 845’s ean be han- 
dled with an intermediate push-pul! triode driving 
stage. 

The starting value of the design is set, there- 
fore, at approximately 40 volts. A 6C5, resistance- 
coupled, is capable of providing this output with 
ease, with a gain of approximately 14. Thus the 
output tube is chosen, for metal-tube operation; 
in the glass tube series a 56 or 76 would, of 

course, be substituted, although 
the stage gain would be lower. 

The next step is to decide on 
the input levels which will most 
probably be used. Microphone in- 
put is the major consideration. So 

TD 

S—— a ty C Fal “| popular in amateur "phone stations 
at | B bi i -— | is the erystal microphone that it 

. oe St has become almost standard. The 
* : 1937 edition of the A.R.R.L. 

| | i __j| 4} Handbook gives an output level of 
500 1000 5000 10000 

FREQUENCY, CYCLES PER SECOND 
ENCY CHARACTERISTIC OF THE GENERAL UTIL- 

ITY SPEECH AMPLIFIER 

0.005 volt as representative for 
design purposes with the types of 
crystal microphones used by ama- 

) shows the normal characteristic, control at center, with teurs. An over-all gain of 400, in 
to compensate for microphone and modulator defi- conjunction with the 6C5, will give 

I line) results with the control turned all the way to the a basic sensitivity of around 0.005 
nry (rated) choke. 
ine) results with tone control to left, C6 having a value of volt, which is adequate. This gain 

ean be realized by the use of a 
line) is under the same conditions with Ce having 0.01- ON7Z twin triode as a two-stage 

s can be chosen for specific applications. The above were resistance-coupled amplifier 
t under average conditions. See text for explanation of 

ystem itself or the Class-C input, 
ch amplifier could be used with- 
there are justifications enough 

mplifier unit of general utility 
irposes. Now let us see what the 

r such an affair might be. 

ASIC REQUIREMENTS 

lesigning an audio amplifier is to 
itput voltage required. The intro- 

6L6 type of tube greatly simplifies 
Since a pair of these tubes will 

modulator system extant, it 
question of supplying enough 

ir needs. In Class-A or -AB oper- 
power adequate to drive 200- or 

lulator systems, a pair of 6L6’s re- 
grid-voltage swing of from 30 to 40 

her power operation more grid 

This stage—the crystal micro- 
phone stage—is indicated as 

Channel A in Fig. 1. The circuit arrangement 
is quite orthodox, with the exception of the 
use of Mallory bias cells and grounded cathode 
These cells are the solution to the problem 
of internal couplings which set up the re- 
generation so disturbing in many cascaded dual- 
triode amplifiers of this type. At full gain this 
amplifier is entirely stable. The bias cells also 
reduce hum level by eliminating any a.c. impe- 
dance in the cathode circuit. Direct interconnect- 
ing leads between all component parts eliminate 
the need for shielding beyond the shielded input 
cable. 

Proceeding to Channel B, in the existing am- 
plifier this is intended primarily for use with 4 
condenser microphone. The power supply connec- 
tions for the head amplifier will be described in 
conjunction with the power supply. Output from 

(Continued on page 80) 
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HINTS and KINKS 

for the Experimenter 

Overload Protection 

| is the diagram of a kink used at W4BZX IG 
Finn i simple, cheap, and quite effective method 
if overload protection. 
The heart of the circuit is relay Rye, which is 

ne of the type originally used with d.c. receivers 
to turn off the A battery trickle charger and turn 
on the B battery eliminator automatically when 

When an overload occurs, relay Ry2 operates, 
instantaneously breaking the holding circuit of 
relay Ry;, and allowing the contacts of Ry; to 
open. To apply the high voltage again, it is only 
necessary to press the start button, since Rye is 
normally closed and immediately resets itself 
when the overload is removed; thus the necessity 
of having to get up from the operating position to 
reset the relay on the transmitter (if separated 

from operating position) is avoided. 

it 

—i - T 
ov 

Plate Trans | | 
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FIG. [—OVERLOAD PROTECTION WITH PUSH 
BUTTON CONTROL 

The overload relay, Ry2, is a unit taken from an old 
“AB” eliminator. 

the filament circuit in the set was closed, the relay 
coil being of rather low resistance and connected 
in series with the filament circuit. The relay is 
revamped by connecting as shown in the diagram 
and using only the contacts normally closed 
Sinee the relay will operate on 300 milliamperes, 
a rheostat of 15 ohms is shunted across the coil 
to adjust for the desired operating current. 

Operation is something like this: The trans- 
mitter filaments are lighted by closing the master 
switch, while relay Ry; serves to turn on the high 
voltage. It is controlled by the “On” and “Off” 
push buttons, which are located on the operating 
table and connected to the transmitter by a three- 
wire cable. The double-pole relay Ry), with a 110- 
volt a.c. coil, has one of its contacts in the primary 
circuit of the high voltage transformer, while the 
other contact serves to lock the relay closed once 
the momentary-contact “On” push button has 
been depressed. The high voltage is normally 
turned off by pressing the ‘‘off’’ button, which is 
of the closed circuit type, and which, when 
pressed, breaks the holding circuit of relay Ry 

The overload protection has really 
been worth the small trouble it took to 
install it, particularly so when troubled 
by “are-overs.”’ The system may be of 
value to others needing an inexpensive 
und effective method of overload pro- 
tection. 

rans R. dD. Lan bert, J o9 WiBZX 

Suppressor-Grid Keying of Os- 
cillator Tube for Break-In 

Operation 

N°? DOUBT one of the simplest ways to 
4 achieve break-in operation with a multi- 
stage transmitter is to key the cathode circuit of 
the crystal oscillator and bias the following stages 
to cut-off. Many stations use this system and, 

=>) 1 
sy) J. 

a ‘ <2. SS, 
co Erec | } a “2 

| 3 
— | - 

THOT t tae a 
4 

= | fe RFC +5.G ‘ 

——— ' 4 4 s +H YV 

200V 

FIG. 2—SUPPRESSOR KEYING OI 4 IRILTET 
OSCILLATOR 

C1 —~150-250 pufd. variable. C4—SsEee text. 
Co—50-100 pufd. variable. R,—50,000 ohms. 
Cs—0.005 ufd. Ro—see text. 
Ra—Bleeder resistor, 30,000-50,000 ohms, 2-watt. 
Li, Lo—Suitable to tune to desired frequency. 
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it break-in operation, it often 
chirpy note that isn’t much of 

An ent over a self-excited oscillator. 
Ev esn’t chirp, the thumps and clicks 

t to eliminate. 
f keying that will allow break-in 

(B) 

CIRCUIT FOR REDUCING 
rRICAL NOISE 

FIG BULB 

oper t up to the frequency of the crystal 
. A Tri-tet oscillator is used, 
keying as outlined pre- 

g a blocking voltage of 200 
volts h may be obtained from an 

lr wer pack, or your present 
bias erfect cut-off of output is ob- 
tain the advantage that, since 

ia th Fig » 

wit! 10r-grid 

the cr running all of the time, there 
is th keying. The receiver will 

vdiation from the cathode 
circuit scillator, but ordinarily this 
will ger than an S8 or 89 signal, 
wher smitter is in the same room 
is f By shielding the oscillator 
this ve greatly reduced. 

R nstitute a lag circuit that 
imps. The resistor and 

cor ve practically any value 
80 r product (ohms times micro- 
far 1 5000. It is not wise to 

of resistance too high, 
espe the suppressor-grid has a 
posit re impressed on it when the 
key s shown in the article re- 
ferres 0 or 10,000 ohms is about 

RK25 n 89. Both gave clean key- 
ing ¥ utput circuit tuned to either 
the c to the second harmonic. 

Wi1JPE, ex-W6CAL 

r 1s been tried using an 

n-Bulb Noise Reducer 

A SI ise reducer that I have found to 
effective in reducing automobile 

QRM RN, and any noise that is composed 

lium Powered Transmitter for 7, 14, 
and tober, 1936, page 17. 

Jo Voice 
Coil 

of short pulses that are louder than the signal, is 
shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a neon bulb, three- 
watt size or larger, connected in parallel with the 
primary of the receiver output transformer. 
Phone stations that were completely covered 
with automobile QRM without the bulb have 

been read 100% with it in the circuit. A 
switch may be put in series with the bulb 
if desired, but it is not necessary. Smaller 
bulbs than three watts have not been 
found satisfactory. 

The resistance in the base must be re- 
moved, which can be done by unsoldering 
the wires at the tip and side, and heating 
the base with a soldering iron until the 
cement softens so that the base can be 
taken off. The action of the bulb is such 
that its resistance is practically infinite 
until the e.m.f. across it reaches approxi- 
mately 90 volts. It then discharges, the 
resistance reducing to practically zero for 
as long as the current flows. The volume 

control must be turned up until the signal barely 
causes the bulb to flash. Any voltage higher than 
this will then be dissipated in the bulb instead of 

the speaker. Further advance will only 
cause distortion. 

W. W. Burnell, W5CZM 

ELEC- 

—o—_— 

Home-Made High-Voltage Fuses 

M R. HILL’s description of an inexpen- 
4 sive home-made fuse, which appeared 
in the Experimenters’ Section of the June 
1935 issue of QST, suggests that the high- 
voltage fuses used at W7EZL may be of 
interest. Fuses for use on 5000 volts or 
more, as well as those for low voltage, may 
readily be made and calibrated for currents 
as low as a hundred mils. 

Get a sheet of tinfoil from a paper con- 
denser or from the wrapping of a photo- 
graphic film. The thinner the foil, the 
better for low current fuses. Some of the 
foil used in paper condensers is bonded to 
the paper; this is unsuitable. If the foil has 
any wax on it, this should be removed with 
a solvent such as benzol or gasoline. Lay 
the sheet of tinfoil on a plate of glass and 
carefully rub out the wrinkles. With a steel 
scale or straight edge and a razor blade or 
other sharp knife cut strips a few hun- 

4 dredths of an inch in width. The proper 
angle at which to hold the razor blade may 

be found by trial; with a little practice very nar- 
row strips may be cut. One of these strips is then 
inserted in a quarter inch glass tube and the ends 
of the strip bent over, as in Fig. 4-A. For a 5000- 
volt fuse a tube about 4 inches long will suffice. 
The strip of foil should be about an inch longer 
than the glass tube 

To complete the fuse, take two end caps from a 
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grid leak and attach them as follows: Heat the 
caps until the low temperature alloy is melted and 
push the glass tube and its strip into the molten 
metal as at B. In case no such caps are at hand, 
they may be made from brass tubing or cast from 
solder. The low-melting alloy is the same as that 
used for mounting detector crystals. It is obvious 
that such fuses refilled an indefinite 
numbe r of times. 
The calibration of the fuse is carried out by 

connecting it in series with an ammeter or milli- 
ammeter of suitable scale, a sensitive rheostat, 
and a battery. As the current is increased, the 
fuse is watched carefully for any sign of heating. 
There will always be some narrowest point, and 
this will heat up first. When a faint red glow is 
seen, the instrument is read, and this reading is 
taken as the rating of the fuse. If the rheostat is 
further reduced in resistance, the current stays at 
almost this value until the fuse blows. The reason 
is that the resistance of the fuse increases with 
temperature so that the voltage drop across the 
fuse increases slightly thus preventing the current 
from rising. 

All fuses of this type, consisting of a simple 
wire without de-ionizing devices, are properly 
used only on alternating current or on unfiltered 
rectified d.c., such as in the plate circuits of 866’s 
and other high voltage rectifiers. There is a possi- 
hility of a continuous are forming when the fuse 
is used in a pure d.c. circuit of over 250 volts, as 
for example, on the output side of a filter, be- 
cause of lack of quenching of the ions formed 
when the fuse blows. 

A de-ionizing agent such as silisic acid may be 
put in the tube around the fuse wire if the fuse is 
to be used on d.c. The writer has never tried out 
this scheme because there has been no occasion 
to use fuses on d.c., but the fuses made as de- 
scribed in the preceding paragraphs have given 
excellent results at W7EZL and represent a con- 
siderable saving when much experimental work 
is being done. 

may be 

E. A. Yunker, W7EZL 

Radiation Characteristics of 

Horizontal Antennas 

(Continued from page 22) 
later were based on the assumption of a perfectly- 
conducting ground. There is no reason to believe 
that these curves should not be perfectly valid 
for comparative purposes when the comparisons 
are made at the same location. However, do not 
interpret them as meaning that because a particu- 
lar antenna gets you an R7 report from Siam in 
one location it will do equally weil at another loca- 
tion a couple of miles distant. Our argument is 
that, given two similar antennas of the same orien- 
tation at different locations, the relative effec- 
tiveness in different compass directions should be 
the same. 

Energy radiated downward from the antenna 
strikes the ground and is reflected back into space. 
If there are no ground losses, all the energy strik- 
ing the ground is reflected and, depending upon 
the antenna height, will at certain vertical angles 
give complete reinforcement of the original space 
radiation. At other angles complete cancellation 
will take place. The effect of a perfectly-conduct- 
ing ground is thus simply to cause the field 
strength to be increased or decreased at certain 
vertical angles. Without losses, the maximum in- 
crease possible is 100%; in other words, a multi- 
plying factor of 2. The curves of Fig. 2 show the 
effect of the ground for four different antenna 
heights expressed in terms of wavelength. It will 
be seen that as the antenna height is increased the 
maximum reinforcement comes at progressively 
lower vertical angles. 
We have already stressed the point that the 

shape of the directive diagram will depend upon 
the particular vertical angle considered. A little 
imagination applied to Fig. 1 will show that 
widely differing diagrams can be obtained simply 
by choosing high or low vertical angles. It now 
becomes necessary to include the effect of the 
ground for, although the shape of the diagram is 
unaffected by ground reflections, the relative 
amplitude can be very largely affected. And in 
order to obtain significant information, it is 
necessary to determine which vertical angles are 
most useful for communication purposes. 

THE ALL-IMPORTANT ANGLE OF RADIATION 

For long-distance transmission, the most favor- 
able vertical angle is probably the lowest—that 
is, nearly horizontal radiation is most effective. 
The reason for this is that the waves leaving the 
antenna at the lower angles make fewer skips in 
reaching their destination. The greater the num- 
ber of reflections between ionosphere and earth, 
the greater the energy loss because a considerable 
amount of energy is dissipated in the ground at 
each ‘‘bounce.”’ 

Aside from this consideration, the angle of 
radiation is important from another standpoint. 
The higher the frequency, the smaller the bending 
of the waves in the ionosphere, hence waves radi- 
ated at high angles may not be bent sufficiently to 
return to earth. Waves travelling through the 
ionosphere and out into space are not useful for 
communication and represent a waste of power. 
This effect is important at 14 and 28 me., much 
less so at 7 me., and practically negligible at 3.5 
me. As Dr. Kenrick demonstrated in his article 
in September QS7’,' waves radiated directly up- 
wards are returned to earth under nearly all 
conditions at frequencies up to the 7-me. region. 
On 7 me. and lower, therefore, high-angle radia- 
tion is quite effective, although possibly not as 

(Continued on page 56) 

‘G, W. Kenrick, The Kennelly-Heaviside Layer,” 
QST, September, 1936. 
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Devoted to the inter s of the and activiti 

NTERNATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO UNION 
q icty: THE AMERICAN Rabto Revay Leacue, West Hartford, Conn 

MEMBER SOCIETIES 
Liga Mexicana de Radio Experimentadores Radio Society of Great Bri 
Nederlandsche Vereeniging voor Interna- Rede d hemi I tug 

tionaal Radioamat eurisme Reseau Belge 
! Nederlandsch-Indische Vereeniging Voor Reseau des Emett s Frar 
nd-E-mpfang Internationaal Radioamateurisme South African Radio Re lay League 

New Zealand Association of Radio Trans Suomen Radioamatédriliit te . 
Rad mitters Sveriges Sandar _ Norsk Radio Reke Liga ~ Oesterreichischer. Versuchssenderverband Union de R 

Radio Club Vene 
Polski Zwiasek Kr 

zolano 
Zw ie n An teure 
of Australi 

Union Schweiz Ku 
Wireless Instit 

otkofalowcow 
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Conducted by Byron H. Goodman 

Emetteurs Francais invites the 
the world to commemorate 

iversary of Armistice Day, No- 
In previous years, it will be re- 
nute” ceremony was observed. 
GT, every station on the air in 
ber in foreign countries allowed 
to run with full carrier power, 
odulated, for one minute. This 
tion of the minute of silence 

nt in homage for the heroes of 
gain to be carried out this year. 

ests every amateur to stop trans- 
1100 GT (0600 EST), holding 

ut not sending code or speaking 

ting with them in thought.- 

ne. From thousands of other 
he same ceremony will be ob- 

their antennas the “silent c 
nsmitted, indicating the silent 
ateurs at their posts. 
untries are asked to coéperate 

comrades in making this ges- 
Jean 

received word from the R.E.P. 

‘ree 
permitted, 
; 

transmitters in Portugal are, 
‘e, strictly prohibited from op- 

issued by the authorities. 
but transmitting is 

inless official authorization is 
possibility that some of the 

will be called upon to aid their 

ition on conditions in Spain 

D.A.S.D.: 

The headquarters office had the pleasure of a 
visit from Willi Saunat, D4DGF, and Erwir 
Hausmann recently. Messrs. Saunat and Haus- 
mann, officials of the German broadcasting sys- 
tem, presented a very favorable picture of ama- 
teur activities in Germany. 

From another source, D4BUF via W8HD, we 
hear that the DJDC contest was a big success 
with scores running up into the 400,000 mark! 
One of the top stations contacted more than 70 
countries during the event, which is DX n¢ 
matter how you look at it. 

India: 

From B. M. Tanna, VU2LK, we learn of radi 
in India. Until recently, licenses were granted to 
all who applied for them, with no technical ex- 
amination or code-speed test. Consequently, ama- 
teur conditions in India had not been good, what 
with the improperly adjusted transmitters and 
slow speed capabilities of some of the stations 
However, several of the more advanced amateurs 
suggested more stringent regulations, with the 
result that there is now a code test of 16 words 
per minute, in conjunction with an examination 
covering radio theory and law and operating 
procedure. The new regulations should prove a 
boon to the VU gang, and should do much to 
raise the standard of amateur radio in India. 
Our congratulations to those responsible for 
bringing about the improved condition. 

*Phone WAC: 

Remember when a 
those things, 

was one of ‘phone WAC 
like a WAC, that you dis- 28-mce. 
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uussed but never dreamed of owning? Well, th 
improved conditions on the higher frequencies 
coupled with the greatly increased interest ir 
radiotelephony, have made it possible for many 
f{ the more advanced stations to obtain the 
award Latest additions to the list are Bill Night- 
ngale, GSNI; Ray Ohrbom, VK380C; John 
Steventon, W6CLS; H. H. Gosling, HI7G; W. H. 
Heathcote, ZT6X; A. G. Lapworth, G6DL; F. M. 
Gray, VK5SU; Juan Lobo y Lobo, XE2N; 
Charles DeRose, WICND; M Koninckx, 
ON4VK; Henry Harris, W6LLQ; Millard Walker 
W5AHK; Frank Speir, KAIAN; and Georg: 
Sinclair, W6GAL. Sinclair, whose “California 
kilowatt”? consists of push-pull 10’s with 120 
watts input, made his WAC two months after 
going on ’phone. He admits, however, that a 
‘V” beam for Europe helped some. 
VU7FY started something when he claimed 

that he and K4SA had the first ‘“‘all phone” ’phone 
WAC. W5CCB and W6GAL both step forward to 
vigorously protest his claim, and we presume 
there are others. So that’s settled. 
Now that WAC on ’phone is becoming more 

common, we are having special certificates made 
up, instead of the former type which merely had 
the radiotel phony endorsement added Any one 
vho has a certificate of the old type is welcome to 
exchange it for one of the new ones. 

QSL Bureau: 

The address of the Bureau for India should be 
changed to read B M. Tanna, Satya Sadan, 
Santa Cruz, India. Otherwise the Bureaus as 
sted last month in this column are believed 
orrect 

WAC: 

Several months ago we listed the WAC’s as 
ssued to the nine districts of the United States 
We now list the other certificates as issuc 1, ana 
eave vou to draw vour own conclusions. These 
ire as of January 1, 1936 

8 ONAC 1 
OZ 1S 

8 |] PA 19 
2 PK 7 

Ro 1 PY 15 
I 1S SM 17 
l 2 SP 15 
I | ST l 
X 12 ST 4 1 ‘phone 

) 68 TI l 
KA » = VK 90 1 I f 
kl $ VA7 3 
i 1 VO 1 
I -— Bae VP5 2 
FBS l VP9 l 

181 pt VQ2 2 
t 1 ‘pl VQ3 1 

I l VQ4 5 
i] 14 1'ph vs2 1 

l VS l 
| fr VSS5 1 
J 44 1'pl c VS6 

\ 11 VS7 

\1 
int Kl 10 
LA Yl 

Yl 2 
\ YAM 1 

MX YI 5 
oo} C6 1 

I De: I 
El ¢ 

ZI ) 
~ "| > hone 

those G’s use low power! 

General: 
On Sept 20th VK380C worked WAC between 

just one and one-half hours by 

AMATEURS AFRICAN 
ZS1D, ZS6A, AND ZUIT (EXTREME RIGHT), WITH 

FRIEND 

WELL-KNOWN SOUTH 

Van of ZUIT seems to be the first African contact of 
many a hopeful DX man—his card shows up regularly in 
WAC applications. 

the clock John Butcher, G5XG, is 
studying atmospherics and fading, and would 
pprec te the codéperation of W phone stations 

Look on 14,120 ke. at around 2300 BST 
G. C. Cawood, VS4CS8, straightens us out on 
me prefixes. VS4 is British North Borneo, 

VS5 is Sarawak, and PK5 is Dutch Borneo 
From G6NJ we learn that the annual 

nvention of the R.S.G.B. had 181 present at the 
quet, a goodly gathering ZL3DJ 

rings welcome news. If you want a ZL ’phone 
ntact u will have to get on 28 mc., that being 

the only DX band on which ZL’s are permitted 
And it isn’t such a rusty band at 

that, if 3DJ’s need of only a European ’phone 
QSO to have WAC on both ’phone and 

v. means anything. His contacts with ZS1H and 
ZT6Y were the first ZL-ZS ’phone contacts 

If you want a 28-me. K6 QSO, don’t 
ill KEMVV on c.w. He has no b.f.o. on his super. 

easy to raise on phone, what with that 
a rocking signal all over the 
yuntry And don’t close down on ten 
eters too early. WIEWF worked ZLIDV at 8:30 
mM. on that band 

usé pl ne 

1 28-me 

But he’s 
nouring i 
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FE »dy, Communications Manager 

OPERATING 

NEWS 

Conducted by the Communications Department 

E. L. Battey, Asst. Communications Manage 

\ [EMBERS of the A.R.R.L. Board’s 
d nittee were present at Chicago 

Division Convention in early 
Se [hey examined the measures taken 

in requesting additional low fre- 
for the amateur service including 

of our case at the F.C.C. hear- 
ind the subsequent requests of the 

Uh s Cairo Preparatory Committee with 
furt ten argument which was rejected to- 
get the minority report of the broad- 
sAS nly other service asking for any- 
thing »w frequency ranges. Our A.R.R.L. 
Cait ttee members hear it said that to 
back e service in requesting an upset of 
ex requency allocation is considered by 

prejudicial to the whole U.S.A. 
pos unwise for us as well as others. 

.gue’s Cairo committee members re- 
on the status of the operating sur- 

ss in the 4-me. and 8-mce. regions to 
let mmercial occupancy and which in- 
for s already played an important part 

s case for amateur radio. The com- 
tes such amateur volunteer co- 

is received in this effort and be- 
ficient volume of data is now 

» needs and uses in this part of 
nks are extended to all ama- 

ne lped. 
he members of the A.R.R.L. 
agreement that further 4- and 

8 ng mav be abandoned, in order 
teurs who can do so may under- 
surveys and studies elsewhere. 

N r to overlook any bets, our Cairo 
naugurates a study of the region 
es., which is a third harmonic of 

allocation. It is felt desirable to 
kewise, specific information and 

e extent and character of commer- 
to equip our representatives at 
nferences with data to use if, as, 

ar nings occur. As in the other regions 
3 to find out what stations registered 

are . their frequency, and also which sta- 
ting ‘ 4 heard internationally. The fa- 

rvey forms used for the past year 
ney ranges will be extended to this 
unging the headings. Work in the 
ill supplant work in the 4 and 8 

me. regions and count for the Cairo survey 
plaque. 

If you can help, brother amateur, ask for our 
survey forms which will be sent promptly, direct 
from Headquarters. Any receiver with a beat 
oscillator that will cover the 21-21.9-mce. range 
can be used. A card will bring details—or send a 
radiogram. 

Cairo observers buttons are still available for 
new observers sending in survey logs. Also see the 
announcement in March QST (page 24) concern- 
ing the Oakland Radio Club’s silver plaque. All 
work in the survey reported up to March 1, 1937 
will count for you toward the plaque award. 

The A.R.R.L. SWEEPSTAKES, for many 
years one of the outstanding operating events of 
the fall season for W/VE hams is again an- 
nounced in detail in this issue. It is a thoroughly 
democratic activity in which any and all ama- 
teurs can enter at will just by use of the snappy 
call, CQ SS. If you have time only for a passing 
interest in the contest, which will be held two 
successive week ends this year, a CQ SS will still 
bring you ample in the way of new QSOs and 
contacts that may extend to every part of the 
country and put you a long way on the road to 
“working all states,’’ one of the most signal 
achievements. 

An educational aspect in the contest this year 
is the exchange of data in the form of message 
preambles, which should familiarize new hams 
with the right way to send such data and the 
proper way to take down a message, and start 
neophytes on the road to cultivating superior 
operating ability and qualifications. Also the in- 
formation in preambles is all the very essential 
information needed in carrying on through the 
contest. Special blank contest forms are avail- 
able to anyone on request, but such are not re- 
quired and you can rule your own from informa- 
tion presented elsewhere in this issue. Let us 
have all your suggestions and comments on the 
new SS arrangements which have been based on 
your comments of last year. ‘See you in the SS.” 

F. E. Hi. 

Too late for official consideration, W9RQR, Carter Lake 
lowa, sends his 1935 Sweepstakes report: 115 QSO’s in 4 
Sections; final score 15,735; all work on 7 me. with 75 
watts input. 
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The article by Mr. W. H. Barlow, W9UEU, wins 
C.D. article contest prize this month. Each month 
we print the most interesting and valuable article 
received marked ‘“‘for the C.D. contest.’ Contribu- 
tions may be on any phase of amateur operating or 
communication activity (DX, "phone, traffic, rag- 
chewing, clubs, fraternalism, etc.) which adds con- 
structively to amateur organization work. Prize 
winners may select a 1936 Handbook, six logs, six 
message files, six pads blanks, or equivalent credit 
toward other A.R.R.L. supplies. Send your con- 
tribution today! 

FP. EB. H. 

What is Radio Operating? 

By W. H. Barlow,* W9UEU 

A‘ sREAT many beautiful pictures have been painted o1 
+4 the wonderful futures in store in commercial Radi 
Uperating, the positions available, and the opportunities for 
travel, but little has been said regarding preparation tor 
such positions. There are opportunities in this field, but they 
are gained only through training and conscientious effort 
Anyone who has ordinary mechanical ability should be 

able to handle the placing of transmitting equipment int 
eration, but that is far from being all of the operator's 
responsibilities. Perhaps the most difficult side of the ques 
tion is keeping the equipment in good operating condition, 
are and maintenance. One should have good technical 
operating knowledge, and a good knowledge of radio funda 
mentals and principles as well as of the practical side. Op- 
erating necessitates a knowledge of all working circuits of 
the equipment used, their most common troubles, and the 
quickest and most effective ways of making a repair. Speed 
is essential, which means that one of the qualifications must 
be alertness 

A good knowledge of the United States regulations regard 
ing the handling of Radio Communications requires diligent 
study. Without this knowledge, an operator would be tread 
ng on dangerous ground, as the penalties which may be 
imposed are severe, and in some instances involve the sus 
pension of an operator's license. 

In connection with operating aboard ship, additional stud- 
ies relative to the general geography of the world, the cable 
yunt, together with land line tariff, are necessary, as well as 

the ability to manipulate a Morse hand key in the sending 
of dots and dashes intelligibly, and the ability to handle a 
small amount of secretarial procedure in the way of ab 
stracting messages and accounts as well as cash received for 
paid radiograms. 
“Would you advise me to study Radio Operating?” is a 

question often asked. This depends on the individual, and 
bis desire to follow the art to the extent that he will not stop 
at becoming an operator but go on to something that re 
juires a great deal more knowledge than mere operating, and 
use the operating vocation as a stepping stone to higher re 
sponsibilities. Too many students today perhaps fail to aim 
high enough in their ideals and ambitions along this line of 
work, and get into a rut which is in many cases detrimental, 
not only to themselves but also to the profession. A continual 
movement to higher standards and to more responsible 
positions is necessary. As the older executives leave the 
field, the younger men must be prepared to replace them. 

Most of our outstanding engineers today are those who 
have spent a great deal of their time, and in some cases 
money, in experimenting with various types of circuits, rais- 
ing the standards of efficiency. Most of these men have at 
some time during their radio career performed the duties 
of an operator on board a ship, at a coastal station, and in 
some cases in the Navy. A great many have been and still 
are radio amateurs. 

The amount of education naturally plays an important 
*500 South Paulina St., Chicago, Ill 

part in probable success in the operating profession. How- 
ever, a fellow with a high school education or its equivalent 
can make a success in radio operating provided he will 
broaden his viewpoint from the study angle, and keep abreast 
of new developments. This can be done by continued study, 
and the careful scanning of current radio engineering maga- 
zines. Text books cannot be relied upon entirely inasmuch 
as they are printed only every few years, while the progress 
of the radio art continues from day to day. The choice of 
magazines can best be decided upon through the recom- 
mendation of a reliable radio engineer. 

A student should realize that if he obtains only a limited 
amount of knowledge from the theoretical and practical 
standpoint, he cannot expect to step into a station and take 
charge. But if he receives a thorough technical and practical 
training with full size commercial transmitting equipment, 
he will be in a position to handle ordinary operating posi- 
tions 

The fact that a person holds an operator's license, does 
not necessarily mean he is a good operator. It merely means 
he has passed the required examination for such work and 

an legally operate. Just what success he has will be deter 
mined from his genera! operating qualifications which might 
be summarized as mechanical ability, technical ability, 

ative, good personality, punctual- 
take orders 

Llety-consciousness, ti! 
ty, personal appearance, and willingness to 
from his superiors 

rhe art of depending on one’s own ability to operate and 
maintain equipment should be practised as much as possible. 
There will be times when you are the sole operator, where 
minutes mean dollars to the owner of the station. You will be 
called upon to trace a trouble quickly and make a repair 
hen comes the real test as to whether you are merely a 
license bolder or an operator. This side of the picture is one 
that should be considered during the training period. Con 
fidence and self reliance in any particular line of operating 
is essential for success 

Hard and fast rules applied to the operation of trans 
mitting equipment should not be taken too literally. Devia 
tion from these is often essential because of the effects on 
radio emissions produced by atmospheric conditions, geo- 
graphical locations, and to some extent the type of circuit 
involved. Here again we find the necessity for good judg 
ment from the technical and practical standpoint 

I hope the foregoing will serve to guide some who might 
be anticipating the radio art as a profession. 

OBSERVERS’ HONOR ROLL 

Cairo Commercial Occupancy Survey 
For September 1936 

6000-8000 kes 
W8NQ W4ACC WYEFK ZL20D 
F80M W2CSH F8KQ Wenci! Kopecky 
FR1940 W2HAY W6JLR P. R. Randolph 
W9CHH Ws0OW W9WKO _ L. L. Simmons 
W.R. Faries F8NC 

4000-4500 kes 
WeEFK W1HSK W6JLR 

Some time ago Waldo E. Good, a patient (TB) at Koch 
Hospital in Missouri, wrote A.R.R.L. headquarters that be 
was interested in getting started in amateur radio but, due 
to financial difficulties and physical handicaps, was unable 
to get the necessary equipment. The situation was referred 
to the Missouri 8.C.M., W9CJR. He brought the matter to 
the attention of the Midwest Division Director, W9EFC, 
who, in turn, presented the case to bis local club, the O.B.P. 
After investigation the case was found to be a worthy one 
and O.B.P. Chapter Number 1 in St. Louis gave Mr. Good 
a new SW3 receiver, complete with 7-mc. coils and power 
supply and a pair of headphones. 
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st Coast Hurricane Work 

; preparedness and utility in emergen 
trated to a high degree before and dur 

} h hit the eastern shores of the United 
r 17th and 18th. From the moment that 
> issued along the coasts of the Carolinas 

iand New Jersey amateur radio operators 
l territory manned their stations and 
the continuance of communication in 

of regular channels. Although little 
rency communication developed, ama 
set up and maintained until the crisis 

r radio was ready! Every amateur should 
radio is the emergency communication 

snd take steps to prepare his station 
ren Ir eeded. 
R.S. Net was active throughout the en- 
SAKN/WLQD and W3DVO of New 

1 batteries and other emergency power 
h in preparation for possible failures in 

\KN's heavy activities started at 7 p.m 
ntact was established with W3BJX 

irly contacts were scheduled between 
JX. Between 7:30 and 10:30 p.m., 
following Virginia A.A.R.S.: W3FBA 
Norfolk; W3FJ, who arrived in Nor 

th a National Guard unit at 8 p.m 
nia Beach, the center of the storm 
DQB at the key, was located in the 

at Norfolk. W3FBA, operated by 
the 111th Field Artillery Armory 
ntact was maintained with these 

munications into and out of the 
portant messages were handled dur 

r to General Waller, who had estab 
the Monticello Hotel, Norfolk, or 

r Peery, and was directing National 
rk from there. Contact with Washingto: 
W3AKN with W3EUG and W3BWT 
hes were handled via W3EUG. Witl 
nia Beach, all-night communicatior 
ut station and W3ENJ. W3FJ also 

with the Richmond Armory, where his 
perating under the W3FJ. Official 

r the Corps Area Commander, Gov 
the Adjutant General. W3AMB as 

e and operation of W3FJ portabl« ut 
signing off for the night of the 17th 
ntact with A.A.R.S. 3d ¢ orps Area 
j reported conditions 

rfolk during the night and W3ENJ 
wer for contacts with W3FJ. Dus 

signals, W3AKN acted as inter 
about 8:30 on the morning of the 

rain worked by W3AKN during the 
tched each hour. ¢ 

was made at 11:45 a.m., and effort 
ation on conditions at Forts Monroe 

M. & message via W3ENJ to Governor 
ler, advising that conditions were 
was relayed W3ENJ-W3AKN 

f W3BJX. From 2:30 to 5:45 p.m 
Il steadily by W3AKN with Norfolk 

and Washington. By 6 PM. all 
1 the wind was dropping steadily in 

s let up. This work so far reported 
per ated at W3FJ, Norfolk 

Norfolk, via the Virginia S.C.M 
g information: W3KU operated 
nitter plant with W3GDX and 
had an emergency power supply; 
phone und c.w. and some traffi 

was n 3.5-me. c.w. with several 

f 

‘ontact between 

W3BZI 
Arar 

ittery rig in case of power failure; 
EY operated portable in Ports 

Power Co. sub-station; traffic was 
i National Guard. W3CHE had his 
» the V.E.P. building in Norfolk; 
ere also; traffic was cleared, several 

stations worked. Broadcast station WGH had a battery set 
in the studios (installed by W3DVO) as stand-by in ca, 
of emergency. W3ANT, Ft. Monroe, was on handling Arp 
traffic. W3FFY, Portsmouth, was on 3.9-m "phone 
W3BEK, Norfolk, was also on 3.9-me. "phone. W3GF\ 
Virginia Beach, was standing by with battery-powered rig 
W3MQ, the R. IL., was active. W3AUG was also standin 
by. W3EMM was on 3.5-mc. "phone and c.w. working loca 
stations and several surrounding points: W4DW, W3CQs 
W3FCU, W3BVG, W2KBI, W2HSO, and held 15-hoy; 
schedule with W3DCG, Washington, all on 3.9-mce. ‘phone 
W3BWT, Washington, worked with the Virginia A.A.R.S 
Net, and with W4DW, Raleigh, N. C., 

the A.A.R.S. special 3497.5-kc. frequency. W3BWT als 
worked W3CQS with whom a permanent emergency ar 
rangement is held. The North Carolina S.C.M. (W40G 
reports but little QRR work in his state since the storm hit 
but lightly there. 

In Maryland/Delaware W3CQS (Salisbury, Md.), a 
Acting 8.C.M., correlated and directed activities in that 
area. Upon receiving word that the storm was expected t 
hit his vicinity he telephoned all the amateurs possible, and 
sent teleg is to those without phone service, lining the 
up for emergency work. Definite schedules were made wit 
W3AED at Ocean City, Md., which point would doubtless 
be hardest hit. W3CQS maintained schedules with W3AEI 
throughout the nicht of the 17th until midnight, sig 
then to resume at 6:00 a.m. on the 18th. The schedules wer 

yntinued, but there was no sign of the storm arriving before 
6:00 p.m., so schedules were droppe d until that time, unless 
something came up beforehand. The storm hit Salisbur 
about 11:00 a.m. and attempt was made to raise W3AED 
W3AED's main power went off at noon and telephone serv 

was out except for one circuit, which had 
calls waiting for eight hours. W3AED managed to get « 
with an emergency rig, although both of his masts went 
down in the wind. W3CQS held schedules all day the 18t! 
with W3SN, Baltimore, Md., until power went off in Salis 
bury. With regular power gone, W3CQS attempted cor 

rig operated from a gas 
driven‘generator. W3CQS worked the following during the 
storm period: W3CRO, W3SN, W3BWT, W3AED 
W3EMM, W3AWM, W3ZK, W3EUV. Other amateurs o 
the job included W3W/J, who assisted at W3AED; W3EU\ 
Cambridge, Md.; W3EUK, Rehoboth Beach, Del.; W3EPD 
Snow Hill, Md. W3VJ, Salisbury, Md., was in charge of the 
local Naval Reserve Unit and kept steady watch at W3GAI 
until dismissed by NDK, Norfolk; he was assisted b 
W3DJI 

The U.S. Naval Communication Reserve in the Nava 
Districts affected was mobilized for emergency communica 
tion duty. Scores of N.C.R. members were on the job keep 
ing their circuits open. One circuit was in operation fron 
Cape May to Point Pleasant along the Atlantic coast 
W3QV, A.R.R.L. Atlantic Division Director, personalls 
handled this circuit from 2:00 p.m. until midnight on the 
18th; his dinner was served on his operating table so that 
he would not have to miss a single minute. About 26 stations 
reported into the circuit and arrangements were also made 
with several A.A.R.S. stations to give hourly reports. In- 
formation was obtained for newspapers and broadcasting 
stations 

W2CXN, station of the Brooklyn Technical High Schoo 
was on the air starting at 8:18 a.m., the 18th, to render what 
ever aid possible. W2IOP and W2HNS were the operators 
Weather reports were collected from the storm area and rou 
tine emergency traffic handled. At 11:45 a.m. a QST was 
copied from W3FZ, Washington, that Army officials i! 
Washington were anxious to establish contact with Norfolk 
Va. W2CXN worked W3EFY, rfolk, and passed the 
information along, advising of W3FZ’ frequency—7152 k 
W3ERA. who was then worked by W2CXN, relayed 
W3EFY's frequency to W3FZ. W3EFY and W3FZ su 
ceeded in making contact. 

ing of 

ice to Salisbury 

tacts with his low-power emergency 

Z 

Something new in the line of records: VE2JK worked 
eight YL’s in one day: VE2DA, W9TSV, W9UOH, VE2KZ 
WI1FTJ, W3FXZ, WIFRO and SPI1YL. 
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New O.P.S., Welcome! 

HE field organization welcomes 
30 new Official ‘Phone Station 

appointees all received into the 
ranks since the last roster appeared 
n QST. Q isarterly station tests for 
july, October, January and April 
sre ann unced for Official ‘Phone 
Stations in the bulletins issued to 
the A.R.R.L. "phone organization 
fO.P.S. in these months. Attention 

s algo called to October QST (page 
63) wherein a 1936-'37 season 
0.P.S. Competition is announced 
The St. Louis and Kansas City 
0.B.P 
beautiful cup trophy (here pictured 
to the leading participant and three 

Chapters are offering a 

bronze medallion watch charm 
wards will also be made to the 
sinners. All operators of good 
phone stations are invited to line 
ip now for O.P.S. and prepare t 
try for the splendid O.B.P. Trophy 
New men joining O.P.S. ranks up t 
March Ist are welcome to take part 
See the rules in October QST7' and 
get in touch with your 8.C.M. today 
ibout O.P.S. appointment. Appl 
ution forms will be sent you or: 

headquarters is asampleO.P.S. bulletin fron 
the O.P.S. group 

request as weil 
Additions to 

Wicol W2IK\ W6KEK WSGMI W9ELI 
WIEF‘ W3CZS W6kKKI WSJ F¢ WSYIAW 
W2AZX W3E0OP W6LBK WSKVJ W9IQZ 
W2BJP W4BM W6LPI WSLVW W9SEA 
W2D8B W4DDB W6OCH WSNYY VE2AB 
W2HFB W4DGI W6ZI WSQAN VE2H1 
W2HON W6EXH WSFIP W9AEN VE38KR 

O.R.S. Appointed 

SIFTY-SEVEN Official Relay Station appointees have 
been added to the roster since the last official listings 

were printed in QST7’. Refer to page 66, October QST’, for 
letails on the All-Season O.R.S. Contest and the attractive 
trophy cup offered to the leading participant by the Winston- 

Amateur Radio Club (W4N¢ Bronze medallion 
awards will also be made to the leaders. All 

nterested and qualified hams are invited to drop a card t 
their S.C.M. (address in each issue of QST') or direct t 
\.R.R.L. Hq. for details on O.R.S. appointment, and ap- 

rake steps now to be eligible for 
for the 

} Ssaiem 
watch charm 

plication blank for same 
the several activities and plans, con 

ning season. Sample O.R.S. bulletin will als« 
request 

The new O.R.S. 

petitions, et« 
be sent on 

ippointees 
WIAFB W2HON W3KU WSCFB WSPSR 
WIHWZ W2INI Ww4CXO WSCSI WSQAN 
W1IQF W2IOW W4DVB WSDHI W9ALO 
WWHK W2ITX W6JVG WS8FCG W9FOQ 
WiJJI W2JBI W6KEK WSHMI W9IQZ 
WI1JPJ W2JG¢ W6KUT WS8HTT W9RKUI 
W2AZX W2JHB W6LBK WSIZK W9MN 
W2BJP W2LG W6LOS WS8KXA W9TKX 
W2BLI W3ETM W6MHZ WS8KXC KALHR 
W2GAS W3FPQ Wool WSLGD-LZT VE2L( 
W2HL! W3GDI W7EFR WSNG( VE3AGM 

W3GKh1 W80AG 

O.B:S. 

lhe following is a supplement to the list of A.R.R.L. Off 
ial Broadcasting Stations in October QST (page 122 
W3BBV, W4CE, W6AM, W6ITH, W7EZC, W9AUH 
W9DUD, CM2WW/CO2WW, VE3KR, VE3NX 

Join the Emergency Corps 

ARR L.’S Emergency Corps now has a membership of 
4 4+ 374. The A.E.C. is open to all amateurs and every ama- 
teur is urged to register in one of the two groups, (1) Emer- 
gency Powered Stations, or (2) the Supporting Division. For 
membership in the first group it is necessary to possess 
equipment suitable for operation in an emergency when reg- 
ilar power facilities are disrupted. Auxiliary power must be 
n hand or must be obtainable from a reliable source upon a 

few minutes’ notice. Membership in the Supporting Division 
s open to all amateurs who will pledge themselves to assist 
n the event of failure of regular communication facilities as 
long as normal power is available; these members do not 
have to have auxiliary power, although all members are 
irged to join the Emergency Powered group at the earliest 
pportunity. 
lo join the A.E. mply send a postal to the Communi- 

itions Department, A.R.R.L. (or write for application 
blank), listing what equipment you have. Applicants for 
Emergency-Powered membership should list fully all emer- 
rency apparatus, especially auxiliary power facilities. An 
Emergency Manual now in the course of preparation will 

mntain definite suggestions and rules relative to emergency 
be furnished free to all A.E.C. members. 

have signed up in the Corps within 
ipplication N¢ yw! 

vork; this will 
sevent y-seven amateurs 

nths. Send you 

New A.E.C. Members 
Emergency-Powered: W1AMH W1AVP WIBJU WIDNT 

WLHKK W1JAH WIJEQ W1JHM WIJJY WI1IN W1JUZ 
W2JYR W2JSL W2JVP W2JXJ W3BBV W3EBC W3EL\ 
W3GAO W4AAR W4BQR W4CAT W4DUA W4RO WSCP\ 
W5EPC W5EYE W5FSS W6CLS W6GCM W6IIF W6JLR 
W6NXO W60FD W7DBE W7DIS W7ETG W7EVW 

the past tw 

W7FWY WS8BRC WSELU WS8FNN WS8FSK WSJSI 
WSJZN WSLY WS8O0QU WS8PBQ WS8QGW W9EBK 
W9EJD WS9IJP WSPBV WSUWC WSUWQ WIVGN 
W9VWP WO9WTT W9YHD VE4CQ. Time Union Short 
wave Club, W2HON (Albany, N. Y.); Helix Amateur Radio 
Club, W6MGJ, La Mesa, Calif.; Saskatoon Amateur Radio 
Club, VE4AAA, Saskatoon, Sask. 

WIITF W1JOT WIJYE W2DBQ 
W7FWB WSLAI 

Supporting Division 
W2GCC W4ECN W5DAQ W5FDI 
WSOAG WSPIX WS8PQQ W9WDC. 

Copying Bee Winners 

\s REPORTED in August QST (page 27), six operators 
4 tied for first place in the A.R.R.L. 1935 Copying Bee 
In view of this an elimination contest was announced for 
these operators for the evening of August 14th. A new text 
was prepared and transmitted from W1INF and W2AYN 
rhree of the original leaders did not enter the elimination 
test, namely W2DHI; YNIAA; and D. R. Wingate of 
Leonia, N. J. Those participating were K4KD; K4RJ; and 
WS8BKM. K4KD and K4RJ tied for first place, each making 
but five errors (apparently due to bad QRM), or a score of 
90%. Duplicate awards of the silver loving cup trophy in the 
1935 Copying Bee go to these operators! Congratulations 
OM's. 

The text as transmitted from WIINF and W2AYN 
DISCERNIBLE 12VNTH QUADRUPLER ERRATIC 
NUETRALIZENG MULTIPLICITY RST5H5 SKO\ 
VEIEN TETEATETE MEGACYNNLE QUEQEI 
rSETSE YTTERBIUM AXMIIF4V BIZARRE INITE 
ATE ZEENO ENTENTE JUEJUTSU TIENTSIN FIN- 
DESIECLE ICHTHYOPHAGOUS MOBULATION ONO 
MATOPOEIA 6F4TH50I DROHOBYCZ LAUTTAS 
AARI YTTRIA PEPWEERMINT METEOROGRAP5S 
INDIVIDUALAIY PYJAMA ANTEATER TENNEES 
SEI 73MS3H SCHEHERAZADE MISSTRESSSHIP 
MISIISIPWEI ZACATECAS LIGNIN BUBBHAL MIL 
ILILHENRI MNEMONIC YWAINEZ CINNIC NNUD- 
roJ TOMTHUMD GEOPHYHICAL AFFIXED HERE 
UNTO AR. Speed of transmission was approximately 22.5 
w.p.m. Special mention is due W4AUE, an un-official parti 
cipant in the elimination test, who made but two errors for 
a rating of 96%. Very FB! 
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DX Notes 

tely opened up again with reports of good 
rom all sides. In preparing for what experts 

best DX season ever,’’ don’t overlook 28 
f room on that band and, when condi- 
skes 14-me. enthusiasts sit up and take 

&-n reports include a long list of Euro- 
3ZX; Europeans worked by W1ICA and 
JS1H heard; VK4AP worked by WONY 
Sept. 12th, and same date LU’s, XE's, 

W7 and VP5GM heard; also at WONY, 
J heard Sept. 13th, and PY5QD heard Sept. 

m.; W9JZJ is hearing quite a bit of DX on 
VP, XE, G, K6, K5, OA and numerous 
W9SPB during September are K5, LU, 
XE, D4, OH, ON4, ZS—most of these 
t pass up 28 mc.! 

rts via W9EEZ that he worked 175 W's 
r ind made a total of 100,404 points. 
en snagging some good ones: FB8SAD 

Sept. 6th, 7:50 a.m. EST; ZS5Z (14,260), 
r9 and ‘phone. ZS5Z reported VE3AI 
nd a contact that made him W.B.E. 

the W ‘phones to look for him in the 
s worked by VE3AU, Sept. 8th, 8 

», VQ8AA on Sept. 24th, 8 a.m. (low 
1 VQ8AFP, Sept. 27th, 6:45 a.m., T9 but 

Some of the real DX "phones 
e U.S. east coast: PKIQU 14,070; 

‘AIME 14,135; KAIBH 14,120; ZE1JR 
0 W2CYS worked HS4T, Sept 

EST, about 14,430 ke., 500-cycle note; 
of Radio HSJ, Bangkok, Siam. . . 
tact with YRS5CP, Roumania, about 

ird, 11:35 p.m., EST. ... WIGNE 
Sept. 17th, 6:20 p.w., EST, about 14,370 

has anyone else worked this one, and 

Rang up about 92,000 points in the 
ked 105 Europeans in 20 countries for 

five week-ends; 33 different D's were 
rman districts. Central and Eastern 

he evenings from 0300 to 0600. Morn 
f South Americans rolling through from 

rope is also in there around 1600 and peak- 
00 GT. Rather new ones worked recently 

lude ES2C 14,270 T9, LA2B 14,260 
rs, LA5P 14,340 T7, I1ZZ 14,430 T7, 
YR5AR 14,090 T9, LA6A 14,320 T9, 
YR5AT 14,280 T7, U5KS 14,120 T9, 

S » ILLD 14,430 T8, U9MI 14,410 TS8, 
DQ 14,260 T6.” . . 

S2AG (QTH given as Kuala, Kangsar, 
é é rning about 10:00 a.m.; frequency 

hig He also worked ZZ2Z, 6:55 p.m., Sept 
t W2IOP reports reception of IITKM, 

X; SULCH, SUILRO and SUIAC, high 
i4 me. . . . October Ist marked the day 

A i his 600th G. 199 have been worked this 
and 40 during September. 222 of the 

ed at least twice, and one, G2OL, with 
" s kept, 135 times. Practically all QSO's 
, . very few on 28 and 7 mc., and two on 3.5 

is very high—to October Ist, 473 
ived from the 600... . A group of 

we en ganged up at the Chicago Convention: 
W W2AIW, W4DHZ, WS8CRA, WS8BSF, 
Ws W8BKP worked J8CA, August 

t ‘ nd claims it is his 15lst country; he 
t neies: ZC6CN 14,440; U9MF, U9AC 

14.4 14,235; FOSAA 14,340; VS7JW 14,300; 
. KIPK 14,320; PKIBX 14,305... . 

4.8. He is particularly anxious to QSO 
skota; hams in those states, watch for 

W9PIL worked ILKG on 14-me. 
5 p.m.; frequency about 14,500. . . 
fellow on 14 mc. who deserves com- 

who steals the show as far as South 
W ne 

Africans are concerned ; he could be logged practically every 
night right through the summer, S9 on several occasions and 
never below S5. He describes his rig as crystal-controlled 
with four 48’s push-pull-parallel final, 32 watts input! Dx 
has been exceptionally good here on 14 mc. with Europeans 
coming through in droves—and louder than ever. OH30] 
is putting in a very consistent signal out here; he ig using 
an RK20 final with about 100 watts input.” 

DX ’Phone Notes (West Coast), by W6LLQ: Some ama- 
teurs have been satisfied with the practice of flagging 
down” a c.w. DX contact by the use of c.w. and then shifting 
to ‘phone to complete the desired QSO. This year the 14-me. 
band has opened to such an extent that a good consistent 
two-way ‘phone contact can be quite easily established with 
every continent with a little perseverence and patience. 
This spring the West Coast ‘phone men had plenty of op 
portunity to get their Europeans as G6I.K, G5NI and 
ON4VK came in regularly night after night on ‘phone. All 
during this summer the elusive Asian contact was available 
in VS6AQ in Hong Kong and VS2AK in Kaula Lumpur, 
Malaya—the former being on early Sunday mornings on 
14,300 ke. and the latter operating practically every morning 
between 6 and 8 a.m. P.S.T. on 14,125 ke. The real DX, 
however, has opened up in the form of regular 86 to 88 
reception of ZS1B, Cape Town, South Africa, on 14,110 
ke.; ZS2X, Port Elizabeth, South Africa, on 14,100 ke.; and 
the most remarkable S88 signal of ZE1JR, Salisbury, South- 
ern Rhodesia, on 14,255 ke. These rather rare signals come 
in at their peak between 7 and 8 a.m. P.S.T., particularly on 
Saturday and Sunday mornings. 

9 

2 

a3 
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THE RADIO CREW OF THE 1936 JARVIS 
ISLAND, SOUTH SEA EXPEDITION 

Left to right: K6GNW, chief opens of the expedi- 
tion’s station on Jarvis Island; Ah Kin Leong (licensed 
ham, but no call), member of the expedition; K6GAS, 
who maintains regular schedules with the expedition 
from his station in Honolulu; K6INF, assistant operator 
at K6GAS. The transmitter shown is the 150-watt ham set 
used at Jarvis Island. The call K6GNW will be used in 
the 7- and 14mc. bands; 7114 ke. will be the principal 
frequency, doubling to 14,228 ke. on 14 me. The expedi- 
tion is under the auspices of the Departments of Interior 
and Commerce (Airways Division). A Navy frequency 
and call will be announced later. K6GAS uses 14,224 ke. 
for his schedules. Watch for K6GNW and please report 
all reception and contacts to A.R.R.L. 

Additional DX Awards 

The North Carolina 1936 DX Contest winner, undecided 
when the report was printed in September QST, is W4AH 
with 31,185 points. Additions to the list of club winners 
W2DC, Schenectady Amateur Radio Association; W3FKK, 
The Tri-County Radio Association, Inc., of Plainfield, N. J.; 
WSCBI, Dayton (Ohio) Amateur Radio Association; 
W9BEZ, Wichita (Kansas) Amateur Radio Club; VE2EE, 
Montreal Amateur Radio Club. 
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Wanted—Stations to Send Code Practice 
The A.R.R.L.'s program of code practice on the 1715-ke 

band is being revised for the 1936-37 season. Many new 
stations 
ff the code speed requirement to 13 w.p.m. beginners will 
find the 
than in the past. Any amateur working in the 1715-ke. band 
wishing to volunteer regular schedules of code practice is 
avited t lrop a card to A.R.R.L. Headquarters. Please 
state the days and hours you would like to send code lessons 
and list ir exact frequency. Stations engaged in the work 
ast seas ire requested to send in their new schedules. The 
schedules of all Code Practice Stations will be printed in 
QST. He pful hints on sending code practice are furnished 
t ll v inteers. What say, OM, will 
ymers master the code? 
» all you help the new 

Code Practice Volunteers 
W6HU X, Los Angeles; WSMF\ Vandalia, Ol ind 

WOYEO, Milwaukee, Wis ire the first '36—'37 season vol 
the A.R.R.L. 1715-ke. Code Practice Program 

Their schedules of transmission are: W6HUX, 1960 k« 
Mondays and Fridays except holidays, etc., 7:30 to 8:30 
pu., PST; announcements by voice. WSMFV, 1936 ke 
Monday to Friday, inc., 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. EST; 500 watts on 
150T’s. W9 YEO, 1936 ke., Mondays, 6:30 to 7:15 p.m. CST 
Kleinschmidt perforator, Boehme transmitting head. It is 
expected that WIDAV, Hartford, Conn., will conduct code 
essons in the 1715-ke. band daily at 11:00 p.m. W6I1XZ, San 
Francis s also arranging a schedule. Schedules of addi 

mal Vv inteers will be announced as received. WIHXE 
sends code practice on 56.2 me. daily fron 

00 to 7:30 p.m. EST. W4DNA, St. Petersburg, Fla in 
es hedule of code practice on 7208 k Mondays 

nd Fridays, 6:30 to 7:30 p.m., EST: 15-minute 
r speeds from 3 to 20 w.p.t 

inteers 

awrence Mass 

eriods at increa 

November Hamfests 
November 14t! Che Finger Lakes Transmitting Societ 

! Ninth Annual B ret and Hamfest at the 
Auburn, N. Y., Saturday, November 14th Osborne Hotel 

Registration at 5:00 p.m., banquet prompt! it 6:30 PLM.: 
plenty of good food, entertainment, speakers, contests 
special session for N.C.R. members; prizes; a goc d time 
assured for all with the well-known hospitality of the 
F.L.T.S.; price is $1.50, including everything; all amateurs 
ure invited—as is the custom in F.L.T.S 
affair w be strictly stag. Send reservations to W. TI 
Thomps WSBD\, 39 Mattie Street, Auburn, N. 
November 21st: The Arrowhead Radi 

f Duluth (Minn.) and 
November 2Ist at the Hotel Arrowhead, Duluth. Registr 

Well-planned entertainment, banquet 
ind plenty of prizes are promised all who attend. Those 

from out of the city will find lodging at 
mes of various local amateurs. Visits to amateur stations 

blow-outs,”’ the 

Amateurs Clul 
vicinity announce a Hamfest for 

n $1.25 per perso 

mateurs coming 

mill be made on Sunday, the 22d. Every amateur is welcome 
ger Krause, W9OSIW lf further details are desired, write R« 

222 West 7 Street, Duluth, Minn 

-Yacht Yankee 
WSIGQ, sails November Ist from 

s radio operator on the ex pilot schooner 

WCFT 
Alan Eurich 
ieester, Mass 

ithe Dutch government service, now the private yacht 
lank wned by the skipper, Irving Johnson. The equip 
ent on board consists of an M.O.P.A. using an 801 driving 
ir SO1 n P.P.P. with an output of 75 watts on the high 

rhe receiver is expe ted to be a Sargent model 
12, all-wave t.r.f. Power is obtained from the ship’s suppl 
50-volt bank of batteries, through a 500-volt dvnamotor 

WCFT w 4140, 
5520, 6210, 8280. 11.040. 12.420. 16.560 kes. For working 
t band 6210 and 8280 will be used, and for 

14-mac. hams operation will be on 12,420 and 
16,560. At present the only scheduled contacts are at 2100 
and 0300 GT. After all schedules 1 CQ will be called and an 

lication given of the ham band on which to rep! 

operate on the following frequencies 

ams in the 7-m« 
work wit) 

re needed to carry on this work. With the increase 

“le practice program of even greater assistance 

The Yankee will sail to many desirable (from the ham 
standpoint) DX points, such as Galapagos Is., Easter 's., 
Piteairn Is., Tuamotu group, Society Is., Cook Is., Tonga 
Is., Samoa, Fiji Is.. New Hebrides, Solomon Is., Papua, 
Bali, Singapore, French Guiana. Anyone interested in the 
latest dope on progress of WCFT may obtain same from 
G6NJ, K5AA or W8PH. These stations are keeping a con- 
stant schedule for the duration of the trip, a year and a half. 
All cards for WCFT should be sent care of W8IGQ, 4138 
Oak Knoll Drive, Youngstown, Ohio. All amateurs, please 
watch for the yacht Yankee, WCFT, and report contacts 
nd reception to A.R.R.L., West Hartford, Conn 

BRASS POUNDERS’ LEAGUE 

August 16th—September 15th 
Extra Del 

Cau Orig. Del. Rel Credit Total 
Wwowwh 7 8 810 2 851 
W5FDR 124 146 386 94 750 
W7DUI 0 34 (562 4 640 
W5CEZ Ss 33 «402 11 504 

MORE-THAN-ONE OPERATOR STATIONS 
Extra Del 

Orig. Dei. Rel Credit Total 
KAIHR 443 314 412 1169 

These stations make" the B.P.L. with totals of 500 
ver. Many “rate’’ extra credit for one hundred or 

nore deliveries. The following one-operator stations 
ike the B.P.L. for delirerina 100 or more messages; the 
imber of deliveries is as follows: Deliveries count! 

WIINW, 247 W6JTV, 141 W7APS, 120 KAIAN, 104 
4.A.R.S. STATIONS 

Extra Del 
vrlg De Re Credit Total 

VLML (W3AMR il 5S 93 52 714 
MORE-THAN-ONE OPERATOR STATIONS 

Extra Del 
( Ortg. De Rel Credtt Total 
WLJ (WS5OW 153 58 490 1201 

4 total of 500 or more, or just 100 or more delirertes 
will put 4 in line for a place in the B.P.I 

STATION ACTIVITIES 

CANADA 
MARITIME DIVISION 

\ ARITIME—SCM, A. M. Crowell, VEIDQ—GL, 
4 Route Mer. Bill Horne has the Maritime Net reorgan 
zed and ready for the fall work; he is now scheduling 
VE2DG, and the Trunk Line is working rapidly as far as 
Ottawa. HH is Net man for P.E.1. GU is going to apply for 
O.R.S. EC keeps Dartmouth on the map when not QRL the 
R.C.A.F. HJ is thinking of sending in application for O.R.S 
EA is using flea power- single 30 crystal oscillator. CW hits 

bands with single 6L6. BZ sports new FB7 preselector; he 
s working 3.5 and 7 me. EY has been QRL service work 
HX has been busy building new receiver. GB is using ‘phone 
»n 3.9 me. GE spends most of his time on 14 mc. AP works 
both 3.9- and 14-me. ’phone. FR sticks to low power. CO is 
dividing time between 14 and 28 me. IV is QRL college. EQ 
s getting out FB with a 250 final. GK is still after bug—Hi! 
IM/VESALK is in Hamilton for the winter months; had 
his first QSO in the 3rd district—on 56 me.—and with the 
R.L.! 1Z worked his first VK. JF, BV and CB are busy with 
service work. HK is making the new 35T do its stuff. KB is 

. newcomer. FV is using a pair of 46's final and has an FB 
homebuilt super—9 tubes. EX has new YL 2nd op. DI 
Bathurst Mines, N.B., has rebuilt the rig to use P.P. '03A's 

the final, driven by another '03A. ET has left on his last 
trip tl season—southern cruise—op on R.M.S. Lady 
Ve BH, Canso, has been working ‘em right and left on 
14-1 phone; incidentally this is our most “eastern 
tatior n the mainland. The H.A.R.C. had a booth 
equipped with full ham station in operation at the N.S 
Provit Exhibition; the station operated duplex 14-m« 
phone for the instruction and interest of visitors and pros 
pective hams; several late-type ham supers were available 

r comparison by visiting hams. 
Praff VEIGL 22 HH 18GU 10 EC 6 HJ 8S IB3 
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ONTARIO DIVISION 
Jon Perdue, VE3QK 
3TM, 3WX, 3QK. P.A.M. 

.S. ranks. NC was visited by YW and 
1 AEV while visiting VE9CNE. WK is 
lules after carrying one with VE2BI 

zed ham radio 

R.M.'s: 3MB, 
3NX. 

ifter 3-year layoff in which interim 
KMO and SVHP!!! Welcome, ole- 

nd reports. JI hauled off and got him- 
1 the gang to Mr. and Mrs. Walker. 

rds from S.A. while inoperative. KM 
».S. contest. SG has Klix trouble and 
DU is forced to give up R.M. duties 

? Gosh, Dave! QB was visited by 
st gone crystal control. JZ is QS\ 

d MA visited QB. TM resumed T.I 
lot of the gang at Ottawa Club 
Ontario. UO has QSYed to Car 

..S. post. The Ottawa Club president 
r dinosaur bones out west. SR, RK 

for college. DA has been bagging 
ummer with his RK-20—George 

AFR works DX on 14 me. with new 
ng thru rose-colored glasses at a 

owded for time, but has a couple of 
und. AGL is the * 
Oooobhh! 

mystery man” of 
AGM had visit from 

nto the Kirkland Lake fold. ABW 
VZ schedules ABW nightly and is 

X-er.”” HV will be O.R.S. by this 
ent. AE wants another All-VE3 

ne more FB DX work on 14 m« 
his VE3-Contest Trophy and is 
n. NX has new 50T and is getting 
s now in Windsor and new O.P.S 
nd Sewickley, Pa. Swell note from 

ctivities. LY, RA, DX, GB are all 
nd GS are on 14-me. ‘phone. AKP 

AKC, Windsor's. BU is waiting 
works Mrs. Russell daily at 3AL 

FB style. WX has new rig about 
or now ind from me, all for an 
lines for yours truly to say 73 to 
usiness pressure and a new QTH 
ntinuance of my 8.C.M. duties 
ng for 3QK. Let me, before leav 

1 great team,”’ a Section second to 
80, with a gulp and 

We Meet Again'’—Gee! But you 
Ul ind 73 Jon 

LEM 65 AU 36 ABW 34 AZ 21 QB 

EBEC DIVISION 
Comach, VE2EE Ibe fall is 

f night fall faster, the old gang are 
itdoors and polishing up their 

has been filled by the 
irranged to box the compass; 

s asked to get in touch with the 
[."" EC has rebuilt 

maestr« 

Trunk Line “ 
te higher power and is using a single 

f the old Zepp. LC is a very 
new W.A.C,; 
ngrats. BU assisted in clearing 
AP, not satisfied with his rig on 

lommy worked 

ebuilding. LJ has at last got his 6L6 
1s acquired a new receiver. BB 
new receiver. DA is quite active 

d. CS is making a relay rack job 
with the new rig. LC wore out two 

antenna for the Field Day tests 
the traffic lanes. ER is keeping 

HH5PA. It is with regrets that we 
plating selling out, lock, stock and 

ra new receiver. FQ is interested in 
r the Super-Gainer at LY, IJ went right 

i started tearing his old receiver to 
in Montreal. HT, AC and AB are 

still keeping the Tri-Colour Network moving. IT puts a ver, 
FB signal into this location on 3.5-me. ‘phone. FO is consid. 
ering remote control A la VOII. JI is building a Super-he 
with all the trimmings. EW is selling out to modernize his 
station. FK is putting his ‘phone across the pond in good 
shape. LM has a nice signal on 3.5 me.; how about being the 
first YL on 14 me.? JJ is thinking of purchasing an ACR-175 
BE, GA and BG have been scheduling VP7NA. GO was one 
of the Montreal representatives at the Ottawa picnic, BO 
has been modernizing bis receiving equipment 
Payette’s whole stock of stand-off insulators on the ney 
transmitter; the actual count is fifty-four. Hi. KY is getting 
more than his share of DX. AX has been heard working the 

LP has purchased a 6L6. We are 
pleased to hear IR with us again; Corey has almost com- 

The Montreal Radi 
Club is in session again, meetings every third Thursday 
Abner-Kingman Room, Y.M.C.A 

Traffic: VEZHH 28 BU 65 DG 21 Et 
JK 16. 

Aussies consistently. 

pletely recovered from his accident 

10 LC 99 DR 20 

VANALTA DIVISION 
ALBERT A—SCM, Alfred D. Kettenbach, VE4L.X—Our 

« new R.M. is GE, replacing BZ, who will be QRL this 
season. EO is now using remote control. JP visited GM and 
LX. RY visited EA. AA is QRL with railroad. HM attended 
the Vancouver hamfest. BW and GM buried the hatchet 
for three days. GD is still fishing. OF reports FB times hunt- 
ing ducks this fall. OJ is back on 3.9-mc. ‘phone. CY is a 
finished photographer. LA is getting out FB. SW’s XYLis 
making speedy recovery. SN wants cannon lillies. JJ cured 
his motor boat. OD and DV keep Calgary active evenings 
HQ is QRL touring the Province. ZD sounds FB. LQ wil 
grid modulate 1.75-mc. ‘phone rig on low power. WX is new 
traffic hound. Congrats to GE on W.A.C. HM is rebuilding 
exciter. GM is QRL fixing up the shack to keep out the win- 
trv blasts. 

rraffic: VEALX 31 EO 10 GE 8 QK 7 WX 2 

PRAIRIE DIVISION 
N ANITOBA—SCM, A.J.R. Simpson, VE4BG—VG re- 
- ports some traffic and has schedules working with 
MH, Biggar, Sask. Trunk Line activities will this season be 
looked after by GC, who is an old-timer at this job, AG hav- 
ing decided to take a rest this coming winter after a very 
FB job on the Winnipeg end for the last two seasons. AE is 
moving to a new QTH and has sold his copper pipe vertical 
BQ is back in Winnipeg to stay after putting in a few sea- 
sons up North operating for the Airways. DU is moving toa 
new QTH in the west end of Winnipeg. EK keeps busy on 
14-mc. ‘phone band and finds the RK-20's do their stuff. 
GC has a 50T, which we hear is intended for some 56-me. 
work. GL has acquired an X YL and, after a California trip 
is heard once again on 14-me. ‘phone. GQ's 14-mc. ‘phone 
sigs are very FB. IC purchased a car. IP finds the 14-m 
‘phone best. IS is heard consistently on 14-mce. c.w. KX is 
moving to a new QTH. LH has a new super. LL is puzzling 
over an antenna arrangement at new QTH. MW is building 
in all-wave receiver. MY has been rebuilding his transmit- 
ter into a cabinet job. NI is having good luck werking DX 
with his 14-me. "phone. NM shows what can be done with 
low-power ‘phone and c.w. NT has Class B modulated his 
RK-20's. OK devotes all his time to 56 mc. QA is now rut 
ning an FB 14-mce. 'phone. QC went on a two weeks fishing 
and hunting trip in the wilds of western Ontario. QF finds 
his new antenna FB for DX. QV’s 14-me. ‘phone is FB and 
he is putting up a new vertical. RO is moving to a new loca 
tion and will have a 90-foot trestle tower for his antenna 
TO keeps on 14 me. with his c.w. rig. UX is going to give 5 
me. a rest and get back on 14 me. V1 is about ready tog 
with his T250 final. ZK is still acquiring equipment for bis 
new rig. AAH keeps busy on 7 mc. KF just needs five more 
states for his W.A.S. ABE schedules ZT at Norway House. 
AEL is new on the air with an 802 final. AAW has a new 
antenna. AE is building a new modulator. TV up at The 
Pas sends his regards to the gang and would like to hear 
from you fellows; he is putting in a new rig with an RK-23 
and RK-20. At The Pas we have XT with a 6L6 osc., RK-23 
buffer and final. LO has a new rig with an RK-23 final. LI 

(Continued on page 84 
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Coping with the B.C.L. QRM Problem 

2202 Wellington St., Greenville, Texas 
Editor, OST . 
Looks like the 160-meter ’phones are in for a 

general calling down, from the F.C.C. on down 
through the ranks of well-meaning hams. 

I believe the larger part of the complaints 
against the 160-meter phones are due as much to 
the design of the majority of b.c. receivers as to 
any shortcomings in the ’phone transmitters. 
The fact that a great many of the b.e. 
built in the past several years use an i.f. around 
450 ke., with the oscillator frequency 450 ke. o1 
so higher than the signal frequency, makes it a 
matter of simple arithmetic to see that a strong 

superhets 

image signal from stations operating between 
1800 and 2000 ke. may be expected to show up on 
the receiver between approximately 900 and 1100 
ke., right in the middle of the broadeast band. 
Naturally the enraged b.c.1. sets up a howl, and it 
s almost impossible to explain the mysterious 
ways of the superhet circuit in such a way as to 
convince him you are not operating in the b.c. 
hand. You come in right on top of his favorite 
station, therefore you must be operating there. 

Since it is the nature of the 160-meter band to 
produce strong signals for a matter of several 
miles around the transmitter, even when it is one 
of low power, this “primary” image signal is very 
strong in all receivers of this design in the vicinity. 
It is worse, of course, when the receiver employs 
no pre-selection; but it can be bad enough on 
those with pre-selection where a fairly large an- 
tenna is used or the transmitter has considerable 
power. In fact, signals from my 30-watt set have 
been reported from neighboring towns as far as 

‘right in the mid- 
strong enough to 

‘ fifteen miles away as coming in 
dle of the broadcast band,”’ 
interfere with b.c. reception; and I have been 
called down by well-meaning fellow hams on this 

I checked this carefully by means of an 
“old-fashioned”’ three-stage tuned rf. b.c. re- 
sccount 

ceiver (which has been giving me good service for 
some six or eight years), operating with a 50-foot 
mtenna directly under my transmitting antenna 
ind the gain well up beyond normal b.c. signal 
requirements, and could find no faint trace of any 
signal from my transmitter anywhere in the b.c. 
band except with the gain wide open on the 
1500-ke. end . This test convinced me my 
transmitter was by no means at fault, and there 
Was no actual radiation in the b.c. band. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

The Publishers of QST assume no responsibility for statements made herein by correspondents 

midget re- 
ceivers with one stage of tuned r.f. and non- 
regenerative detector are quite hopeless against 
any kind of signal from local transmitters, regard- 
less of frequency. They simply have not enough 
selectiv ity to be effective against strong signals, 
and reception is generally smeared all across the 
dial when a loeal station is on, b.c. or amateur. 
3ut with the superhet of usual design, a 160-meter 
‘phone signal will usually show up only as an 
image signal on one spot on the dial. I don’t see 
just what can be done about it, short of operating 
on some other band! It is hardly fair to ask an 
amateur to buy wave-traps for half the receivers 
in town; and their effectiveness is doubtful, any- 
way, I think, in this case, as enough 160-meter 
signal would get into the receiver through the 
power line to produce a husky image. 

I have cut down complaints considerably by 

Of course, the small ‘“‘cigar-box’’ 

choosing an operating frequency that places the 
image in between our two loudest nearby b.c. 
stations: WFAA on 800 ke. and KRLD on 1040. 
Since very few people are likely to be listening to 
the weaker and more distant stations between 
those two in the daytime, and I seldom use my 
transmitter on 160 during the first part of the 
night, I have kept comparative peace in the 
neighborhood. Most b.c.1.’s are likely to listen to 
their local stations, I believe, and perhaps this 
choice of frequency to avoid interference with the 
more popular stations in one’s vicinity would be 
helpful. Figuring the b.c. receiver frequency at 
150 ke. you can subtract 900 ke. from your operat- 
ing frequency to see where the image will be on 
receivers of this type; if it is near one of the b.c. 
stations popular in your vicinity, perhaps you had 
better change your frequency. You certainly can’t 
change the i.f. in the receivers! 

Now all this is by way of pointing out that a 
large amount of QRM from 160-meter ’phones is 
not the fault of the transmitters at all, but is due 
to the inherent design of possibly the majority of 
b.c. receivers now in use. I am unable to suggest 
uny remedy except the half-way measure of using 

a frequency that will not interfere with the recep- 
tion of the b.e nost popular in your 
town, as mentioned above. Mr. Lydon’s sugges- 
tion of limiting 160-meter operation to Class A 
licensees will not help this situation, since QRM 
from this cause will persist no matter how care- 
fully the transmitter is handled. Of course I am 
heartily in accord with him in urging that proper 
operation be insisted on; but speaking for those 

stations 
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t 1 the there are very tew vuntry 
rhe majority of the 160-meter perated 

good clean signals, in my opinion 
ve should coéperate gladly to avoid b.c.| 

s to me like there is need for a deeper in 
ter before blaming the transmitting ama 
trouble 

C. F. Butcher, W5AL 

On Class A for One Sixty 

Montevallo, Ala 

m of WSKSY for 160-meter ‘phone 
it in my say so I'll admit that the 

160-meter ‘phone to b.c.l.'s is most serious 
rrants attention. If we would all do what Mr 

most of our troubles would be over. Fel- 
we need is to create good will with the b.c.1.'s 

ee if we are causing them QRM by opera 
1. If we are, act at once 

e 160-meter ‘phone band from the Class B 
i be an injustice and should be done as a 

pe the F.C.C doesn't have to go that 
vce, I've heard some rotten sigs coming 

don't get me wrong; I'm not trying to knock 
that I know are certainly fine men. ['n 

that a Class A ticket doesn't make one 
As a rule, I don't expect the new han 

ne immediately. So he would have some 

Why does WSKSY give the merits of the 
i try to entice the Class A to it? He says 

en to them entirely, they wouldn't havet 
M from new ops. Class A has the privile 

» desirable, they can surely is Titiss 

s the drawback. He tries to smoot! 
r how good five and ten meters are. Five 
arge cities, but what about the ones in 

ere probably wouldn't be a five-meter sta 
es and the only time that band would be 
t conditions were unusual 

red to work both these bands, he could not 
ws with the fellows in the states close by or 

These men would be the ones he 
eet personally and therefore he would en 

re than others. We all need the privilege 

» when 

S state 

und for medium ani short distances, als 
e. One sixty is just the thing and should be 

hope we ca;r keep it that way 
Clay Gri ffir W4DNI 

188 Linden Boulevard, Brooklyn N. ¥ 

Mr Lydon that 
B operators from 160 meters to the 5, 10 

transferring ‘phone 

frequency bands will greatly reduce the 
broadcast listeners. In view of the 

by the F.C.C. in this connection, namely 
f radiophone interference cases were 

the 1800-2000-ke. band, it is evident 
teps should be taken by the League to at- 
te this source of bad public relationship 
experience, almost any ‘phone operation on 
nd will cause QRM to adjacent b.c.l.'s 

gested areas, unless low power and less than 
ition is used. By low power, I mean not 

60 watts input to the final stage. By reduc 
ge of modulation this type of interference 

reduced to the neighbors. In fact, from my 
t seems that lowering the modulation 

100 per cent to 80 per cent reduced the 
80 per cent and in many cases eliminated it 

receivers. Although, these 
phone band, the 

rence ¢ 

acent broadcast 
le on the 3900-4000-ke 

results are ippleable as well t the lOt-meter phone 
band 

David Talley, W 2! WLN4 

393 North Main St., Wellsville, N. y 
Editor, QST 

rhe idea of having 160-meter ‘phone restricted ; 
Class A operators! Aren't we fellows satisfied with 
have? I think one fellow amateur should codperate wit) 
inother. After all, what is loyalty? 
WSKSY says in the text of his letter that the 

phone band isn’t being used that all beginners 
should use 5 and 10 meters until they get enough sense int 
them and learn how to handle a mike, ‘phone etiquette. et 

Well, let me tell you something. I've listened in on the 
20-, 75- and 160-meter ‘phone fellows and 75 per cent 
of the overmodulation, frequency m rdulation 
wobbly signals, and drinking parties heard on the air using 

were from OT's and Class A ops 
It seems to me that some of the OT's with Class A privi- 

leges think that after receiving this cherished license they n 
longer need to respect the regs. If they don’t wake up soon 
it's going to be too bad 

I have a list here from observers throughout the country 

what we 

16C-meter 
right 

ibuse 

vulgar language 

with the call letters of such stations as the above, and agai: 
I say that 75 per cent are fellows who have been in the game 
for years and years 

If you will pay a visit to the new hams you will find the: 
using the best of equipment, custom built receivers, ete., and 
not breadboard jobs as thousands of the OT's will be found 
ining 

So, what say, fellows? Let's not say that the F.C.C. should 
have to allot all the ‘phone bands to Class A, but keep what 

quit ‘squabbling’ amongst ourselves, and for 
Heaven's gakes cooperate with each other! ° 

George J Pasquale 

we have 

Ws0Ql 

1911 Farnam St., Omaha, Neb 
:ditor, GST 

| heartily agree with all the proposals made by Mr. Robert 
C. Lydon, WSKSY. I have had his same experiences, and if 
1 ham cannot pass a Class A examination after a year ol 
yperating on ten and five he should not be allowed on ‘phone 

Thomas P. Lea WOVTP 

10 or 10.7 for C.W.? 

North Wales, Pa 
Editor, QS7 

The following incident has happened many, many 
times last year and already has shown up again last week 

= inday ifternoon on ten: A c.w. man working a c.w. mal 
iround 28,250 ke 
rier just drowned you out 
transt " Now 
If a chap wishes to get laryngitis shouting ‘‘one, two 

‘Sorry OM but a high power ‘phone car 
didn't get 

I am not against ‘phone operation 
three 

a matter of fortune or mis 

much of your las 
ission 

test"’ that’s his business. By 
fortune the ‘phone men are assigned the territory 28-29 n 
But why in thunder must the c.w. man stick to that portion 
too, when he has from 29 to 30 me. for e.w. only, where he 
can romp around without any interference except from his 
own “soul brothers’’? 

Just because the first fellow on ten located at 28,200 ke 
»? I have as yet to hear tnust we stay there for years to con 

an “amateur” signal at 20 me. The receivers tune down 
there, crystals or their harmonics will fall down there, and 
the signals will get out from down there 

Wonder if you could start a campaign amongst the old ten- 
eter men to get all c.w. men to move down to our rightfu 

territory, 29 to 30 me., and have a good 1936 winter seasoD 
\ little fine grinding compound or even good old Pepsodent 
Toothpaste has enough abrasive in it to grind down the 
crystal. What say, XELAY, W6QG, W6BPD, and the 193t 
crew? Do we use the band or have it knocked off from the 
ham allocations? 

John J WsFAR 
i on page 5 

Michale s 
Continue 
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l'Hose of our friends whose scientific inclinations have led 

them to study solar activities, cyclic changes and other 

phenomena assure us that the conditions for DX in the 

ten meter band will be even better this Fall than last 

Consequently, it seems to be a good time for those of us 

interested in this band to rebuild our rigs and get ready in 

advance for an active season 

In our advertisement on the inside back cover of this 

ssue is illustrated our own new ten meter rig. This design was worked out with 

care, and we think it deserves a better description than we have given it on the 

cover. The illustration shows the layout pretty well, but does not explain the 

reasons. A pair of Raytheon RK-36 high-plate-efficiency triodes are used in 

he output. These tubes are rated at 400 watts output; but considering the ability 

of these tubes to take punishment, the actual output is more likely to be limited 

by the operator’s conscience than by the rating. They combine high output at 

n meters with low price and economy of power supply. 

lhe RK-30’s each require 15 watts of driving power. ‘This could be supplied 

very conveniently by an RK-20, since it is itself easy to drive, requires no neu- 

tralizing, and has ample output However, it was not chosen, for the reason 

that it is rather expensive. Also it requires a 1000 volt power supply, and for 

economy it was desirable to use a single power supply. Low tube cost indicated 

the use of a triode, and after looking over the list of available tubes, the Eimac 

! was chosen. Happily this tube has a mu of 30, making it easy to drive. It 

operates nicely from a 2000 volt power supply, being of “hard” construction. 

Its compact size made it fit into the layout well. Compared to other suitable 

triodes, its inter-electrode capacity is low, making possible the use of the small 

NC-800 neutralizing condenser. 

Although many amateurs favor a tri-tet oscillator, we have always been 

partial to a triode crystal oscillator with triode doublers (RCA 53’s). This system 

and its advantages have been described so often that details are scarcely nec- 

essary here. We have done one unusual thing in this rig, however. Half of one 53 

is the oscillator, half of the second 53 is the first doubler. Then back to the first 

)3 for the second doubler, and then to the second 53 for the third doubler. ‘The 

reason for this criss-cross connection is that it makes a much better chassis 

lavout, with short leads and easy wiring 

Other details of the rig need but little comment, even though they combine 

to give up-to-the-minute performance. The variable frequency crystal (aflec- 

tionately known as the “rubber crystal’) provides easy adjustment of the 

frequency within the band. The new National fixed-tuned exciter tanks with 

plug-in base are used in the oscillator and doubler, making it easy to shift 

frequency to 56 MC, 

Much as we would like to claim all the credit for the design, we must confess 

that we owe more than a little to Herb Becker, whose rig suggested many of the 

features of the design. To 6QD, our thanks. We have added so many ideas of 

our own, however, that we can call it “our rig’? without embarrassment. 

James MILLEN 

(Number Thirty-Three of a Series)== 
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A NEW LINE-VOLTAGE 

CONTROL 

® Maintains Line at 115 Volts 

® Less Expensive 

® Smaller 

@ More Convenient to Use 

T Type 70 and Type 80 Variac Trans- 
mers are new designs of our continuously 

ad able transformers. Wound on a rectangular 
trar met-type core with a double slider mak- 
ing contect with the top layer of wire on each 
leg of the core, the new Variac Transformers 

gh-current control over a narrow voltage 

»odels are especially suited to amateur 
»nd experimental use for maintaining the line 

onstant. 

70-B supplies a constant output of 115 
amperes maximum, when used on line 

fluctuating between 100 and 125 volts, 

80-B supplies a constant output of 115 
vO 7.5 amperes maximum when used on a 
lin tuating between 90 and 130 volts, 
>4 vcles 

Type 70-B..$10.00 Type 80-B..$15.00 

VARIAC BULLETIN 
67-Q for complete data on a 
large number of models 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 

30 State Street 

Vi r the new 

Cambridge, Mass. 

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST 

Point of View 
Shenand: ah, Pa Editor, QST. 

I was very much pleased with my Augu®* and September 
issues of QST, especially the September issue. I read Mr. 
Thompson's article on correct speaking, and the thousands 
of b.c.1. listeners tuning in on the short-wave band may think 
the amateurs are a very ignorant bunch of fellows 

I read through the September and August issues and liked 
both issues. When I was reading through them I was think 
ing what « wonderful hobby amateur radio is. It lets you 
talk to thousands of amateurs all over the world. Could you 
tell me how to get listener's cards (QSL’s)? I would appre 
ciate it very much. Donald Sorbe 

R9 Plus 

Continued from page 10 

receiver is properly trimmed and adjusted, and 
that you are using the antenna you intend to em- 
ploy for reception on that band. If you find a sta- 
tion that puts the meter off scale (#9 plus) reduce 
the shunt resistance until the signal is brought to 
the Ry position. This setting of the shunt should 
be checked by tuning across the band from time 
to time when the receiver is in use, and the shunt 
readjusted whenever a signal is found that will 
run the meter off scale. After a few days the 
proper setting will be found where a good signal 
R.) will run the meter to the end of the seale, but 

not beyond that point. Of course, if the receiving 
antenna is changed or the receiver allowed to get 
out of adjustment, the shunt will have to be re- 
adjusted, unless the antenna and receiver are 
placed in their usual condition. 

This seems like an ideal system to me, as it 
compensates for the variation in the sensitivity of 
different makes of receivers, types and location of 
receiving antennas, ete., gives you an accurate 
idea how any signal at that point compares with 
other signals on the air and assures a fair compari- 
son between signals before and after any change 
that may be made. 

Undoubtedly some flaws ean be found in this 
system, but if we wait for the ideal we may have 
a long wait, and certainly there is need for im- 
mediate improvement in the method now used, 
i.c., reporting a signal “Fy plus” if it has enough 
“sock”’ to give good audio output from the re- 
ceiver. Correspondence on this subject is invited, 
as it may lead to a better method, but mean- 
while, let’s do the best we can. 

Most modern amateur receivers have signal- 
strength meters already installed, and most of 
them can stand the “shunt correction’? method 
outlined above. This can be proven by a look over 
the band, where you will hear “Ur sigs 212 on this 
reevr” or “Ur sigs Rg plus with meter hard off 
scale” or “Ur sig knocks needle against pin OM.” 
The resistance used here with this particular lay- 
out is about 20 ohms, and when you consider 
that this is placed across a 1-ma. meter to keep 
the signals on the scale, it will give you some idea 
of how far off the usual report may be. 

The meter, when used with this method, ean be 
placed in any suitable position, using either the 
“series” or “bridge” circuit, and after a few days 
of operation I am sure that almost any operator 
will ask himself “How did I get along without 

| it?” Let’s give it a try! 
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100 WATTS 
AUDIO OUTPUT 

(Per Pair) 
in Class “B" 

$4.95 Each 

Class *B’’ Audio Characteristics 

Push Pull Operation 
Filament, volts 
Filament Current, amps 
D.C. Plate Voltage, volts 
Mutual Conductance, uMhos 
Amplification Factor 
Grid. Voltage, appr. volts 
Load Resistance (Pit. to Pit.), ohms 
Av. D.C. Plate Current (2 tubes 
Static Plate Current (per tube 
Power Output (2 tubes 

» mils 
» mils 

, Watts 
Thordarson, Jefferson, United and other leading 
transformer manufacturers have new Class “B”’ 
units available for these Taylor Tubes 

250 WATTS 
AUDIO OUTPUT 

(Per Pair) 
in Class “*B"’ 

$8.00 Each 

7.5 Filament Voltage 
> Filament Current, amps 
ze Mutual Conductance, uMhos 

850 Amp. Factor 

7“ AT 1000 VOLTS 
ee Grid. Voltage, appr 
30 Load Resistance (Pit. to Pit.), ohms 

6750 Av. D.C. Plate Current (2 tubes), mils 
om Static Plate Current (per tube), mils. appr 
alee Power Output (2 Tubes) 
10 

100 AT 1250 VOLTS 
Grid. Voltage, appr 
Load Resistance (Pit. to Pit.), ohms 
Av. D.C. Plate Current (2 tubes), mils 
Static Plate Current 
Power Output (2 Tubes 

per tube), mils appr. 

10 

Class “‘B’’ Audio Characteristics 

Push Pull Operation 

7.5 
2.0 

2200 
20 

45 
10,000 

300 
20 

175 watts 

67.5 
12,000 

250 
20 

250 watts 

f — 500 WATTS 
AUDIO OUTPUT 

(Per Pair) 
in Class “B" 

$18. 50 Each 
id 

e] 

Say You Saw It in QST 

from your favorite Distributor or write to us . * , 

TAYLOR TUBES, INC., 2341-Q Wabansia Ave., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Class “*B’’ Audio Characteristics 

Push Pull Operation 
Filament, volts 
Filament Current, amps 
Mutual Conductance, uMhos 
Amplification Factor 
D.C. Plate Voltage, volts 
Grid. Voltage, appr. volts 
Load Resistance (Pit. to Pit.), ohms 
Av. D.C. Plate Current (2 tubes), mils 
Static Plate Current (per tube), mils 
Power Output, (2 Tubes), watts 

4) BUY TAYLOR TUBES AND SPEND THE SAVINGS ON OTHER PARTS! _ 

All Leading Radio Parts 

Get your copy of the New Taylor Tubes Combined Catalog and Handbook No 

It Identifies You and Helps QST 

10 
4 

5400 
27 

2000 
90 

9000 
450 
25 

500 

Distributors Recommend Taylor Tubes 

RM 
FREE 

55 



BROWN 

DEVILS 

k the loss of 

operating 

arching for a 

J resistor. “Hot 

velop and re- 

lure results 

winding is 

ind crowded 

in places. 

VN DEVILS are 

because 

a 

illy developed 

Vitreous Enamel holds each turn 

firmly in place — during the firing 

nd in the finished unit. This ex- 

ature enables BROWN DEVILS 

ind closer, and thus permit the use 

T) 

vire for a given resistance value 

1g these units both electrically and 

slly superior in every way. Made 

1d 20 watt sizes and all practical 

values. Ask your dealer or write 

> 14 — FREE! 

OHMITE 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

4831 Flournoy Street Chicago, Illinois 

OHMITE 

AMATEUR 

HANDBOOK 

Revised enlarged second edi- 

tion contains 24 pages of 

useful data and information 

on bandswitching, power sup- 

plies, modulators, filament 

control, etc. From your 

8-519) dealer, or sent 10c postpaid 
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What the League Is Doing 

(Continued from page 27) 

advertising circles. We are sorry to lose her, wish 
her every happiness. 

She is succeeded on our staff by Mr. Charles 
Brunelle, Cornell ’36, recently cf New York City, 
Not yet a ham, he is certainly being exposed. — 

Radiation Characteristics 

Continued from page 41 

desirable as low-angle radiation for long dis 
tances. 

At 14 me., however, the picture is different, 
Investigation has shown that radiation at angles 
exceeding 35 degrees is seldom returned to earth 
under normal conditions.” Radiation at all angles 
from the horizontal up to 30 degrees or slightly 
higher is useful, the higher angles being particu- 
larly effective when the critical frequencies are 
highest. Normally, however, lower angles are 
more dependable on this band; as an average, 
after a search through the available literature for 
data, we have selected 15 degrees as representing 
the center of the optimum region. 

The radiation angle is still more critical on the 
28-me. band, although we do not know enough 
about the behavior of ‘‘ten’”’ to say what consti- 
tutes “normal’’ conditions —if indeed there is any 
real normaley. The same source * places the limit 
of useful radiation at 9 degrees above the hori- 
zontal for reflection from the upper layer, al- 
though of course there are many instances oi 
transmission at higher angles than this. It is 
probable that under present conditions, wher 
we are approaching a sunspot maximum, higher- 
angle radiation is useful on 28 me., although the 
lower angles remain more desirable. 

The charts given in this article are of valw 
particularly in gauging the long-distance char 
acteristics of the antenna at 14 and 28 me. Sine 
high radiation angles are not considered, th 
patterns are much sharper than the actual di 
rective characteristic of the antenna at 7 and 3. 
me. Indeed, for these two bands it is reasonabl 
enough to assume that the antenna is practical) 
non-directional except for the 90 degree nul 
points which appear with antennas an evel 
number of half waves in length. Unless otherwis 
specified, the discussion is assumed to be confined 
to 20- and 10-meter DX transmission. 

The charts have been prepared for four differ- 
ent antenna lengths, four different heights, and 
for the three radiation angles previously men- 
tioned. It must be kept in mind that these partict- 
lar angles have no great significance in themselves 
but since definite figures must be chosen for pur 
poses of analysis, 9, 15 and 30 degrees have beet 
selected each as representing, so far as can be de- 
termined from the avilable data, typical radiatior 
patterns for optimum 28-me. transmission, OP 

>T. L. Eckersley, “Multiple Signals in Short-Wave 
l'ransmission,"’ Proc. I.R.E., January, 1930. 
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Wave 

Man Traces the Winds 

with the Help of 

BURGESS PORTABLE POWER 

>< ___— 

they appear to give the service we re- 

quire, and as the weight is so favorable we 

will continue to use them —” So writes 

Arthur E. Bent of the Harvard University 

Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory. 

Here Burgess Batteries are used in balloon 

transmitters adjusted to five meter wave 

length. In this remarkable research work, 

scientists have been able to follow ascents 

to over 60.000 foot altitudes. 

Say You Saw It in QST It Identifies You and Helps QST 

All Burgess Batteries are designed and 

built to provide reliable portable power. 

In your radio or experimental work you 

can command the same consistently de- 

pendable battery performance and econo- 

my required by the country’s leading 

scientists. Ask for Burgess. 

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY 

Freeport. Illinois 



NOW YOU'RE A 

‘icensed Amateur 

)U DON'T NEED THE 

LICENSE MANUAL? 

The 
Radio Amateur's 
LICENSE 
MANUAL 

a low 10 Oe Your teener 

HERE'S 

SOMETHING 

TO THINK 

ABOUT... 

urs find The Radio Amateur 
a useful operating book- 

nt reference. They keep it on 
3 tables. It not only con- 

letailed federal regulations gov- 
>peration of an amateur 

the convenient question-and- 
ovides ready reference to 

n every respect. As valuable 
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ng after his first ham ‘‘ticket.”’ 

25 CENTS POSTPAID 
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RELAY LEAGUE 

West Hartford 

Connecticut 
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timum 1I4-me. transmission, and the limit of usefy| 
14-me. radiation, respectively. 

A word about the antennas themselves: A half- 
wave antenna is a half-wave antenna, regardless 
of the method of feeding it. Feed systems have 
nothing to do with this discussion—nor with the 
results secured from the antenna— providing the 
feeders do not radiate and providing the power js 
delivered efficiently to the antenna itself. There- 
fore, the half-wave charts apply equally well to a 
Zepp, Q, single-wire feed, doublet, or what you 
will. 

A full-wave antenna is one in which the eur- 
rents in two halves are in phase opposition. The 
Zepp is an example. An antenna of the same 
length fed in the center by the usual method is 
not a full-wave antenna but two half-waves in 
phase, and its pattern is entirely different from 
that of the full-wave antenna. The same applies 
to a two-wavelength antenna; it cannot be di- 
vided into two parts and fed in the center. A 3/2- 
wave antenna, however, can be fed in the center 
because the desired phase relationships are not 
disturbed by this method. Any feeding method 
which makes the phases of the currents in the 
various half-wave sections differ from the relations 
holding in a single, continuous wire of the same 
length will change the patterns considerably. 
With antennas a full-wave or more in length end- 
feed, either directly or through Zepp feeders, is 
the simplest method of obtaining the desired 
result. 

ANTENNA PERFORMANCE CHARTS 

The performance charts are given in Figs. 3-14, 
inclusive. These have been grouped according to 
the angle of radiation considered rather than by 
types of antennas, since this method gives a di- 
rect comparison between the several types. 

Continued on page 62 

BRUSH 

eadyah Ones 

@ Meet every headphone re- 
quirement. They bring in weak 
signals strong and clear and will 
handle excessive volume without 
overloading. Response 60 to 
10,000 cycles. No magnets to 
cause diaphragm chatter. Spe- 
cially designed cases minimize 
breakage. Light in weight. Only 
6 oz., complete with headband 
and cords. A quality product at a 
low price. Details, Data Sheet 
No. 10. Copies on request. Send 
for one. 
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At ast... A RADIO THAT REVOLUTIONIZES 

TUNING . . . . AUTOMATICALLY ASSURES PERFECT TONE 

f you should unknow- 
ingly tune-in a station 
the slightest bit off-tune 
-and nine out of ten 
people do — instantly. 
the new G-E Focused 
Tone Radio corrects your 
eror and shifts itself in- 
to hair-line tuning for 
perlect reception. Imme- 
diately, the new G-E COL- 
ORAMA DIAL changes 
fom red to green to tell 
you “your station is per- 
lecly tuned.” The call 
letters flash on to an- 
nounce the local station 
tuned in. This G-E “cus- 
om-tailored” PERSONAL- 
ZER scale puts an end 
to hunting up the kilo- 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

AUTOMATICALLY 

The new G-E Focused 
Tone Radio brings 
you every radio serv- 
ice on the air. . Stand- 
ard Broadcasts; For- 
eign Reception; Po- 
lice Calls; Amateurs; 
Aviation; Ultra Short- 

if 

ITSELF 

HOW GENERAL ELECTRIC FOCUSED TONE 
RADIO AUTOMATICALLY AND 
SHIFTS 

INSTANTLY 
INTO HAIR-LINE TUNING 

cycle numbers of your 
favorite stations. It's 
done like magic and just 
as silently too, for the 
G-E SILENT TUNING CON- 
TROL silences all noise 
as you switch from one 
program to another. 
G-E Focused Tone com- 
bines all the revolution- 
ary new features de- 
scribed above, plus 
these new General Elec- 
tric Radio inventions 
and developments—G-E 
METAL TUBES, G-E SENTRY 
BOX. G-E STABILIZED DY- 
NAMIC SPEAKER, G-E SLID- 
ING-RULE TUNING SCALE 
and G-E “V-doublet” 
ALL-WAVE ANTENNA SYS- 
TEM. 

RADIO GIVES IT TO YOU 
x ; 

For Metal Tube Renewals, Specify G-E 

wave; Experimental 
Broadcasts. General 
Electric Radio comes 
in 31 handsome mod- 
els, priced from $22.50 
to $750.00 (Eastern 
list) - Slightly higher 
in West and South. 

GENERAL @ ELECTRIC 

APPLIANCE AND MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 
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LEEDS LEADS” in 

the manufacturers whose parts are used. 

the amateur March of Time 

developed by Leeds’ engineering department. Available to the amateur in kit fongASE 
tely built, rack panel construction. The finest of parts used (no surplus equi 

ans . pmentnd 
National, Dubilier, Birnbach, Hammarlund, Cardwell, IRC are some of . 

EMI 

$45.00 
$42.50 

1K 120 itt ampli 
» channel 
Reversed 

t. 120 watt 
40 watt R.F. load 
20000 ohms 

ver equipment, 
4 modulator 
nput driver 

ll tor pre 
».6OF6 trode 

+-6L.6's in push 
3-83V's, and 
10%” panel, 

Kit 
$59.95 

LEEDS for Amplifier and Modulation Equipment 

120 watt sound amplifier to voice coil or 
line, 2, 4, 6, 8, 15, 200 and 500 ohm output 
In kit form, Type 120-SK $59.95 
Either type amplifier or modulator, com 
pletely built and tested $69.9 
Type 120-MB or 120-SB (sound) com 
pletely built and tested with matched set 
of Sylvania metal tubes, ist of tubes 
$16.40). Net $77.39 
Pre-amplifier broadcast quality out 
put to feed into above units, contains 6F5 
and 6C5 tubes, two channel mixer, high 
and low input impedance, dimensions of 
unit, panel 54%", chassis 17 x 4 x 2” 
Shielded input and output plugs used 
Ir'ype 2-PK in kit form $13.95 
Completely built and tested, Type 2-TB, 

$17.95 
Sylvania 6C 5 and 6F 5 for above $.88 
Combination Type 120-MB or 120-SB 
and pre-amplifier Type 2-PB complete 
with 12 matched tubes (List $18.60 
completely built and tested $95.00 
LEEDS Velocity Microphone when pur 
chased with modulator or amplifier cote. 
ment $13.50 
Any of the above units with 2” 
bakelite case milliammeter 

LEEDS BAND WAGON 
SPECIALS 

Made on chassis with protecting grill. 
32 watt high fidelity push-pull 6L6 ampli 
fier, high and low impedance input 2¢ 
distortion. Output impedance 2, 4, 6, & 
15 v.c. 200 and 500 w. line $28.75 
Same 32 watt amplifier with modulation 
transformer (will modulate 64 watt R.F 
load $31.75 
Set of 6 matched Sylvania metal tubes, 

$4 

rriplett 
9 

49 
1 Wright DeCoster No. 1590 12” 
speaker $7.80 
1 Astatic D-104 microphone $13.23 
1 Floor stand (adjustable 67’ $3.95 

COMPLETE SOUND 
SYSTEMS 

32 watt amplifier, two No. 1590 WIL 
speakers, Astatic crystal microphone, and 
?.20” sound projectors $68.95 
S$SSSPECIAI 11 watt 6L6 amplifier 
high and low impedance input $14.50 
Set of 4 matched Sylvania metal tubes 

$2 
Complete 11 watt unit, tubes, Wrig 
DeCoster No. 990 speaker, Bell projector 
crystal microphone $39.95 

-ROPLEX in stock; 
tuo appre 

$10.00 
pint can 25c; 

Work: 
t $5.50 

$3.24 
ip.dt 
$4.41 

1) mil. List 
$4.41 
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Type 50-TK Transmitter 
Fifty watts output from the final push-p 
6L6 stage. The tube line-up is 59 Tri-tet 
crystal oscillator, latest type quadrupling 
circuit, link coupling used, fixed neutral ’ ization. Panel, 8%”, chassis 8”. Complete 
in kit form with one set of 
coils $23-95 
Type 50-TB Transmitter Wired 
eur Laboratory, $31.95 supply 
500-PB is used with the 50-TB. Addi 
tional coils for the 50-TK, $3.00 per set 
Combination Type 50-TB( Irans 
mitter Crystal and holder, 59 and tw 
OL6OG tubes, Sylvania $37.15 
Type 50-C as above, complete with 
500-PB power supply and 83 tube. . $51.00 

— ASI 

*\ 

>. cose 

- coe ta) 

Type 25-TSK Transmitter 
Most up to date low power unit, can } 
used as an exciter unit for higher pow 
transmitters, or as a complete 25 wa 
transmitter in itself. Contains 59 Tri+ 
crystal, electron controlled circuit wi 

LEED: 
jlable i 

EI 
complete band switching facilities, the 5B, Relay 
plate circuit feeds into an RK-23 in thi® heavy 
final stage which also contains band switc biction 
ing; the circuit switching is designed Car 
control coils, crystal, E. C. tap, and als#iy sturdy 
hort circuit the coils not in use. Crystalreps R 

control, or electron control, by merel We are dr 
flipping the switch. Three crystals can b@ Bureat 
plugged into this unit, providing complet ’ 
crystal control from 1500 Ke. to 28 maiible Ra 
in the amateur spectrum. Ek on pa 204 
can also be utilized to « r the sam@ite set 
range. Provisions for sup] sor moduladpel m 
tion of the RK-23 are provided 
Type 25-TSB Transmitter Availabid RB 
completely built, $37.50. Power supply - 
Type 650-PB at $17.95 is ed with thd . 
above ; 
Combination 25-TSBC Complete wit 
59, RK-23, and one crystal $45.00 

Brackets 
Type 25-€ Includes 25-TSBC  witige moun 
tubes and crystal, and Type 650-PB poweq 

ply with 83 tube $63.46 
Power Supply 1250-PBK Complete 
kit form pplying the following output , 
12250 \ 00 ne 600 \ "100 Wet 
»Ss \ 3 amps., 6.3 \ 3 amps., 7 

3} amp three 5 V windings for four § 
tubes in bridge rectifier t 
650-PBK in kit form $29.99 
Complete built and tested Type 650-PB 
$35.95. With four 83 tubes Sylvania 
$1.60 additional 
Power Supply Type 650-PK 650 V 
200 ma Po \ 10 amy 5 \ 
imps 6.3 \ tf amps. Kit f 
chassis onl 
Type 650-PB »ympletel 
tested 
Power Supply 500-PK Delivers 500 

250 ma., 2.5 \ 3 amps., 6.3 V— 
amps., in kit form with chassis only .$11.% 
Complete yuilt and tested b ur La! 
orator Type 500-PB $14.59 
83 rectifier tube for above power supplies 
Sylvania . 
Rack Pan 650-PB, 500-PB, $1. 
addition 

Model X-100 Adjustabl srload re 
lay, can eas set to open 110 v. input 
when plate rrents exceed any alue from 
150 to 500 1. List $12. Net $8.72 
Type 1 Midget Relay Operates on 
dry ce One mtact arm sakes af 
breaks; tl ther cl s the rcuit wher 
the relay i rated. Special 
Type 2 Relay Operate etween | 
and “ " 1 single ntact art 

t nd t nt t. 350 ohe ‘ lake ina TeCAR ‘ nh 4 : On ..$2.0 
Type 3 Relay 3000 ohm resistance 
»perates n 1.5 ma DC single conta 
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LEEDS Leads the Fall Radio Parade 

Rack 

Panels 

black shrivel 
thick 

with 
length, 4” 

By LEEDS 
finish in the 

ire furnished 
tandard 19 

Important 
Announcement 

On Our NEW LD-5 
Mounted Crystals 

hese low drift plates, fac 
tory sealed in the new 
LEEDS metal holder are 
outstanding from the stand 
point of stability, accuracy, LEEDS for use with rack panels are now Mounting slots are spaced according to a : - es 

os ia pal Neerommth oo ence ate at Bureau of Standards specifications, insuring pn a Ag and low cost 
er pri Crystalline finished units of 20 | freedom from all trouble in mounting or ow Drift — 5 cycles per ert 4 hed wit! interchanging panels million per degree. Accuracy 
ge stee!: < - reg an ~ i : Ah, ne . = of calibration better than 
— near ghee = ee ee , > , — 5%. Orders filled plus or 

eh oe oe tim = a coaticatls — = Price Width Aluminum Price} minus two kc. o spec ified frequency. Last he ime e electro static: an . jelde. > 52 ii" PA-I .74 | but not least, the price of the mounted » magnetically shielded te 1 $ . Sey : $.7 crystals, anywhere in the 160— x: 50 
8x $65 10x17x2 si.10 | PS? 57 3 PA 1.03 | 80 and 40 meter bands is only medoeD 

x10x 70 «10x17x3 1.30 | PS-3 68 5%” PA-3 a il ate OO calle dell eel: cae 
7x 95 12x17 x2 1.30} ps4 71 PA-4 =< ™ 

x 1.15 12x17x3 1-407 nc. 6 8%” PAS 1.90 
tx 17x 2 $.7 : ; : . LEEDS type A.L. metal crystal holder, as 

PS-6 1.15 10 PA-6 2.45 | illustrated above, fits standard 5-prong 
PS 1.30 12%" PA 2.90 | socket 89¢ 
PS-8 1.50 14 PA-& 3.35 

4 “HE @ | pso 70 «15 PA-9 3.70 EL: g. § || a. ‘ . : Raytheon Transmitting 
PS-10 1.90 17! PA-10 3.95 " 

3 rRelay Racks are built to stand up under | ps-11 2.05 19 PA 4.45 Tubes “J int hee ds of modern transmitter con : : af a 
nd AK Une re made of 3/16” stock, | PS-! 2.30 21 ! 5.20 | RK-10 $3.50 RK-28 $38.50 

. Weld rts. cros RK-15 4.50 RK-30 10.00 
ona berm Bra inel mountin 1] RK-16 4.50 RK-31 10.00 

k nits on tl thread, 15¢ per dozen RK-13 4.50 RK 32 12.00 
. ation @ RK-18 10.00 RK-3} 3.50 

f St cation M Crystalline RK-19 7.50 RK-36 14.50 
ab htly | RK-20 15.00 RK-100 7.00 

to 28 mafible Rack Type RAD 33" ume RK-21 5.00 S41 3.25 
n contraiih, 20 de 12” deer vith RK-2 7.50 84? 3.25 
the sam@ee set of dl led and ta ed RK 23 4.50 SHON 5.00 modula sim b RK-24 2.25 872A 18.50 

0 NOISE SILENCER ADAPTERS am-25 4.50 
Availabld great help on redu atural static t WRITE FOR FOLDER 
a RBI) rack 66 '4 ' ‘ igh, LEEDS “QUIET CAN" and “SILEN1 

\ th 4 . , u - 4 . _— { AN il! | \ ce tre 1 m trom iznition = » 
BT AD | voices and afford an ideal arrangement | TAYLOR Custom Built ish to talk phone and break-in CV 7 . , mes 

lete 0 lb TRANSMITTING TUBES $45.0 , , | LEEDS “Quiet Can” for 1 ers with 
ackets . : re If tages complet t o> r55 55 watt plate dissipation $8.00 BC wit 25« dhy t und in tion $7.95 riss 155 watt plate dissipation 19.50 

PB ry a | t n 35« r200 200 watt plate dissipation 21.50 
$63.4 LEEDS 866 Mercury Vapor Rectifving tube 1.65 

; ‘*Silent r-20 —-ceramic base, 20 watt plate 
pr . Can ! dissipation. Conservatively rated - 

Wet Process 1’ Diameter trate 600 v. 100 me 2.45 
' n . n vith All other types in stock 
oy Glazed Porcelain Insulators for rece 

. > { r 0 IF s _~ ’ -_— - . $29.99 25¢ 35¢ ss Ae NATIONAL NC 100 and NC 100 X 
1in 10 5¢ 

650-PB i . Sold on time at cash prices in Metropolitan 
ylva pedi irea. No down payment 

The record is 100 perfect. Thousands ar Liberal allowance on your old set 
50 V {microfarads of Leeds oil filled Con- 89.95 

5 \ easers are in use without one case of We carry the complete NATIONAI 
rm wittihilure 

$13.% 
fF 1000 t DA king $1.10 Thordarson Neon Transformers, 115 \ 

‘7 {F 1000 it Dd vorking 1.45 primary 5¢ olts at 20 mils $1.45 
7.98 y 5 ‘ I ) yrkir 1.45 q - ; “ +» my 1.95 Thordarson Cased Transformer, 600 

s 500 1500 volt D.C. working jo volts each side of C.T. 200 ma 2% 10 
$V tt 000 volt D.( vorking 1.75 amps. ¢ 5 v. 3 amps. 7% v. 3 amps 

SPM wnt ) yrking 2.45 . 2 sul . on It Di working “6 Hammarlund-— Meisner Alladin Trip- C.1 2.45 
lett—Littelfuse—-United Transformer Thordarson Choke, 12 H. 250 ma.. $1.95 Cornell- Dubilier 

We carry the complete Thordarson line at 
40% and 2% from list price 

fTROVOXN ‘LVAN S<CEIVING A . S >CEIVIN EAR a ALL SYLVANIA — BIVENG GENERAL RADIO — “2. zag 2. arte 
ou impregnated TUBES at 50% off list price. Amateur accessories are always in stock 

ac Here are two handy forms for that multiband i mfd. 1000 $1.59 xmitter 
2 mfd. 1000 1.97 ' , . , 

. Type 677- ?1 turms, 24” diameter 
+ mid. 1000 2.85 resonant on 3.5 mc with 100 mfd. capacity 
1 mfd. 1500 1.67 shipping weight 2 Ibs. Price 50c 
2 mid. 1500 2.30 IT'ype 677-Y 30 turns 4” diameter, reso 
it 1. 2000 2.09 nant 1.7 me with 100 mfd. capacity; shipping 

nfd. 2000 v 2.79 veight 3 Ibs. Price 75c 
Electrolytic a , \lso 7-pin base to fit above forms at 70c and 

ndens LEADS THE FIELD 1 matching base with jacks at 65c. 

World Wide Service to Amateurs | New Low Prices on Johnson Handle Indicators 
45 Vesey Street No. 204 — 4” shaft, no 5K 

ry 0G 4 shalt, now 73 
Ape? New York City No. 210 socket, now 58c 

i Ha : : lendt 7-2612 0 watt socket 88c ' il i - ' i wt! at Tel. COrtlandt All othe Johnson products, including Type 
Cable Address: “RADLEEDS" Q antenna system at 40% and 2% off list. 
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THE ULTIMATE IN 

SUPER-SENSITIVITY 

i. *NO CURRENT DRAW plus 

2. **SELF-CALIBRATION 

DEALER 
PRICE 

$33.34 Vacuum e \ 
Voltme 

eM ra cannot be affected by the current 
dra he instrument itself. No current draw and 
pern t accuracy of Triplett Vacuum Tube Volt- 
me d by the self-calibrating bridge circuit 
u 

*xk*Th nportant advancement in circuit design 
for nm electrical measurements recent years. 

Laborat ind engineers willimmediately use and ap- 
preciate ignificance of this remarkable instri > 
Indisper ilso im the servicing field for measuring 
electris pulses either A.C. or D.C. of low magni 
such irrier wave of signal circuits, and particu- 
larly for ion work. 
The sel iting feature is automatic with the tube 
brid developed by Triplett Engineers (Pat. 
Pendin initial operation of adjusting the bridge 
at the vel insures exact calibrati independent 
of tube on values or when replacing tubes. 
Model 1 ve Triplett Precision T nstrument and 
is comp! ith all necessary acce ling 1-84, 
1-6C6 Readings in peak A.C. pine D.C. voltages. 
Ranges ar >», 10 and 50 volts. Other ranges to order. 
Case is 1 with black wrinkle finish. Panels are silver 
and bla 

IS A TRIPLETT MASTER UNTI 
s obber — write for more information 

PORseeesessosssssssasessesnssan 
' 
] TH PLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 6 
J S11 nm Drive. Bluffton, Ohio ; 
: ‘bligation please send me complete ' 
; ym TRIPLETT VACUUM TUBE VOLT- n 
1 ' . terested in t 
S «+ ' 
Bi ' 
' Ad ' 
P| ' 
' ( State ' 
' ' aoc ee oe oe oo ee 8 8 8 Oe Oe eR OR OR UR UG RU GG 
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Weight 23, Ibs. 

| | ONLY ‘1 O 

Continued from page 58) 
The ordinate at the left represents an arbitrary 

scale of field strength, while the ordinate at the 
right is in decibels to give a better idea of the ac- 
tual change in signal strength under various con- 
ditions. Zero level is arbitrarily placed at half 
scale; this has no significance, and zero db is not 
to be taken to mean a signal too weak to be useful. 
As a rough guide, the comparison may be made in 
“R” points by assuming three to six db per “R”, 
The free-space characteristic in a plane passing 
through the antenna wire is shown in dotted lines 
for comparison. 

The method of drawing these charts may make 
them look unfamiliar compared with the usual 
polar diagrams, but with the system adopted it is 
possible to show a great deal more in the same 
space, and show it more accurately. Only 90 of the 
360 degrees of compass direction are given since, 
as already explained, the antenna characteristic 
is symmetrical. For example, the field strength at 
a horizontal angle of 45 degrees may be—assum- 
ing that the antenna runs north and south—eithe: 
northeast, southeast, northwest, or southwest 
Zero horizontal angle is along the line of the an- 
tenna and 90 degrees is at right angles to the wire. 

A number of interesting points develop from 
inspection of these charts. Foremost, it is evident 
that a half-wave antenna is the only one which 
has no real null, or direction of zero radiation. 
The field strength does, however, drop off along 
the line of the antenna as compared with the value 
at right angles, the extent a 
ing upon the vertical angle considered. At 9 de- 
grees the difference is about 18 db between 
maximum and minimum, at 15 degrees about 14 
db and at 30 degrees only about 8 db. At 14 me., 
assuming all other factors to be the same, the 
difference in the strength of signal put into dis- 
tant stations broadside to and off the end of the 
antenna should not be more than two or three R 

Why 100,000 Operators 

Prefer the 

VIBROPLEX 

New 

GENUINE 

MARTIN } AUTOMATIC K EY 

JUNIOR 

and more 
compact. Large con- More than 
tact points. Black 100,000 experi- 

| japanned base. A low J enced Radio and 
priced key with world Morse erators prefer the Vibri po 
famous vibroplex key t ise its semi-automatic * lity produces a higher quality signal 
quality. a more uniform style of E 

sending 50° easier FR E 
manipulation: and adegree 

of sending proficiency seldom attained | sers of the Catalos 
regulation telegraph key. So if you want the best. 
be sure to insist on the Genuine Martin Vibroplex 
key. Accept no substitute. Order yours TO-DAY! 
Money order or registered mail. Other models $17 
and $19 
THE VIBROPLEX CO., INC 
832 Broadway New York, N. Y 
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RME -69 

RELAY RACK MODEL, 
combining all component parts 
in One compact cabinet re- 
ceiver, speaker, cords. Satin 
aluminum or crinkle black finish 
optional 

INDIVIDUALIZED 

The 1937 RME-69 Single Signal Super- 

receiver, represents the very last word in 

radio engineering achievement. Outstand- 

ing both in appearance and performance, 

it is truly a precision instrument. Being the 

product of an engineering laboratory, 

a RME-69 may be ordered equipped with 

certain accessories for your own special 

requirements ... an advantage not obtain- 

able in mass-production instruments. Our 

Bulletin will tell you what special adapta- 

tions may be provided for your 

R M f 6 y individual station layout. And re- 

= member ... you must be satisfied. 

RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS INc. 

306 First Avenue, Peoria, Illinois 
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Now—a high-powered— 

New! 

RADIO 

ENGINEERING 

LIBRARY 

esp lly selected by radio specialists of 
McGr1 Hill publications 

to ¢ most complete, dependable cov- 
erage icts needed by all whose fields are 
groun yn radio fundamentals 

available at a special price and terms 

uit phenomena, tube theory, 
ents, and other subjects give 

all fields of practical design 
are books of recognized position 

ks you will refer to and be re- 
ferred )u are a researcher or experimenter 

radio is deep-set and based ona 
in this field you want these 
give in hundreds of problems 

field of radio engineering 

5 vo 3064 pages, 2000 illustrations 

1. ¢ RADIO ENGINEERING 
2. ie MEASUREMENTS IN RADIO EN- 

(, ERING 
3. Ch THEORY OF THERMIONIC VAC- 

ut TUBES 
1H PHENOMENA IN HIGH-FREQUENCY 

SYSTEMS 

5. H RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK 

| Low Price and Easy Terms 

lumes comprising this library 
nder this offer vou save $1.50 

privilege of paying in cas) 
¢ ith $2.50, 10 days atter receipt 

$3.00 monthly thereatter. Already 
ynized as standard works that you 
sooner or later. Take advantage ot 

to add them to your library now. 
Nn are ee ee 
' 
. rHIS ON-APPROVAL COUPON ' 
- Mc( lill Book Co., Inc. : 
- 320 i St., New York, N. Y. ' 
' Engineering Library, 5 vols.,tor 10) g 
. 1 approval. In 10 days I will send g 
s $ postage, and $3.00 monthly till g 
s §$ books postpaid. pay ' 
' ied b emittance of first ' 
' ' 
| ' 
’ y 
' ' 
' ' 
' ' 
| ' 
t ' 
' ‘ 
: ' 
’ QST-11-36 4 
! U. S. and Canada only ' 
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points. Probably a somewhat greater differenee 
is to be expected at 28 me 

Antennas two or more half-waves long always 
show distinct nulls at the angles under consider- 
ation. If the wire is an even number of half-waves 
long, one null always is directly at right-angles to 
the wire. In the case of a wire an odd number of 
half-waves long, there is always a maximum 
point at 90 degrees to the wire. As the antenna 
length is increased, additional null points appear, 
always to the number of one less than the number 
of half-waves in the antenna. As the charts show, 
the nulls are always “‘sharp’’; that is, only a com- 
paratively small number of degrees in the hori- 
zontal plane can be considered to be blotted out. 
The effective width of the null depends upon a 
number of factors; for example, if the location 
and transmitter power are such that consistently 
R8 reports are received in the direction of maxi- 
mum radiation, the null obviously will be nar- 
rower than if the same antenna is used with lower 
power and a poorer location so that average 
reports in the maximum direction are only R65. 
The stronger signal can stand more “knocking 
down” before getting lost in noise and QRM. 

The third point is that there is a slight increase 
in field strength in the direction of maximum 
radiation as the antenna length is increased, as- 
suming the same height in all cases. For example, 
the full-wave antenna is about 1 db better than 
the half-wave, the 34-wave about 114 db better, 
and the 2-wave antenna about 2 db better. The 
difference is not as marked as might be expected 
from previously published data * because these 
charts are calculated on the basis of the same 
power in all antennas, while the data in the refer- 
ence are based on unit current in the antennas. 

* Potter and Goodman, 
f Transmitting Ar 

More on the Practical Operatior 
tennas QST, Apr 1935. 

Ever-increasing popularity and consequent 

production of the National type R-100 Choke 
has enabled us to immediately reduce the 
retail price to $.36 each. 
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Presenting the RCA-807 

The RCA-807, a new transmitting 

tube incorporating the up-to-date 

beam-power features of the receiv- 

ing type RCA-6L6, is designed par- 

ticularly for r-f transmitting appli- 

cations. To meet the strenuous 

requirements of r-f power service, 

the RCA-807 has been provided 

with: ceramic base, top cap connec- 

tion for high insulation and low 

interelectrode capacitances, and 

improved shielding to minimize 

the need for neutralization. 

HEATER RATINGS 

6.3 volts 

0.9 amps. 

Voltage . 

Current . 

CLASS C TELEGRAPH RATINGS 

Plate Voltage . 400 volts max. 

Plate Current 100 ma. max. 

Plate Dissipation. 21 watts max. 

Use the RCA-807 to obtain the best possible performance in r-f 

applications suggested for the 6L6. It is available at your RCA 

Transmitting Tube Distributor. For further data see him or write us. 

Amateur Radio Section, RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J. 

A service of the Radio Corporation of America 
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RH-6 DUPLEX 

TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER 

FOR THE HIGH FREQUENCIES 

) CONSTRUCTORS LABORATORIES 
136 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Rig is RIGHT 

von't want to CHANGE a THING on it 

r RK-34) tube in unusually stable and efficient 

ed bias, beam power modulation. 
B. receiver, worth the price of the whole job, 

new 6J5G super-regen-detector; a stage of R. F. 
Joes work, and two stage audio with 6L6 output to 

plate supply with double filter in same cabinet. 
meter which switches to either oscillator or modu- 

5 watt input with 5 to 10 watt output depending on 
y and antenna used. (More with RK-34.) 

pplied for 1% to 10 meters on receiver — 5 meters 
onsmitter (may be shifted to 21 if desired). 

RH-G at your dealers or write us for complete 
literature on it 

ex complete in hinged-top cabinet, 
: x 10” x 8” (Less $35 75 

specially picked Sylvania tubes 
2-6J5G, 1-6D6, 

$5.10 

HAYNES 

RiIGCHECKER 

Hams all over the world 
are telling us that these 
two instruments are the 
biggest values in radio to- 
day. Your station is not 
complete without one. 
Circular and instructions 
for using sent free on 
request. 

BIG 
RiGCHEcKER 1 7°90 

LITTLE 
RiGCHECKER $9.85 

HEIGH'! 

Because the action of any particular piece of 
ground is unpredictable, the improvements indi- 
cated on the charts as resulting from increasing 
the height are to be regarded with caution. The 
curves represent an ideal case which cannot be 
realized in practice. For example, the maximum 
multiplying factor of 2 cannot be obtained simply 
because some of the energy in the wave striking 
the earth is consumed in ground losses; therefore 
all of it cannot be reflected as the theory assumes, 
The extent of the loss will depend upon the char- 
acteristics of the soil; probably it is higher over 
rocky, sandy soil than over naturally moist soil. 
Likewise, the actual height in any case is open to 
question, since it may be necessary to go con- 
siderably below the surface before reflection occurs. 

Nevertheless, the curves are more or less in 
accordance with what we have learned from 
actual experience. For optimum results at 14 me., 
a height of about 34-wavelength, or about 50 feet, 
is indicated; the improvement resulting from 
increasing the height above this figure is slight. 
As Fig. 2 shows, the value of height as a means of 
increasing signal strength depends upon the angle 
of radiation considered. At the lower angles, the 
relative field strength (as indicated by the mul- 
tiplying factor) goes up rapidly as the height is 
increased; at 15 degrees, for example, the field 
strength should be in the ratio of 2.0 to 0.78 for an 
antenna a wavelength high as compared with one 
a quarter-wave high. If we take 50 degrees as 
representing the average of the most useful an- 
gles at 7 and 3.5 mce., however, it is obvious that a 
height of one-quarter wavelength is practicaily 
as effective as a height of a full wavelength. All 
of which means that everything ‘‘breaks’’ in our 
favor, because a height of a half-wave is some- 
thing anybody can get at 14 me., but is something 
only a very few can have at 3.5 me. 

It is of interest to note that in the theoretical 
case there is no radiation at an angle of 30 degrees 
above the horizon when the antenna is a wave- 
length high, because the multiplying factor is zero. 
There is therefore no curve for this condition on 
the 30-degree charts. 

TILTING 

Strictly speaking, the charts will apply only to 
antennas horizontally erected over level ground. 
If the antenna is higher at one end than the other, 
the directivity patterns will be altered. The gen- 
eral effect of such tilting is to lower the angle of 
radiation in the directions toward which the 
antenna slopes, and to raise it in the other direc- 
tions. This in turn means a broadening out of the 
directivity pattern along the line of the slope, and 
a pulling in in the direction away from the slope. 
In such ease, of course, the patterns are no longer 
symmetrical in all quadrants. A slight tilt will 
have relatively little effect with any of the an- 
tennas considered except at very low angles, 
although somewhat better transmission may be 
expected in the direction of the slope than in the 
opposite direction. 

(Continued on page 68) 
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A.C. RELAYS 
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-Bradley 
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These A. C. solenoid relays are ideal for remote con- 
trol of transmitters, for control of crystal ovens, and for 
any general remote control application except for keying. 
THESE RELAYS WILL NOT OPERATE IN KEYING SERVICE. 
Silver-to-silver double-break contacts are used throughout. 

The maximum contact rating is 10 amp. at 220 v. or 3 
amp. at 550 v. 
60 cycle alternating current. 
can be supplied on special order. 

The relay coils are wound for 115 volts 
Relays for other voltages 

Use coupon below 
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Power... 

at Ultra-High and AF. 

300 Watts Class B Audio (Push Pull) 

900 Watt Antenna Power at 5 Meters 

with the NEW 

AMPEREX HF100 

rm 10 

Y 

4 W "EREX engineers, in designing this HF100, have 
m with e remarkable tube that can truly be classed as presented 

all-purt r, even though it has produced amazing results in the 
ultra high ency field, its range of operation extends into various 
stages Jelivering power outputs which can only be obtained 
from tub 9 for twice its cost. Its efficiency and versatility makes 
it the e for amateur and experimenter. 

This H oins the other Amperex ultra high frequency tubes 
(HF 200 HF 300) in that it also possesses the highest ratio of 
transconductance to interelectrode capacitance yet attained by any 
tube mar ' 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Filam stueeedandueseunee Voltage 10 Volts 

Current 2 Amps. 
Amplifice Factor nite nae sockeunsenteeseeennn 23 
Grid t Transconductence @ 100 ma...........+--05- 4200 

Direct Interelectrode Capacitance: 
PR, .. ds ecgdccednbeabekS6beseteenéeceasaane 4.5 ul 
Grid t s Do bb0sdetdeesssceenseesakesachetee 3.5 uul 
NOE ELE EE OE TE EE TE 1.4 uuf 

X r Engineering Department for complete data 

AMPEREX 

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, Inc. 

719 WASHINGTON STREET - BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

= 
RR 

USING THE CHARTS 

Assuming that the antenna is situated in a 
fairly clear space, the charts should work out with 
quite good accuracy insofar as relative results in 
the horizontal plane are concerned, because the 
relation between the directions of maximum and 
minimum radiation are practically unaffected by 
the ground. However, the particular vertical 
angle at which a signal is transmitted or received 
is always indeterminate, so it is but reasonable to 
expect that the same antenna will show different 
results from day to day, especially off the ends 
and near the nulls. As the charts show, it is in 
these regions that the angle of radiation has the 
greatest influence on the performance. 

Although over a region of a few degrees around 
the null point the radiation may be negligible, 
this does not necessarily mean that it is impossible 
to work stations in this exact direction. It has 
been found that waves travelling between two 
points often show minor variations in direction, 
amounting to as much as five degrees in some 
cases, so that on occasion the actual null may he 
masked by this “wandering.” In any case, assum- 
ing a transmitter of moderate power, the region 
in which the signal strength is negligible is very 
small. 

Knowledge of what any particular type of an- 
tenna can be expected to do in the horizontal 
plane is the power to get the most effective per- 
formance from the antenna. We are bound to 
point out, however, that there is absolutely no 
use in guessing at directions. Most amateurs 
have only the foggiest of notions of the great 
circle routes to various points on the globe from 
their particular locations, and when given the 
actual direction usually are dumbfounded to 
find that it is not in the least what they expected 
from looking at the conventional Mercator 
projection. If you live near Washington or San 
Francisco, maps which show actual great circle 
directions to any point are available; if not, the 
only recourse is to a globe. A “great cirele’’ cut 
out of cardboard or made of heavy wire, plus a 
protractor for measuring angles, will give the re- 
quired information on directions; north, of course, 
is the direct line between your location and the 
North Pole. Equally important is getting a true 
north line for basing the antenna position. This 
can be done by using a good compass and making 
the necessary correction for magnetic deviation, 
or by getting a sight on the North Star. While 
extreme accuracy is not required, it is surprising 
how much difference a few degrees along the 
horizontal may make, especially over a large dis- 
tance. 

The most obvious thing to do is to place the 
line of maximum radiation in the most desired 
direction. For DX work, however, this may not 
always be the most desirable way to do it, hecause 
the null points may fall in a direction where we 
may also want to work. With antennas longer 
than a half wave, there are always two directions 
in which the antenna can be run to give a max 
mum point in the most desired direetion; the 
nulls, however, will fall differently. It is probably 

(Continued on page 
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INCLUDING SPECIAL BARGAINS OF- 

FERED AT SENSATIONAL LOW PRICES! 

National NC-100 
“Perfected” Super-Het! 

noise 

Just out 
. the 

Amazingly sele tive, high sensitivity, low 
level. A wonderful performer. Full coverage, indi 
vidual built-in plug-in coils, shifted by knob on 
front panel. 540 to 30,000 KC coverage in 5 ranges. 
12 tubes, one stage RF, two IF, P.P. Pentode 10 w 
audio output. Full AVC circuit. Built-in power sup 

Single and double antenna connections. Latest 
“Electric Eye”’ tuning indicator. 

Dynamic 

ply 
type crystal filter 

Speaker in Large, latest type 
cabinet to match 

Oil Filled, Oil Impregnated ONLY $4 406° 

FILTER ig , : (Prices and Terms on NC-100 and Other Sets Listed oe 
CONDENSERS _— - ( Down Months 9% Month Months 

; 7’ - 3 Pri 4 nen Payments a ments ‘P ‘ayments 
- roe NATIONAL NC-100 complete with tubes an 

t $118.10 $23.10 $16.90 
te r. NATIONAL NCX-100 complete with t $8.59 

bes, « stal and speaker to 
$10.36 

70 meters 
$6.87 

100 lot . 
. 40.60 $25. ne $20. 26 $13.64 

Re oe ar a6] NATIONAL “TRG IR. with ‘ es, one set of coils, 10 to 
0 $24 o $13. 52 9. ple before they’ re NATIONAI HRO k ; wicliex Gani nannies 

all gone! $167.70 $37.70 $22.78 $15.35 
NATIONAI HRO | with | . 

$183 — $43. 6. 
ACR-175 com 

td te 50 

$11.69 
$12.57 
$8.59 

vised in baffle 
$12.50 $9.47 

with tubes, crystal 

“$24. — $16.51 
RCA ?. 

$16. 90 l i sts speaker ) mfd > 53 be ) Ibs 7 30. Sis. 58 A includin bakerite standofts Z HARMARE v ND SUPER PRO, complete 

$ 24 50 
RME- t 

and 
$16.98 

on our = ty +h 336 wo x 1% 2 ip the $241.00 $51.00 

NEWARK \ § x3 x3 ibs: 2:75 We will have new receivers, as rel 

WAY! 

$32.92 
ased by 

liately upon request 

| ewe No. T6878 Newark Paper Filter 
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(Continued from page 68 

fair enough to grade the antenna performance in 
steps of four db from the maximum value given 
on the charts; practically identical results will be 
secured over the whole region within four db of 
the maximum. The next 4 db would be the seeond- 
best region, the next 4 third best, and so on. For 
example, taking the full-wave antenna at 15 
degrees, the “‘best”’ region would be ineluded in 
the horizontal angles between 25 and 75 degrees; 
“second best” between 10 and 25 degrees and 
hetween 75 and 82 degrees, ete. An alternative 
method would be to place the nulls where they 
would do the least harm, letting the best diree- 
tions fall where they may. An interesting and 
profitable evening can be spent with a globe and 
the chart of the antenna or antennas of most 
interest. 

It is apparent that the signal strength in a given 
direction may be varied either by changing the 
length of the antenna or by altering its direction. 
In most locations it will be possible to do one or 
the other. In case neither is possible, the charts 
will at least enable one to determine what should 
be expected in the matter of optimum directions 
for working. 

It should be emphasized again that these charts 
are not intended to offer a method for getting 
anything except comparative results. Knowing 
what the antenna itself can do in various diree- 
tions may be the means of improving results, but 
it cannot possibly make a poor location into a 
good one, or overcome natural factors which 
prevent one station from “getting out” and make 
another one outstanding. Neither is there any 
attempt to show that there is one “‘best”’ antenna; 
the best one for your location is the one that 
covers best the territory you want to reach. 
There is no magic in any one of them except inso- 
far as one type may fit a given set of conditions 
better than another. We suspect that, aside from 
the perennial feed question, the prejudices many 
amateurs have for or against one type of antenna 
are the result of accident, favorable or unfavor- 
able, in choosing a length and direction. 

Heterotone C.W. Reception 

Continued from page 18 

combination diagrammed in Fig. 1-F, the desired 
signal gives evenly-related principal heterodyne 
beat components of 400, 600 and 1600 cycles, in 
addition to the 1000-cycle double-sideband com- 
ponent. Sum and difference components also 
result from intermodulation of these principals, 
probably in major steps of 200 cycles. Now sup- 
pose an interfering signal of, say, 1300 cycles 
higher frequency than the desired signal also 
comes through the i.f. amplifier. In simple hetero- 
dyne reception, it would beat with the e¢. 
oscillator to give a note of 700 cycles, only 100 

(Continued on page 76 
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@ Wr. C. B. McMurphy in charge of the 
Radio development work of the Piedmont 
Police Department, Piedmont, California, 
who has pioneered and developed one of 
the finest police two-way communication 
systems in America today, holding the 
EIMAC 50T, finally retired after giving 
such an excellent account of itself. 

This EIMAC 50T was finally retired 

after 12.500 hours of erueling 24. hour 

a day service in a 9 meter police trans- 

mitter (WOXBFEF). 

Just another example of the stamina and 

unusually long life built into each and 

every EIMAC tube. 

PLAY SAFE - BUY EIMAC 

At Leading Dealers Everywhere 

EITEL-MCCULLOUGH, INC. 

San Bruno. California, U.S. A. 
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tenna at the wrong time was reduced by coupling 
the diamond to a tuned circuit and thence to 
low impedance line (the arrangement is described 
later) and by using a 75-ohm line from the com- 
parison antenna. The change-over switch was 
therefore in a low impedance circuit in both cases, 

The use of ‘‘S’’ meter points to express gain or 
loss is doubtless far from ideal but we found it 
preferable to the conventional business of esti- 
mating signal levels by ear or, on the other hand 
to actual measurement of the field around the 
antenna—a process made quite impractical by the 
existence of dense woods in almost all directions. 

To get back to earth, we found immediately 
that signals on the line of the beam were given 
such a lift that, while they were painfully weak 
on the comparison antenna, they were extremely 
strong on the diamond. That, of course, is the 
sort of sweeping statement that we are unable to 
avoid. It is the sort of statement with which an- 
tenna engineers might have little patience. From 
the ham operating standpoint, though, it states 
the case. The performance of the antenna on in- 
terfering signals was similarly striking. Fre- 
quently it would be possible to hear sixth-distriet 
stations on the beam with nothing more than 
faint heterodyne QRM. Switching to the half- 
wave comparison antenna would produce, on 
precisely the same frequency, a fourth-district 
station of similar strength and with similarly in- 
consequential interference. The 20-meter signals 
from WIJPE were bumped, slong the line of the 
beam, anything from 2 to 6 R points (estimated 
by the various listeners). The VK’s (20-meter 
‘phone) over the period of a week’s testing, re- 
ported us variously as the “loudest first-district 
station,” as “loud as the strongest W’s from any 
district’? and “three or four R points stronger 
than WISZ.” 

The latter line of talk led W1SZ to throw upa 
similar antenna — not that it was all throwing. 
The location at W1SZ is even more thoroughly 
smeared with trees and underbrush than that at 
WI1JPE. This circumstance, together with the 
fact that W1SZ decided to use copper-clad steel 
wire, led to many complications. A two-day 
struggle with the project leaves us with one firm 
recommendation—that if copper-clad steel wire 
must be strung above dense underbrush, 
should be dropped into position from a blimp or 
other convenient type of skyhook. Threading the 
wire through the brush with the idea of pulling 
it up into position afterward is, quite definitely, 
the wrong idea. 

To get back to cases, the W1SZ antenna also 
worked like a charm, bumping his signal along 
the line of the beam to such an extent that he now 
became a point or more stronger than W1JPE. 
The comparison antenna used at W1SZ is a pair 
of vertical half-waves in phase strung alongside 
an 85-foot telephone pole. It is an excellent an- 
tenna in the ordinary sense of the word but the 

Continued on page 100 
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(Continued from page 7#) 
cycles different from the beat with the desired 
signal. However, with heterotone modulation q 
combination of additional sideband beats would 
give the signal an entirely different characteristic 
pitch and quality. The oddly-related principal AX 
components of 300, 700, 1000, 1300 and 2000 | §7 
cycles would make it so. Thus aural selectivity is A 
aided. NN; 

All the foregoing applies equally to signals ] § 
transmitted with tone modulation compared [% 
with pure d.c. signals. However, the full advan- [aX 
tages of heterotone reception of pure d.c. signals 
cannot be obtained with heterodyne reception of yr 
m.¢c.w. signals. In the first place, high selectivity fg 
in the receiver peels off the tone modulation. In [# 
the second place, it takes modulation power [¥% 
ranging up to 50 percent of the carrier power to [3 
do the job properly at the transmitter, while only [# 
a fraction of a watt of audio power is required in [¥ 
the receiver. In the third place, fading effects 
inevitable in transmission continually alter the F@& 
character of the received m.c.w. signal and im- [¥ 
pair its quality, whereas such effects are absent \ 
with tone modulation applied in the receiver. [9& 
Finally, it’s illegal for us to use anything but Al F¥ 
pure d.c.) transmission on our bands below ° 
14,400 ke., anyway. But that is no hardship, F@® 
when we can do the job better in the receiver F¥% 
than at the transmitter . 

A few practical circuit suggestions should be BQ 
in order before this article ends, even though the "A 
actual application is so simple that it’s hardly % 
necessary to say much about it. While almost any BX 
kind of audio oscillator might be used, a simple $7, 

a vacuum-tube type is most generally adaptable 
Two circuits which have been used are shown in yA 
Figs. 2 and 3. That of Fig. 2 uses a standard RA 
push-pull input transformer secondary winding \ 
in « Hartley arrangement, the primary winding BR 
serving to couple the audio modulation into the x 
sereen-grid circuit of the first if. stage, immedi- iS 
ately following the crystal filter in the single- B% 
signal receiver. The particular circuit values given x 
may require variation to suit transformers of @ 
different characteristics. It is particularly impor- % 
tant that the grid condenser and leak, and the % 
cathode resistor, be of such values as to prevent i 
“blocking” oscillation of extremely peaked % 
wave-form. This type of oscillation will set up 4 
radio-frequenty “‘hash”’ and cause interference. 3 
The arrangement of Fig. 3, adapted from the? 

| circuit given by L. C. Waller in October, QST, is 
less expensive to set up, since it employs a stand- RR 
ard r.f. choke as the tuned circuit inductance. $7 
This oscillator has a very good wave-form. It isf/ 
not so adaptable in coupling into the screen-grid RX 
circuit as the circuit of Fig. 2, and the former may §) 
be preferable where it is inadvisable to disturb Ve 
the screen-grid supply circuit (as in the National 
HRO receiver). 

The heterotone modulator should be isolated 

frequency circuits, to prevent leakage of con- 
tinuous tone into the output circuit. Even more 
important, rf. output of the receiver's c.w. beal 
oscillator must not get into the if. circuits through 
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the first if. stage. If it does, it will come through 
to the second detector as a continuous modulated 
signal. It must be remembered that any signal 
in the first if. stage will be modulated by the 
audio oscillator, whether the signal originates 
outside the receiver or in it. The e.w. oscillator 
circuit should be thoroughly shielded and isolated 
from everything but the second detector, into 
which (and into which only) it is supposed to 
feed. Also, the beat oscillator should operate at 
plate voltage as low as it may be run for good 
heterodyne action on weak signals. This also gives 
the best signal-to-hiss ratio, by the way, since it 
provides less carrier voltage for the set noise to 
heat with. Application of the heterotone modula- 
tor will certainly show up stray beat oscillator 
input to the if. cireuits. 

In addition to trying out the heterotone recep- 
tion on receivers here, several visiting amateurs 
were interested in trying it in their own superhets. 
Among these is W2ZC, who reports as follows: 

“I immediately went to work on my arrival 
back at W2ZC and installed a 56 audio oscillator 
to modulate the screen grid of the first i.f. stage in 
my Comet Pro. It gives a new impetus to code 
and my big modulators are now idle; and the two 
Eimae 150T modulators are merely keying the 
final stage. The idea has certainly lent a great 
deal more pleasure to the amateur frequencies.” 

Briefs 

Capt. Frederic B. Westervelt, W3CZO, Carlisle Barracks, 
Carlisle, Pa., gave a talk on amateur radio before the Car- 
lisle Rotary Club on August 6th. 

When Tupelo, Miss. was struck by a tornado on April 9th, 
the local newspaper called W4ABY (Memphis, Tenn.) with 
the request that he attempt to establish communication 
with the stricken city. Unable to find any station on the air 
it Tupelo, W4ABY and W4LI rigged up a portable outfit 
for 3.5- and 7-me. c.w., power being a type 53 with about 6 
watts input in a T.P.T.G. circuit. W4ABY, together with 
. reporter and a driver for the truck which transported them, 
took this rig to Tupelo, having arranged schedules with 
W4ARZ of Memphis, and his own station, W4ABY. The 
portable was set up at the Armory. Contact was made with 
W4ARZ and a dispatch sent from the Adjutant General, 
usking for hospitalization for the injured. Contact was also 
made with W4ABY, which was manned by W4DRL, 
W4BCA and W4DIX. Naval Reserve station NDD was 
manned by N4CQX, 

An unusual bit of QRR work was performed by W5DRQ 
ind W5CQO on July 26th. They were at White Rock Lake 
Dallas, Texas 

opposite sides of the lake. W5CQO saw a sailboat turn over; 
wind and waves were high. He told W5DRQ about it and 
DRQ promptly sent a motor boat to the rescue from the 
other side, saving the lives of the two occupants of the boat. 

with two 56-mc. equipped cars, parked on 

{ good opportunity for amateur operators to gain experi- 
ence exists at Fort Knox, Kentucky, in the mechanized force 
of the U. S. Army. The 68th F. A., the Ist Cav., and the 
13th Cav. operate many radiophone and c.w. sets in armored 
ears, and need trained operators. Good ratings may be at- 
tained by good operators. Applicants for enlistment should 
write to Capt. M. P. Chadwick, W9YHQ-ex-K6KTF, Radio 
Officer, 68th F. A., Ft. Knox, Ky., and should enclose refer- 
ences from two business or professional men in their com- 
munity, and if under 21 years of age, their parents’ consent 

WSOSL has worked Mars on 56 mc!! (Now for the let- 
down: It was Mars, Pennsylvania!) 

At 



A.R.R.L. presents its 

AMATEUR RADIO Nay OF THE WORLD 

On a sheet of heavy map paper 30 x 10 inches Rand, McNally, world’s 

premier map-makers, have — to A.R.R.L. specifications — imprinted 

in six colors and black every single bit of map information useful to 

the radio amateur. 

The special modified equidistant azimuthal projection permits 

sreat circle distance measurements in miles or kilometers accurate to 

better than 2%. Local time in all parts of the world is shown, as well 

as Greenwich corrections. The official 1.A.R.U. WAC continental 

sub-divisions are given. Principal cities of the world are shown, 

including, in the U. S., all district inspection offices and examining 

points. 

Perhaps most useful of all is — for the first time — a standard 

list of countries of the world, arranged on a basis of geographical and 

political divisions — clearly shown by color breakdown and _ the 

detailed reference index. There are 230 countries shown, 180 prefixes 

(the prefixes in large open red lettering that you can’t miss). More 

than that, all known national districts and other sub-divisions are 

shown. 

Entirely new in conception and design. large enough to be useful, 

complete in every detail here is the map radio amateurs have 

been waiting for these many vears. Make a place for it on your wall 

now itll be the most interesting object in the shack. 

Price $1.25. postpaid 

American Radio Relay League, West Hartford, Connecticut 
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A General Utility Mixer and 

Speech Amplifier 

Continued from page 38 

the condenser head amplifier is through a 200- 
ohm shielded line to the resistance input circuit, 
This circuit can be used for any other 200-ohm 
line, the jumper marked ‘‘X”’ being inserted at the 
proper point to complete the powersupply circuit. 
With the 6J7 input stage contributing a gain of 
approximately 100, the basic sensitivity of this 
channel is in the neighborhood of 0.03 volt, which 
is adequate for most condenser microphones with 
head amplifiers, as well as for carbon microphones. 
If a double-button carbon microphone is to be 
used, the circuit shown in August QST7" can be 
substituted. Incidentally, the “hot’’ leads in the 
200-ohm input circuit are all shielded to reduce 
hum pick-up, since they are rather long. Here, too, 
a Mallory bias cell eliminates hum and regenera- 
tion problems and simplifies wiring. 

Channel C is a low-gain stage designed for usé 
from receiver output circuits for relay work, and 
from high-impedance phonograph _ pick-ups 
Low-impedance pick-ups can be tied in on the 
200-ohm “B” circuit, of course. The input circuit 
provides resistances of 2000 and 10,000 chms, 
which will meet practically all the requirements 
that can possibly be imposed. The over-all gain 
is approximately 150, giving a basic sensitivity of 
about 0.3 volt. Any pick-up or receiver first a.f. 
stage will provide more than this value; up to 
about a 4-volt signal can be handled with reason- 
able distortion. Again, the input lead is shielded 

MIXER AND FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC 

By this time the somewhat unusual output 
circuit linking the three input stages will doubt- 
less have attracted attention. This circuit is de- 
signed to accomplish series mixing of the three 
possible sources, with individual control over the 
level from each source, and at the same time to 
maintain automatically a more or less constant 
over-all output level. This is accomplished by the 
displacement of a proportion of the output of any 
initial cireuit when any other gain control is ad- 
vanced, and the transfer of the displaced propor- 
tion of the input load to the additional channel. 
In this way overmodulation due to the additive 
superposition of two inputs is avoided; unless 
compensating adjustment is made, the level of 
each single input is reduced so that, under most 
conditions, the total output voltage swing is not 
increased. 

Decoupling in the output 6C5 cathode circuit 
eliminates any tendency toward regeneration and 
holds the low-frequency transmission up. The 
same is true of the parallel resistance-fed output 
circuit, which couples into a tube-to-line trans- 
former. In order to facilitate operation of the 
gain and mixer controls, this speech amplifier is 
intended to be placed directly on the operating 
table, with a 500-ohm line running to the modu- 
lator unit in the transmitter proper. A T-pad in 
the line serves as a master gain control. 
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STATION OPERATING SUPPLIES 

For full enjoyment of your operating activities this 

coming season, you will want these new forms de- 

signed to meet your needs 

SPIRAL BOUND LOG BOOK 

The most interesting feature of the new LOG 
BOOK is the incorporation of spiral binding. 
This permits the book to be folded back flat 
at any page, requiring only half the amount of 
space on the operating table and making it 
easy to write on. The log-sheet has been re- 
designed by the Communications Department 
so that there is space provided for recording 
the number of messages handled and QSL’s 
sent and received. General log information 
(prefixes, etc.) has been brought up-to-date. 
The LOG BOOK price has been reduced and is 
now 35c per book, 3 books for $1.00, postpaid. 

OFFICIAL RADIOGRAM PADS 

The radiogram blank is now an entirely new 

form, designed by the Communications De- 

partment to comply with the new order of 

transmission. All blocks for fill-in are properly 

spaced for use in typewriter. It has a strikingly- 

new heading that you will like. Radiogram 

blanks, 8'4 x 714, lithographed in green ink, 

and padded 100 blanks to the pad, are now 

priced at 25c per pad, postpaid. 

and MESSAGE DELIVERY CARDS 

in two forms Radiogram delivery cards em- 

body the same design as the 

radiogram blank and are avail- 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC. 

WEST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 

stamped government postcard, 

2c each; unstamped, Ic each. 

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST 



“Ask the Ham Who Owns One’ 

“SPEECH BIMORPH | | 
RANGE” CRYSTAL |. 

MODEL D-104 MICROPHONE | 

: Dro eeaitios’ that the Asatic D104 is the 
re made tor clear, clean, strong output 

Ruggedly built and economically priced Write 
censed under Brush 
pment Company Patents 

MICROPHONE LABORATORY, INC. 
YOUNGSTOWN, O., U. S. A. 

ASTATK 

Something New! S 

Oil-impregnated oil-filled transmitting 
condensers in neat, compact, conven- 
ient form. Rectangular drawn-metal 
cans. Dependable. Long-lived. Mass 
produced for new low prices. 

In 600, 1000, 1500 
and 2500 v. ratings. 

* 
1, 2 and 4 mfd. ca- 
pacities; 1 and 2 
mid. for 2500 v. 

* 
High-tension pillar 
terminals. Mounting 
lugs. 

Seepage-pro of. 
Cool operation. 
And tough! 

* 
Ww : for new catalog just issued. | abe rite 

“ cov -—- More pages. More items. 
neal Lower prices and best values. 

100 500 and 
200 ratings. 
1.2and 4 mid 

Hiah-tension ter- aie Diodien CORPORATION 
Seepage- 73 Washington St. Brooklyn, N. Y. 

proo 
tings 

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST 

The next point of interest is the over-all fre. 
quency characteristic. Theoretically, of course 
the ideal frequency characteristic of an audio 
amplifier would be one that was perfectly figt 
over the entire audible range. In practice, how. 
ever, this does not always hold true. In particular 
it is frequently desirable to compensate in one 
circuit for deficiencies in others. In amateur 
speech equipment the use of microphones which 
drop off at the higher frequencies is common; this, 
too, is a characteristic of some common modulator 
transformer combinations. While these higher 
frequencies are not vitally essential to the trans- 
mission of intelligible speech, they do add to the 
naturalness of reproduction. Too, most ham re- 
ceivers cut side-bands necessarily, further reduc. 
ing the high-note response. All in all, some rise in 
the high-frequency characteristic seems tolerable 
in the speech amplifier of the amateur transmitter, 

Reference to Fig. 2 will show that this amplifier 
provides approximately 8 db rise from 7000 to 
10,000 cycles, starting at 36,000. Although not 
extreme, this rise will serve to compensate for the 
average high-note deficiencies of microphone and 
modulator. Even if an over-all rise remains, it 
should not be objectionable. The low frequency 
range is flat within 1 db down to about 80 cycles, 
and within 2 db to 30 cycles. 

Modification of this frequency characteristic is 
possible by means of C¢-L3-Ry in Fig. 1. Rotation 
of the control all the way to the right provides 
approximately 6 db drop at 30 cycles, as shown by 
the dashed line. Turning it to the left provides 
curves as shown by the dotted lines. It will be 
seen that the high-frequency resonance character- 
istic provides an oddly-distorted curve at maxi- 
mum high-note attenuation. Ordinarily such a 
condition would be objectionable, but in this case 
it seems to make the quality rather more pleasing 
than otherwise because it serves to attenuate 
somewhat the customary 3500 cycle peak, at the 
same time preserving the sibilants and other 
phenomena of good high-note response. For most 
voice transmission, the control will be either i 
the neutral position or advanced to the right 
(low-note attenuation). 

POWER SUPPLY AND CONSTRUCTION 

The power supply circuit is entirely conven 
tional, except insofar as the provision for operat- 
ing a condenser microphone head amplifier is ae 
concerned. Such amplifiers usually require 6 volts ff Institute 
at 60 ma. for filament supply, and 6 or 7 ma. st ff Course “ 
180 volts for plate supply. Through a heavy-duty ff oo 
bleeder arrangement these requirements & Bi McElroy 
satisfied, and it is merely necessary to plug th 
condenser mike into the six-connection socket 
provided. Referring to Fig. 1, the filaments at 
connected in series with the negative high voltag 
and the load adjusted to exactly 60 ma. Sine 
the speech amplifier circuits proper draw only 
few milliamperes, the balance of the drain is pre 
vided in Res, Reg and Rez. Rez reduces the 250- 
volt supply to 180 volts, while Rg is the adjustiag 
device to enable setting the filament drop ¥ 
precisely 6 volts. 



Fixed luned Exciter Tank, with back cover of this issue shows a handy application 

Type FX B (either 5 or 6 prong of this base with our FXT units. 

TED R. McrinOx, Official Century of Success in training Amateurs and 
Champion of the World, Class 

A. Speed 69 wpm. 

CANDLER SYSTEM taught at 
HARVARD and Massachusetts You Can Learn Code RIGHT, from the Beginning 
Institute of Technology in their or obtain your commercial license and quality for a 
course “The Art of Radio Com- good job by taking CANDLER TRAINING in JEAN HUDSON, 

ication,” conducted by our your own home, as McElroy, Jean Hudson and Ww3BAK Official 
famous student, Champion many others have done and are doing. It is surpris- Champion of the 

Something New for 

SHIELDED PLUG-IN COILS 

ITH this new plug-in base, it is extremely easy 
to build high performance gear — whether it 

be for experimental receivers, bread board layouts, 
monitors, exciters or what have you. 

The low-loss R-39 base, with prongs moulded in to 
fit standard sockets, has mounting holes for our type 
UM Air Dielectric Condensers and our R-39 coil 
forms. The illustration shows the effective assembly 
that is possible with these units. This PB-10 base fits 
our Fixed Tuned Exciter Tanks, thus making them 
available for plug-in mounting. Attachment to the 

ay or ‘prong ge ae FY shield can is easily made by four screws. 
(less shield). Net 

2 The transmitter in the advertisement on the inside 

2.94 
Midget ( oil ha (R-39). 

" dia. x 14” long) 

nef pi a 0 NATIONAL COMPANY, INC. 
J Midget Cond Ty 
UM. Net pric Condenser. 75 fo $1.10 MALDEN, MASS. 

MARCH OF THE 

CHAMPIONS! 

Get Your Code Training and 

Technique Where They Got Theirs! 

Twenty-fifth Anniversary of 

THE CANDLER SYSTEM 

This famous SYSTEM is backed by a Quarter 

Commercial Operators who could be satisfied 
only with the best! 

ingly easy and inexpensive. World in Class E. 

FREE—1936 Book of FACTS | tssmetie ase of and two months after 
Contains McElroy's own story, “How I Learned to Read Code, and she began Candler 
What Candler Training Has Meant to Me," also little Jean's story SCIENTIFIC CODE 
and other valuable information. Whether you want to learn code and Touch Typewrit- 
or increase your speed, this book will help you. A card will bring it. ing Courses, could copy 
No obligation. 30 wpm on her “mill.” 

At the age of 9 she won 

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. sical chomplonsp in Class E, against rigid 
Dept. Q-11 ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA competition. 

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST 



STATION ACTIVITIES 

{ 

Continued from page 50) 

Pas to Saskatoon to a better position 
er to an RK-23 and RK-20 final. CZ gets 
BO, a new ham at The Pas, is building an 

Your 8.C.M. is moving to 635 Gar- 
» please send all communications to 

> AAW 6. 
M, Wilfred Skaife, VE4EL 

pening up again with So. Americans 
AN a 

S9. MB worked his 22nd country to finally 
is to be heard on 3.5-me. "phone, grid 

11D. FD was visiting in Brandon and met 
[W's brother, WSPXR, was visiting 

veeks and met the gang. PQ schedules his 
t Windsor, on 14 mc, AEF is new Saska- 

M.P. BF snagged FT4 for bis first African 
\.C. Congrats, Gus. The S.A.R.C. Bulle- 
imed publication after vacation layoff. 

his 14-me. "phone which persists in 
nds. EL hopes to finish his rebuilding in 
\T visited some of the gang in Regina 

n Regina for the winter. NE moved 
OC is now in Stoughton. ES is getting 
phone 

17 PQ 1. 

CENTRAL DIVISION 
John Huntoon, W9KJY—R.M.’s 

\.M.: WC, VJZ likes the 53 better than 
he 6L6 better than either. W6's are all 

8 me. SKF is interested in T.L. position. 
KW again for fall work. Our sympathy to 

fan S.W.L. friend, A. Reinhold. Ac- 
e Acting Secretary of F.C.C. says the 

ting call letters to new hams will be 
e to come. VES is collecting crystals 

torage batteries for light plant, so ex- 
ften. Cleaning and redecorating house 

r. HUX is back on 3.5-mce. c.w. Re- 
nth and receive copy of ‘‘Illi- Noise.” 

7-me. erystal. HQH is still blasting the 
larly. ZL, ZU, 5M, etc., hold interest of 
lenty of early-morning 7-mc. DX. SG 

rector race in favor of 9BAZ. AA's 20- 
verything but twin beds and a shower 
Nevada stations—IYA needs one for 

ake TCO want to re-rebuild. TZV is 
ed for 7-me. traffic. After completing a 
SKR found it too heavy to lift into its 

r traffic with the Morrissey, W1OXDA 
rts the A.A.R.S. season off in fine shape. 
p.m. with only one error to win the Con- 

ntest. KJY was second. Congrats to 
ng up her schedule list. EBX intends to 
e on ham radio this season. A message 
eived by VNW in Evanston was relayed 
Dallas and mailed it from there! SXJ is 

College, Minnesota. ULO reports TYH 
ng those reporting a ““wow’’ of a con- 

r Day in Chicago are: UHQ, DDO, FTX, 
WC is keeping sharp lookout for off- 

IBZ and NMZ rebuilt for fall season 
) 66 ILH 57 NXG 45 EBX 41 DDO 38 

O 19 WR 17 UHQ 14 VEE 10 VES 11 
'ZV-EQX-HUX 2 TCO-FTX 1. 
M, Arthur L. Braun, W9TE—TGC is 
\XH took in Chgo Conv. JHQ is lining up 

Q is DXing on 14 and 7 me. LYK made 
PBS has new 75-watt rig. SXU is 

us pair of T-55's perking. DET has 
IO has a new RME-69. TJN wants 7-mce. 

ed to new QTH at Plymouth. TYF has 
V NZ is settling down to married life. NQJ 
VW is W.A.C. WJF is giving 1.75-me 

P worked VE3 for 1.75-me. DX. WOD is 
w T.P.T.G. '10 rig. YQB is new at Terre 
nning new ‘phone-c.w, rig. TRN is back 
ved from Kansas City to Goshen. HUV 
1X. HLO is DXing on 7 me. SYJ has new 
IBM is ready for A.A.R.S. schedules 
R.S. work. VLI has new crystal rig. TE 

t hrs 

has new 1-kw. power transformer. HUD is on 1.75-me, 
"phone. SQH is ready for DX. SFG likes new 6L6 rig. FHM 
is in shape for N.C.R. schedules. STQ is lining up N.C.R, 
activities. CLE is on for N.C.R. schedules. LCA works 1,75 
and 3.5 me. SPB is DXing on 28 me. VPN has new 28-me 
6L6 rig. SGH is getting out fine on 1.75 me. OVF likes 1.75. 
me. ‘phone. New amateurs interested in joining the Naval 
Reserve or Army Amateur nets. please write to A. L. Braun, 
S.C.M., for full information. Indiana Traffic Net covering 
whole state is organized; write to 9HUO, R.M.., if you wish 
to join. 

Traffic: W9JHQ 7 EGQ 1 TIN 7 TYF 57 WJF 1 HUV4 
SYJ 3 TBM 10. 
KENTUCKY—SCM, G. W. Mossbarger, WO9AUH— 

Let's go, men! KY. Net is now functioning on 3810 kes,, 
CDA control with EDQ alternate; listen in 6:30 p.m. C.S.T 
for some snappy operating. Please use your net for Ky. traf- 
fic; a postal to CDA, chief R.M., will bring you procedure 
AEN is building single control transmitter and will be glad 
to send dope on 6L6 as e.c. osc. to those who are considerate 
enough to pay the postage. Looks like an O.P.S. for Mays- 
ville. New club in Taylorsville, Central Kentucky Radio 
Club. WMI reports as Georgetown contact with five mes- 
sages. YHK and YQO put Taylorsville on the radio map. 
LDL and ACD threaten again. KOX bangs into the net 
YQN struggles with three-stage job. MN is QRL mountain 
travel. Those of you who splatter a bug, “‘geev a listen" to 
CDA's beautiful fist. EDQ is active and crying for traffic 
FZV with new tubes gets set for fall. HBQ, A.R.T.S. new 
“idiotor” of B.G.E.C., wants Ky. ham news. HAX smacks 
‘em for traffic. BAZ and AUH attended Ohio State hamfest 
and Central Division brawl at Chicago. BAZ is candidate for 
Central Division Directorship, your 8.C.M. is proud t 
state. CIC will have 4-kw onsoon. RBV hies self to Indiana 
U., SDC to Purdue, SEN and TKP to U. of L., PAZ to U. of 
Minn. BWJ and PAZ grabbed Class A. SEA postals GGB 
QRL V.P.I. and visit from SQAD. Remember, competition 
for the beautiful eup offered O.R.S. by W4NC for traffie and 
contests begins October, running thru April; may we have 
someone work on this. Please let me have your reports. 73 

Traffic: W89ELL 6 BGA 3 AUH 4SDC 6 HAX 17 HBQ 43 
FZV 1 EDQ 10 CDA7 MN 24SEA2WMI5 
MICHIGAN—Acting SCM, Harold C. Bird, WSDPE, 

Assistant SCM, Joseph Lessard, W 9PDI SNQ has new 
rig ready. SNIV is trying to get schedules. SDPE is plugging 
for the state net. 8JPV suggests new idea for car identity call 
plates. SDED sold another RME-69. 8GQZ is looking for 
Signal Co. ops. 8DSQ is still after W.A.S. 9CE is ready for 
fall work. SFX would few fall schedules for traffic 
SDYH says it’s antenna raising month. 8O0GQ is trying to 
get Asia for W.A.C. SKNP is raring to get on the air again 
and do a little traffic handling. SFWU has been inactive due 
to sickness; hope for your speedy recovery, Barney. 8SLHH is 
after W.A.S.; also has one of those RME$9's to get it with 
9SQB is going to Rochester for overhauling; luck. 8JKO 
says PKX is back home at new job. SNXT is active on the 
air. SQH has moved to new QTH. 9PDE is getting settled in 
new QTH and hoped to start U.P. net Oct. Ist. 8PTL has 
been at Gregory all summer; new QTH will be Kalamazoo 
8MCV managed to crawl to big doings at Chgo. 9PCU ex- 
pects to be active this fall; fire all out now. SNUV has new 
rig and hopes to go places. 8MV is getting rig ready for 
work. 8NNE says new c.w. station in Saginaw. SLSF is 
working hard to get fall schedules lined up. With the clubs 
The Lakeland Radio Club reorganized since Chicago Con- 
vention . 8BQG, Pres.; Max Miller, Vice-Pres.; Ted 
Tate, Secy.-Treas.; the club has about 35 members and ex- 

The Acting S.C.M. in- 
state nets, also any 

hil uke 

pects to be very active this winter 
vites any new 
criticisms; would like to see the most complete state cover- 

ideas on organizing 

age that has ever existed this year 
Traffic: W8NQ 1 NIV 10 DPE 14 DED 10 DSQ 4 FX2 

DYH 1 NGC 21 LHH 7 OCU 90 JKO 4 PTL 2 MCV3 
NUV 4 NNE 3 LSF 13. W8CE 9 SQB 6 PCU 6. 
OHIO—SCM, E. H. Gibbs, W8AQ—The new 

finds the usual revival of enthusiasm and many new stations 
active. We invite all newcomers and any stations not report 
ing in the past to join in our activities and report your doings 
every month on the 16th. Best traffic report this month 
comes from BBH, who predicts an active season. IAW, chiel 
R.M., is lining up Section and interstate nets. NYY, new 
O.P.S., has new RME69 and schedules 3 stations on 1.8-me. 
‘phone. WE already has schedules and expects good Section 
net. KIM is more active now that he is working days. Inter- 
city Radio Club's widely distributed members keep in touch 
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via club net twice a week. NAL operates daily in A.A.R.S. 
net. CIO has been appointed liaison R.M. for A.A.R.S 
MQO moved to 220 McCarty Avenue, Dennison. LZK has 
recovered from illness and is active again. DIO is still able to 
work V K's with his 4-year-old '10 final. MF'V is on 1925 ke 
regularly. APC busts crystals with his 6L6's. HFR took gas 
engine a.c. generator and rig out on Field Day. KNF moved 
to 410 E. Washington Street, Medina, and has new half- 
wave antenna fed with EO1 cable. AXQ runs 300 watts on 
1884 ke. PIT reports for first time; he has new rack and 
panel rig. OUR reports for Delaware gang. NPF passed 
Cless A exam. ARP has new rig. EFR is on 28 me. PHQ, 
NYP, OHY and GGI bought new receivers. MHY has 211 
final on 1.8-mc. ‘phone. LGM is now on 3.9 me. Glad to 
have ISK back after leaving the state for the summer. 
MQC is back and QRV for traffic again. The QRK Radio 
Club of East Liverpool has come back to life. KLP studies 
for radiophone first ticket. QF Y is new ham in E. Liverpool. 
RN is still on the Lakes. BAH has been active at Exposition 
station, QBT. UW reports by radio. After GUL’s girl base- 
ball team wins championship, he will be back with new rig. 
BMK has worked 47 countries with P.P. '10’s. JFC worked 
France and Brazil on 14-me. ‘phone. KEV, EME, JTI, 
HWF, JEX, JTW, DCI, DXB and JDJ have been rebuild- 
ing. CDR is trying to make up his mind what line-up to use 
in new rig. JTW’'s new final uses supp. mod. RK28. ORM 
has moved and rebuilt to parallel ‘46's as s.g. amps in final. 
DXB used 28-me. equipment at Medina County Fair. New 
rig at LVW uses '03A final with four '10’s as modulators. 
QHJ of Wellington reports for first time. FGC is working on 
new M.G. set. BRQ bought an FBX receiver and has a 500- 
watt rig. LUD is back on 1.8 me. for winter in addition to 14 
me. BIQ is on 28-me. ‘phone. ANE plans 1-kw all-band rig. 
Shelby has several stations on 56 mc. Two rigs at JTI on 1.8 
end 3.9 me., pair 59's for QRP and pair '03B’'s tur QRO 
Storm took two 50-ft. towers at ICF. Tough luck, OM. FFK 
perates aboard WBDG besides his own rig on 3.5 me. HKR 

has P.P. '10's on 1.8-me. ‘phone. EDR sends dope on Toledo 
gang. OX K and OXU moved to Sylvania. OKN built a lot 
f new equipment and will be at Ohio State this year. JDJ 

got across the pond on 14-me. ‘phone. HMH returned to 
ranks of O.R.S. LVU has been QRL digging spuds, but 
QRV for nets now. KQO/9ACE had his W8 call cancelled by 
F.C.C. and must now operate as portable. Ohio Section was 
well represented at Central Division Convention at Chicago 
KRR reports the death of Ralph Houck. President of Clyde 
Ohio) Radio Ciub, on Sept. 8th; Ralph was only 19 years 
ld and will be missed by his many friends 
Traffic: W8SBBH 137 (WLHA 47) IAW 49 CIO 26 LZE 19 

AQ 18 MQO 15 WE-IZK-NYY 14 KIM 11 DIO-NAL 9 
MFV 6 HFR 3 APC-KNF 4 NPF-PIT 3 AXQ-OUR 2 
WISCONSIN—SCM, E. A. Cary, W9ATO—The state 

net is beginning to function fine with JAW, HSK, AKT, 
SZL, ONI, SES, RQM, TJI and WQM among the most ac 
tive stations. JAW would like to contact 20 towns in the 
state. How about some of you younger fellows getting in line 
and helping put Wisconsin on top? Write JAW for details 
If anyone has traffic to get off, listen for these stations at 
6:30 p.m. and call them after they have finished with the net. 
They will have routes to any place in the country. A 6L6 
tube has been offered to the first O.R.S. or net station mak- 
ing B.P.L. Are you going to win it? JAW is doing very fine 
work lining up state net and will appreciate all the co- 
peration you can give him. RSR will be on from Madison 
RQM is one of the two stations who remembered to report 
extra points for delivery. ULE is trying to get out with 12 
watts input. ATO finds note and output improved by re- 
moving haywire. AKT is rebuilding. TJI is back from sum- 
mer at lake. H KL says he ‘takes time out of life's diversions 
to report again.’ SES leaves for Ohio on a two weeks’ vaca- 
tion. WQM says “Phooey” on 7 me. and joins net. ONI is 
raising power; has 6L6, 865 and 211D's line-up. Y DI worked 
Canada, Mexico and all districts with 30 watts input. HSK 
got going, but not up to peak yet. KQB built HAW a new 
receiver and helped Y AR in Keil get going on 7 mc. UTR has 
pair of "46's with 40 watts input on 7 mc. CSM is an oil dis- 
tributor; MIJ a school teacher; UOF a college student in 
Whitewater. UMQ plans going to U. of Wis. and will be on 
NCR from there. WBF is new ham in Whitewater. UMQ 
built “5 & 10” linear oscillator. UUX is working on new 
metal tube receiver; plans going to U. of W. RJF is an 
perator on board 8.8. Philip D. Block. OTL is new head of 
schocls in Hustisford. TFS got his Class A ticket. KTZ has 
taken unto himself a blushing bride. VGT and TVV have 

———— 

been bitten by the 56-mc. bug. BOP finished Class B '46's 
for phone; starting third year at U. SJF is returning to U 
UJN built metal tube speech amplifier for crystal mike 
UPM took second vacation this year in northern Wis. UNY 
oved to south side, 100 feet from high tension lines. UJL 

got hitched. LAD had car wrecked while on way to get coil 
for new 7-me. transmitter. OXP is rebuilding and ready for 
rl A” schedules. TFS has been copying press for news- 
paper. DXI bought a truck load of old B.C.L. parts suitable 
for ham use. AKT is back to “‘Bach”’ after summer of recrea- 
tion. RNX has new HRO Jr. SUG, SST. RNU and AKT 
took Class A exams during convention. WFQ, EEQ, IHB 
and FVX are back on 1.75-me. ‘phone after period of re- 
building. Telephone Co. disconnected EEQ'’s antenna from 
pole since he caused too much QRM on telephones. IHB has 
new condenser mike. [YL and LNM are rebuilding rack and 
panel. LNM's 825 went west with 1500 volts on plate. ROU 
can't decide whether to buy an Eimac 35T or Taylor T55 
IQQ is teaching at vocational school. ONI is 8.C.N.S.2 and 
SES is 8S.C.N.S.3 in A.A.R.S. net. OVE is going on 1.75-mce. 
phone with 825's in final. 

lraffic: W8JAW 70 RSR 11 RQM 10 ATO 6 AKT-TJI- 
HKL-SES-WQM-ONI 4 YDI 2 HSK 1 (WLTD 6) 

DAKOTA DIVISION 
N! RTH DAKOTA—SCM, Hartwell B. Burner, W9OEL 
4 KZL is now 8.N.C.S. for A.A.R.S., North Dakota, 
ind we know he will do justice to his new appointment. 
NZG is assisting him with C.C.C. nets at Ft. Lincoln. PGO 
enrolled at R.C.A., Chicago, on Sept. Ist. KZL will use 
}.9-me. ‘phone for broadcasting A.A.R.S. dope to gang this 
winter. TQZ at Maddock reports the purchase of a new 
Hallicrafters Sky Buddy and has been the only O.R.S. to 
report during the summer. BTJ at Fargo reports that he will 
attend U. of Washington this winter and will work portable 
on 7 and 14 me.; his QTH will be Sigma Alpha Epsilon Frat., 
4506-17th, N.E., Seattle, Wash.; he reports that WZQ will 
operate his 500-watt ‘phone trom Fargo this winter. SNP 
will also leave us for the West, attending Montana State at 
Bozeman the coming winter. NUM has already deserted us 
for the west coast; his new QTH is Portland, Ore., where he 
has accepted a position with the Western Auto Supply as 
head technician; RQX accompanied him on a preliminary 
trip to the west coast, but was unsuccessful in finding a 
suitable location, so has returned to Hope and has taken 
over NUM’s radio service business together with his regular 
work. YIZ of Hope has enrolled at State Science School at 
Wahpeton and will work a low-powered rig trom there. 
SWC reports that he has kept 7 and 3.5 me. hot this summer 
ind has also been busy on 1.7-mc. ‘phone. YCI is coming 
long fast since receiving his ticket in June. YNX, Grand 

Forks, suggests a QST reporter in every town and volunteers 
to be G.F. reporter. Would appreciate other volunteer re- 
porters from the larger places. The §.C.M. is away most of 
the time, but tries to keep in contact with you fellows while 
home. Let's have plenty of reports from now on. 73 

Traffic: W89KZL 10 SWC 10. 
SOUTH DAKOTA—SCM, Andrew J. Kjar, W9SEB 

So. Dak. Section net is progressing nicely with stations 
VOD, WAJ, FOQ, PGV, CFU and SEB as members; SEB 
s acting net control station. How about you fellows in 
Aberdeen, Brookings, Watertown and Rapid City; can you 
kick through with a station to make this net complete? 
USH, UKL, TFN, VOS and YJX are attending School of 
Mines this year. UDI got 6L6 rig going. CRY is building a 
new home, also a new final. PPE is service man and is 
swamped with work. UDI finished his 50-foot tower. USH 
and USI have 60-foot towers. WWN is fooling with 56 me 
rY and SCB are active in Parker. DIY is hanging around 
14-me. "phone. TJX likes 7 mc. best. AZR, DIY and PFI 
ire experimenting with 6L6 tubes. ALO gets R9 reports from 
both coasts on 14-mc. "phone with only 25 watts. WAJ is 
sporting a new hamshack. FOQ fixed his tower which was 
damaged in windstorm. IDW moved to Missoula, Mont., 
ind is on technical staff at KCVO. SRX is using 801's in 
final. [QZ dropped in on the 8.C.M., and the Pierre gang all 
got together at the S.C.M.’s house; a very enjoyable evening 
was had talking over old times. WPA is on 7 me. mostly. 
Y NW bought out WSJ. YNW wants to know where are the 
hams in So. Dak.? WSJ is QRL telescope. YJX, YKY, YOB 
and YQR are new hams in Rapid City. CJC is operator at 
KOBH, a new radio station in Rapid. OXC put an ‘03A in 

Continued on page 88 
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Neobeam 

Oscilloscope 

MAKES 

SOUND 

VISIBLE 

« Super-sensitivity — 1 Microvolt 

« 4 inch Calibrated Screen 

« Self-contained POWER SUPPLY and 
SWEEP SYSTEM 

Lat pment in OSCILLOSCOPES. Opens 
new Jio measurements. Has extreme sim- 
plicit n. Best and least expensive instru- 
ment f form study. Also used as an ultra- 
sensit neter and vacuum tube 
voltme 1s only 25 Ibs. Meas- ONLY 
ures & x 13”. Chrome finish $4900 
on pa guaranteed. Write for Full d 2 ender tober. Complete 

SUNDT ENGINEERING CO. 
ste Littelfuse Laboratories) 

4246 Lincoln Ave Chicago, Ill. 
RFF wr 

VALPEY CRYSTALS 

itep by Step Precision Made 

ted X cut crystal frequency drift less than 15 
5 Ke of specified frequency in the 1.7, 3.5, 

$5.00 
stal freq rency drift less than 4 cycles 

pr f specified frequency in the 1.7, 3.5, 7 m« 
bands $4 $6.50 

i 1 inch square crystal supplied in the 1.7, 
3.5 5 Kc of specified frequency 

I 5 Ke bands only supplied within 20 Kc of 
$1.50 

Ww , tis faction or your money will be cheerfully 
Main our products by ordering direct or 

THE VALPEY CRYSTALS 
377 SUMM rREET MEDWAY, MASS. 

SICKLES COILS 

ALL TYPES OF RF AND IF WINDINGS 

Manufactured by 

F. W. SICKLES COMPANY 
300 Main Street Springfield, Mass. 

Say You S saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST 

When the condenser plug is not in place there 
is no d.c. connection from the negative high 
voltage side except through Cs. In consequence, 
a jumper, ‘‘X,’’ must be inserted when the con- 
denser mike is not plugged in. Failure to do this 
may result in injuring Cs. 

The entire assembly is mounted on a standard 
chassis base, supplied with a cane-perforated dust 
cover. The transformers and chokes are oriented 
for least hum pick-up, at the same time avoiding 
the necessity for small angles of difference in 
placement. Hum level with maximum gain in the 
6N7 channel is approximately 40 db down. With 
all gain controls near mid-setting the hum level 
is somewhat higher, due to “‘floating’’ input cir- 
cuits offering a greater impedance for hum volt- 
ages. This effect, unfortunately, cannot readily 
be entirely avoided. It is doubtful if the basic 
hum level could be further lowered appreciably 
without resorting to special precautions and power 
supply on a separate chassis. Such residual hum 
as is present is probably largely due to the type 
of output transformer; a balanced “high-fidelity” 
type would, of course, be preferable—and also 
much more expensive. For ordinary uses, how- 
ever, no departure need be made from the funda- 
mental objective of the general design—the 
achievement of a maximum of performance witha 
minimum of complication and expense. 

BOOK REVIEW 

Official Radio Service Handbook, by J. T. Bernsley. 
1008 pages, including index, with numerous 
illustrations. Published by Gernsback Publica- 
tions, Inc., New York City. Price, $4.00. 

This volume is probably the most comprehensive up-to- 
date compendium of service information (not circuit dia- 
grams) at present available. There are detailed chapters on 
circuit fundamentals. intricate tuning circuits and aligning 
data, volume control, tone control. a.v.c. and resonance 
indicator circuits, receiver a.f- amplifier systems, receiver 
power supplies, loud speakers. pickups and electric phono- 
graph equipment. analysis of commercial receiving circuits, 
fundamentals of meter and test equipment. commercial 
types of test equipment the cathode-ray oscillograph and 
supplementary equipment, practical applications of the 
cathode-ray oscillograph, how to build essential servicing 
and test instruments. hints on localizing trouble. short 
cuts with test equipment, hints on receiver repairs, unusual 
servicing experiences, all-wave high-fidelity receiver data, 
auto radio installation and service, specialized installation 
and servicing, noise interference elimination, modernizing 
and improving receivers, receiver conversion work, im- 
proving knowledge and technique, uplifting the pro- 
fession, and, in the final 455 pages. an eluborate operating 
notes section giving a wide variety of such useful informa- 
tion as field coil resistances, i.f.'s, etc., for all types of sets. 

The treatment is essentially complete and accurate. It 
treats all servicing angles up to the autumn, 1936, models of 
receivers. The book is profusely illustrated. There is, how- 
ever, no attempt to diagram all types of receivers. The 
principal structural defect is remarkably poor proof-reading. 

The Radio Service Handbook can be summarized as 82 
authentic and competent serviceman’s compendium, as well 
as an effective course in practical work on radio receivers 
which many amateurs can study with profit and a highly 
suggestive manual of general radio testing and simple 
laboratory technique. 

C. &. B. 



TRANSMITTER HOUSINGS 

8 . . » THAT HIT THE SPOT =_=— @ 

d Now you may have a complete housing for your transmitter — 
"i panel, shelves, sub-shelves — all assembled and ready for 
d your rig! Provided with hinged door and latch, these housings 

are finished in Q-Max Telephone Black. Continuous 3/16’ 
B Tempered Masonite panel, backed up by thin steel panel, 
n finished in Q-Max Crystalite Black, is easy to drill and excellent 
e in appearance Does not warp. Sub- shelves are black finished 
h 44"" ply-wood approximately 11”° x 16” with rubber feet 
a] These slide on fixed shelves in the housing making assembly of 
“ apparatus easy and in full view. 

a These housings provide practically complete shielding, keep 
y your rig clean and free from dust and give protection against 
Ic contact with high voltage leads. We believe these housings 
ly better fill the needs of the amateur than rack and panel con- 
or struction. And notice how easy they are on your pocketbook! 
m 
Ye = PRICES = 
” 

CP-49 66” high, 18” wide, 12” deep with 6 shelves $22.50* Net 
0 CP-49A 44” high, 18” wide, 12” deep with 4 shelves $15.50* Net 
v- CP-49B — 34” high, 18” wide, 12” deep with 3 shelves $12.50* Net 
a- If your dealer can't supply you, we will ship direct. No crating charge 
e 
a 2end for our new cata/iogue of amateur radio devices 

COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS, INC. 

* F.O.B. Factory 245 Custer Avenue, Jersey City, N. J. 

| HERE A PRIZE CONTEST ; 7 . “% ZE CON 14 5 om vy. 5 5 A om ¢  _ 

Us | If you have a good idea on a Ham item that is not made by any , VT \ 
a- | manufacturer, tell us about it. If your idea sounds good and we a 

manufacture it you will be awarded a cash prize of twenty-fi sth 
times the price the product will sell for. Submit as many idee as = 
- jo 2G and remember we award the cash prizes EE 

10 GORDON SPECIALTIES COMPANY — 
‘a- | 440 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois OS on ——— 

. = — _ _ — ee 

ice 
er 
~ PLUG-IN WARD me 
ts 
il COIL FORMS RADIO FREQUENCY 
nd 1, 
he RE L A Y automatically changes 
a For every purpose where plug-in induc- over from receiving to sending antenna. 
ual tances ase sequised in S.W. Ressivers Most convenient where directional and . and Transmitters. Made of Special 
a High Grade Low Loss Bakelite in natu- doublet antennae are used. Send for 
ion | . eget ‘ 
ins sal brown ester, and in the Sellowing circular 507B. It tells about this relay 

three sizes. Ribbed for air space wind- ° . 
m- onae. and other items of interest to the 
v= amateur. 
ing 2% inch diameter — 3% inch winding space. _ 
na- 0. / 4 Prong — List .6 
me TY Sc ie — 3 Brose bi bss WARD LEONARD 
, ». 736 6 Prong — List 7 
It _ 1% inch diameter — 2% inch winding space. 4 A D I oO Ss a L C I A LT I y 

3 of No. 125 — 4 Prong — List $.30 seman: aunt ais eae tl i id <a: aah deh Gs ah, as a > a CD 
vere ~ 126 5 Prong — List $.30 
rhe . ~~ © Feens — Sas. « . ; ~ -- -$.35 WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY 
ng. No 564 ee as, 2% inch winding space. 20 41 South St., Mount Vernon, N 
an No. 595 5 Prong — List. . $.25 Please send FREE Bulletin sore. 
ell No. 596 6 Prong List $.25 
- 40% Discount to Radio Dealers and Amateurs Name 
iy New 1937 Catalog Available — Write Today for Same | 

’ | Street 
ple BUD RADIO, INC. : 

1937 E. 55th Street CLEVELAND, OHIO | City and State 
— Call Signal 

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST 
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Traffic: W8TKX 14 DEI8 

MIDWEST DIVISION 
| ” ANSAS—SCM, O. J. Spetter W9FLG—R.M.’s: 
XN KG and RIZ. RIZ is in California for a few months 
RAT has moved to the country and is selling out. YAH 
has moved to Colby and has rebuilt. CKV is rebuilding 
VEL is building 14-mce. rig. WAZ is on 7 mc. PFN is re. 
building for ‘phone and c.w. BOU has moved to Kansas 
City. Well, Gang, this is my last report as 8.C.M. I want to 
take this opportunity to thank you all for your splendid 
coéperation during the past years and I know you will give 
the incoming S.C.M. the same break. 73. 
MISSOURI—SCM, J. Dewey Mills, W9CJR—How's 

this for a scrambled QSO? NEV on 14 me. and DBD on 
1.75 me. have a schedule at 10 p.m. TXX, practically on 
DBD's frequency, was called in on the QSO, and finally 
DBD and NEV decided to test some 56-me. equipment, 
but continued to keep the other rigs tuned in. TX.X scoops 
around over the 14-me. band and finds a good signal from 
California. He re-broadcasts him to NEV and DBD over 
his 1.75-me. rig. so NEV would pick it up on 1.75 mc.. and 
since NEV is already broadcasting DBD to TXX, every 
one got in on a three-way QSO. Of course TX X and DBD 
were also re-broadcast over 14 mc. so the W6 on 14 me. could 
hear them. The whole thing was without prearrangement 
and apparently without much effort. GDY is working all 
bands. LGZ is going to use an ‘O1A instead of 59 oscillator 
NFH is QRL new rig. CGB and BSH are QRL. TA is 
rebuilding. NFA is getting new rig. BQI does B.C.L. work 
GVE will be on the air soon. FQY is coming on with 242A 
final. KFL is working 14-mc. ‘phone DX. TYW is burning 
midnight oil on 7 me. ASC is doing B.C.L. work. COH is 
14- and 7-me. DX hound. CCZ is building 14-mc. 'phone. 
COT is working 14-mc. ‘phone. NEV is working 14-mc, DX 
The Mound City Radio Amateurs are now on the air with 
their new 200-Watt Class B ‘phone and 600-watt c.w. work- 
ing 14, 7 and 3.5 me. SGP is already looking for picnic place 
for next summer. OUD is all fixed up for A.A.R.S. AIJ 
is back on daily A.A.R.S. schedules. N NZ is coming on with 
600 to 800 watts in the final, and works DX on 28 me. KEI 
wants contact with St. Louis O.R.S. stations. TGN is 
hitting A.A.R.S. schedules again. ARH reports plenty of 
DX. KCG is QRL cutting corn. KEF attended Chicago 
Convention. RSO is on 28-mc. ‘phone. DHN changed 
QTH to Higginsville, Mo. CJR and PSM are QRL selling 
divorces in Circuit Court 

Traffic: W9SGP 48 OUD 45 AIJ 42 NNZ 24 KEI 2 
GN 10 ARH 2 KCG 1. 
NEBRASKA—SCM, 8. C. Wallace, W9FAM—UHT 

has skeds with EKQ and POB. KPA is rebuilding. DI is 
back in Nebraska and has started a radio repair business 
WGL reports the Northeast Nebraska Radio Club met at 
TYG, Blair, and had a very FB time—lots to eat. GDB 
has finally let the ole bug get held of him; he is now married 
and settled down. VUG reports a lot of activity on both 
4.A.R.S. drills on 1.75 me. and N.C.R. drills. VJR went on 
cruise on Great Lakes. BAE is trying to get a pair of RK-25's 
going as buffers. VAS reports JRZ rebuilding with RK-20 
in final. VAS is rebuilding with pair 802’s in P.P. final 
GRN is on the air with 59—’'10 rig. VOX is still holding the 
lead in DX. YQX is a new ham at Columbus; he is working 
in the radio department of Montgomery Ward & Co.; he isa 
former radio opr. in the Navy and is a good man. LSI 
moved to Chicago. DLK spent a week in Oklahoma. The 
regular meeting of the Southeastern Nebraska Radio Club 
met at the home of RUJ, Sept. 2nd; about all the members 
were there; it was voted to hold a DX contest beginning 
Sept. 2nd, midnight, and ending 8 P.M. on the next meeting 
night. first Wednesday in October. For the operating 
members the 3.5-mc. band was selected and for non- 
operating members all bands for listening in; the winner 
must have a card or letter confirming the QSO or the report 
that the station was on at the certain time. The prize for 
each winner: Choice of A.R.R.L. Handbook or Radio Hand 
book. The limit of power to the operating amateur was set 
at 25 watts output. POB is all set for the season and Trunk 
Line “E”’ YNO reports using 6L6 crystal ose. VQO gives 
up 3.5-me. for 1.75-mc. ‘phone. WHN is still waiting for his 
converter. Y DZ has hopes of a tri-tet. NME is going back te 
Lincoln to college. FMW is on now and then. GFI is still 
rebuilding. WGL went over to see the Norfolk gang. YDZ 
YHN and YNO applied for membership in Northeastern 
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Nebraska Radio Club. CIR was on vacation. RVG is back 
in tow! 

Traffic: WSUHT 18 WGL 5 RUJ 6 

DELTA DIVISION 
ISSISSIPPI—SCM, J. H. Weems, Jr... W5CWQ 

\ 4 VF has his code speed up to 40 w.p.m. AGZ went to 
the convention at Dallas. BJD is on the air at his new loca 
tion at Vicksburg. DXG entered L.S.U. FIT has c.c. 59 on 
the air. FPE has 6L6 link coupled to 801; he is putting up a 
60-foot mast. Hams at State College: OQJB, CWQ, DEJ, 
DVE, ELS, EZA, FBY. CSH visited the State College 
bunch. UM has RK-20 tri-tet; he sold out radio shop to 
BIO. FSS has RK-20 and '03A. DVE is rebuilding. CJB has 
900's grid modulated. 
TEN NESSEE—SCM, Merrill B. Parker, Jr.. WABBT 

R.M.’s: W4AYE, W4CXY. RO, CVB, CWJ and Ed Bettis 
f 9NXG operated 4RO/4 at Morristown on the August 
22nd-23rd Field Day, using a c.c. rig powered by a home- 
made generator. EDG has a pair of '03A's in his final with 
400 watts input, with which he will go after traffic. AYE, 
DDF and CTM spent a day in Chattanooga visiting PL, 
CBA and BBT. CDC is mistreating a pair of 801's with 1000 
yolts. Our sympathy and most sincere wishes for a speedy 
recovery to CZL, who is laid up with two broken legs as a 
result of an auto accident. BAQ of Ft. McClellan, Ala., is 
spending several months at Macon. CXY started the Tenn 
Traffic Net on its second season. ZP has returned to Nash- 
ville after spending the summer in Germany. WZ has almost 
completed his new rig which will use a pair of HK 354’s in 
the final. 4AKJ of Tampa, Fla., dropped in to see several of 
the gang in Chattanooga on his way south. Well, gang, guess 
this is my last report. Next month a new S.C.M. will be 
elected to succeed me. Whoever it may be, fellows, give him 
your wholehearted support. I have enjoyed holding down the 
S.C.M. job for the past two years, and want to thank all of 
you who have helped to build up the Section by your regular 
reports. So, for the time being, it’s very 73 and CUL 

Traffic: W4CBA 51 AYE 50 CXY 11 EDG7 RO 5. 

WEST GULF DIVISION 
N&R THERN TEXAS—SCM, Richard M. Cobb, 
4‘ W5BII—EEF is looking for some good traffic sched- 
iles. DXA has been QRL at the show now since one of the 
theatres burned down. EES is using an RK-20 with 130 
watts. BAM reports the convention was a big success. CPB 
ind CPT are going to attend the State University this win- 
ter; CPB intends to take his portable along to use both 
phone and c.w. EOE had a big time at the convention 
EOC is building a new superhet. ERU is interested in han- 
jling more traffic. FJQ is leaving for A. & M. FBQ is doing 

good DX work on 14 me. with 30 watts input. AJ has 
new rack and panel job on 7 mc. EEW is back from Colo- 
rado and is starting back to work; he’s expecting a big year 
nthe A.A.R.S. AZB has new HRO and will have rig on the 
iir shortly. BKH rag-chews a bit now and then, also works 
N.C.R. schedules. ARV is back on the air and ready for a 
reliable schedule or two. FAJ applied for O.R.S. Everyone is 
getting ready for a big season of operating. Don't forget to 
report on the 16th, gang. 

Traffic: WSEEF 145 DXA 91 EES 77 BAM 50 CPB 39 
EOE 30 ERU 25 FMQ 32 FJQ 6 FBQ 3 
OKLAHOMA—SCM, Carter L. Simpson, WS5CEZ 

CEZ is running 10 daily schedules. FOJ applied for O.R.S 
EXZ is organizing a state traffic net. EGP handled a lot of 
traffic during N.G. camp. DDW purchased a 56-me. rig and 
will be heard on 56 at times. CVA bought a new Chevvy 
DWB has been assigned the job of D.N.C.S. for the Okla 
Ist dist. A.A.R.S. FX has been kept working night and day, 
due to stormy WX. EMD is back on for another season 
ASQ has vertical skywire built out of down-spouting, and it 
perks FB. FYV is a new ham in Seminole; he got on the air 
Aug. 19th and came through with a traffic report the first 
month. FB, OM! AIR is building a separate transmitter for 
3.5 me. EYH met a bunch of the gang in Santa Monica 
while on vacation and got his Class A while away. FRC 
joined A.A.R.S. BKK pinch-hits for DZU. DZU plays foot- 
ball and will be busy until season is over. DQB is working 
days and going to school nights. ENN is going to pinch-hit 
at ‘Phone N.C.S. for the A.A.R.S. while BTZ is in the hos- 
pital. FDP plans to build portable rig so he can still be on 
the air, since he is away from home so much. FLE is attend- 
ing Okla. A. & M. and DQM Oklahoma University. EZ\ 
bad a nice vacation in Montana. FXP and FZA are new 

s e 

stations in Muskogee and Seminole respectively. FLY has 
trouble getting bugs out of rig. ESP has a new “Sky Buddy.”’ 
CGH took unto himself a YF, Aug. 23rd and has a new 
Marine 18A job on 28- and 14-mce. ‘phone. FDU wants to 
handle some traffic this seas »n and applies for O.R.S. CEQ 
took exam for Radio Telephone Ist class. DQV is going away 
to school to study medicine. CFA is changing QTH. BJG 
brought back some quartz from Arkansas. BTZ got leave 
of absence from the Vets Hospital in Sulphur to return home 
long enough to open up the A.A.R.S. season. How's that for 
loyalty? 

rraffic: WSCEZ 504 FOJ 176 EXZ 128 EGP 129 DDW 
93 CVA 48 DWB 52 FX 43 EMD 11 ASQ-FYV 7 AIR- 
EYH-FRC-DZU 2 BKK 23 
SOUTHERN TEXAS—SCM, Ammon O. Young, 

W5BDI—OW operators spend 99.9'% of their time handling 
traffic. MN is plenty busy since the A.A.R.S. season is again 
open. DTJ is going to spend the next two years or longer in 
K6 territory. CWW applied for O.R.S. DWN handled 
traffic from camp in Las Vegas, N. M. to Fort Bliss. DBR 
is going to the University of Texas this fall. The Brownsville 
gang is getting active again. DQA is building a kw. rig with 
a 354. FUT is going on 14 me. with a 50T. FNO hopes to be 
on soon. FZX is a new ham. FTS is on7 me. with an '03A 
EBN attended the convention. DSH is still having B.C.L 
trouble. FNH is working lots of DX lately. BKZ will be on 
the air soon. FNX left Kerrville to be gone about two 
months. BSF spent two months in camp. FGK EYR are 
both building racks for their rigs. EYR will be on with the 
tens soon. FGL and FSY are on 15 mce., but will be back on 
7 me. Sorry to learn that ET V's wife has been ill. EGX is on 
14 me. with an 802. OI and FTM are still talking about the 
rig they intend to build. FFP is building a new ‘phone job 
which will have tens in the final and 6B5's as modulators 
DOM has schedules with EWQ and EDT. BKW is on 3.9- 
me. ‘phone. BHO is working 3.9- and 14-me. ‘phone. FDR 
has a new 354 which he hopes to run at 750 watts. EKP is on 

FDS is finally getting around to using 
some of the prizes he won at the convention. COK is now 

ing to Rice and has applied for change of QTH. EWJ 
is again rebuilding. FI has a new condenser, as the old one 
wouldn't take that 750 watts. All stations reporting traffic 
please show the additional points for third party deliveries 
is well as the total deliveries so as to make it easier to keep 
the records straight. BDI hopes to be on the air in the near 
future 

rraffic: WSF DR 750 MN 332 DWN 97 CWW 15 DBR 1 
OW (WLJ 1201 

NEW MEXICO—SCM, Joseph M. Eldodt, W5CGJ 
DZY is still holding down Trunk Line “D."’ ZM is back on 
the job after spending the summer studying in France 
CGJ finally got his rig going, but now plans an increase in 

we need them 

$.9-mc ‘phone 

power. Let's have more reports, fellows 
rraffic: WSDZY 113 ZM 11 CGJ7 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION 
| TTAH-WYOMING—SCM, Townsend J. Rigby, W7COH 

Utah: Some of the traffic hounds should awake to the 
fact that their reports would be greatly appreciated. It only 
takes one cent, the tenth part of a dime, to report. Surely we 
can take a little time off from the nightly rag-chew to report 
some activities. 6KOP, 8.L.C., is ready for traffic schedules. 
Reported for Ogden gang by 6LLH: The Ogden hams have 
reanized a radio club: The Ogden Amateur’s Operators 
Club; 6LLH, pres.; BLE, vice-pres. ; ETB, secy KNC, 
treas. The members of the Salt Lake City Club visited them 
yn August 23rd. 6BLE is going places with his 14-mc. ‘phone 
6CAI is overhauling his receiver. 6ETB is QRL college 
6FYR is about to join the Benedicts, it's rumored. 6FEB 
has lots of overtime work now. 6GRB is working on rig. 
6IWY is working on his 1 kw. 6LLH is pounding brass and 
rag-chewing. 6MDP spent vacation in California. 6GBO 
has his RK-20 on ‘phone now. 6NOX will soon be on the air. 
6EWR is the small boy with the loud voice on 3.9 mc. 6FYE 

s QRL ice cream plant. 6HTN is QRL trucking. 6KNC is 
building new rig with 35T’s. Wyoming: 7DIE is taking 
right hold of the R.M. job; he is lining up T.L. “E."" 7AMU 
s busy with sound truck selling farm lighting plants. 7AEC, 
the Pinedale Pill Roller, says he will be on as soon as they 
are snowed in for the winter. 7BFC is on occasionally be- 
tween shift changes. 7EZC is open for the winter; building 
1 kw; five hams in their company and they plan to keep the 
ir hot between Ft. Warren and the various Army fosts; 
some FB fists among them too and can they handle traffic! 
7ECT is on regularly for A.A.R.S. as D.N.C.S, 2nd dist.- 
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LIKE BEARS 

AFTER 

HONEY < 

Not u 1, but nevertheless quite gratifying, was 
the r e to the Type 9% series of Moulded Mica 
Transn ¢ Capacitors. It has proven itself to be one 
of the r »pular of the many capacitor series that 
C-D ha neered for the ‘‘dot-dash"’ fraternity. 
No “Ha has ever been more careful of the compo- 
nents nto his “‘rig’’ than we, at C-D, in the 
manuf f the Type ® condensers. Unending lab- 
orator rch and supervision, careful production 
control nspection has made possible the assembly 
of th extensively used by the U. S. Government 
departn manufacturers of aircraft, marine and 
submar ransmitters and others where utmost de- 
penda and unfailing continuity of operation is 
impera 
For a nd dependable DX — use C-D Type 
Your »bber can supply you. Catalog No. PPasA 
illustra nd listing this series in complete detail, on 
reque 

MANUFACTURERS OF FINEST CONDENSERS FOR 
RE THAN TWENTY-SIX YEARS 

DYKANOL + PAPER 

Wet and Dry Electrolytic 

IN BLVD. 

MICA - 

1013 HAM 

DUB ILIEt 

SO. PLAINFIELD, N. J. 

M @ H Specials 

for the Thrifty Ham 
Ra n 6L6G rn 
Glia am Tubes $I 18 
Thor ' n Modulati a 
X for rea for 61 6 & 35T $§ ss 

Thordarson Ham Specials 
T6878 600V 200MA 
I a . 5V $245 
T6R87 ioke 
2H vy 250MA $I -95 

Oil-filled Condensers 
2MI Mn0v 98«¢ 2MF — 1500V $1.98 
2MI 2000\ $2.45 IMF — 3000V $4.98 

Kenyon Specials 
100 Serra 3.95 
2 AMP 3000V_ Ins. aed . .9%¢ 

Hoyt R. F. Meters 
1% Pes 45 6 d5- coe od veeewonunt $3.67 
Ta Ded beeceaeeeseenheuacesuesen $8. 

for the New 1937 Radio Catalog 

M & H Sporting Goods Co. 
512 MARKET 8T. PHILADELPHIA 

== 1709 Atiantic Ave. Atlantic City 

( TR. McELROY 
S CHAMPION RADIO TELEGRAPHER 
23 Bayside Street, Boston, Mass. 

AA @ $7.95 « real speed key. 
M JXE @ $15.00. 
MA RD @ $1.00 speed key cord 
M 4 @ $3 95 sneed key case 
MA @ $3.95 ac/dc oscillator Tone control 

me fo xmy ipt & dsrb ifn. 
ged best pduts ob!. 73 Mac. 

Say You Saw It in QST 
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Standard Frequency Transmissions 

Date Schedule Station Date Schedule Station 
Nov. 1 Cc W6XK Nov. 29 Cc W6XK 
Nov. 6 A W6XK Dec. 4 A W6XK 
Nov. 13 B W9XAN Dec. ‘11 B W9XAN 

B W6XK B W6XK 
Nov.18 C W9XAN |! 5. 16 OC eueran 
Nov.20 B  W®9XAN es. 50 /9XAN 

A WexK Dec. 18 B W9XAN 
Nov.25 BB W9XAN A W6XK 
Nov. 27 BB WexK Dec. 23 BB W9XAN 

A W9XAN Dec. 26 BX W6XK 
Nov. 28 BX W6XK Dec. 27 Cc W6XK 

STANDARD FREQUENCY SCHEDULES 
Sched. and Sched. and 

Time Freq. (ke.) Time Freq. (ke.) 
(p.m.) A B (p.m.) BB Cc 
8:00 3500 7000 4:00 7000 14,000 
8:08 3600 7100 4:08 7100 14,100 
8:16 3700 7200 4:16 7200 14,200 
8:24 3800 7300 4:24 7300 14,300 
8:32 3900 4:32 14,400 
8:40 4000 

Time Sched. and Freq. (ke) 
(a.m. BX 
6:00 7000 
6:08 7100 
6:16 7200 
6:24 7300 

The time specified in the schedules is local standard time 
at the transmitting station. WO9XAN uses Central Standard 
Time, and W6XK, Pacific Standard Time. 

TRANSMITTING PROCEDURE 
The time allotted to each transmission is 8 minutes di- 

vided as follows 
2 minutes—QST QST QST de (station call letters). 
3 minutes—Characteristic letter of station followed by 

call letters and statement of frequency. The characteristic 
letter of W9XAN is “O”; and that of W6XK is “M.” 

1 minute—Statement of frequency in kilocycles and 
announcement of next frequency. 

2 minutes—Time allowed to change to next frequency. 
W9XAN: Elgin Observatory, Elgin National Watch 

Company, Elgin, Ill., Frank D. Urie in charge. 
W6XK: Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, 

Calif., Harold Perry in charge. 

Schedules for WWV 

ACH Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday (except legal 
-—/ holidays), the National Bureau of Standards station 

WWY will transmit on three frequencies as follows: noon to 
1:00 p.m. E.S.T., 15,000 ke.; 1:15 to 2:15 p.m., 10,000 ke.; 
2:30 to 3:30 p.m., 5000 ke. On each Tuesday and Friday the 
emissions are continuous unmodulated waves (c.w.); and on 
each Wednesday they are modulated by an audio frequency. 
The audio frequency is in general 1000 cycles per second. 

Seventh Sweepstakes Contest 

(Continued from page $1) 

time for meals, for 8 hours’ daily sleep, etc. Cross 
examination of logs makes it possible to check the 

| operating time submitted of course. 

It Identifies You and Helps QST 

Most effective choice of and use of the avail- 
able operating hours, intelligent choice of the 
different amateur bands, and a high degree of 
operating proficiency will take one a long way 
toward success. Single-signal selectivity and high 
sensitivity will win and bring in the stations at 
distant points calling you. But the best equip- 
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It’s not by chance that thousands of ama- 
teurs all over the world use Bliley Crystal Units 
for dependable, accurate frequency control. 

Operating experience has shown that these 
units are always thoroughly reliable, instantly 
snap into oscillation, key readily and give 
excellent power output. 

Whether you choose the LD2 low-drift 
crystal unit, the HF2 unit for twenty meters, 
or the economically priced BC3 X-cut 
mounted crystal for your transmitter, you 
will make a grand slam in frequency control. 

See your dealer about these popular 
crystal units and ask for your copy of the 
Bliley 1937 Technical Catalog. Bliley Electric 
Co., Erie, Pa. 

1500 TO 30,000 KILOCYCLES 

ONLY 3 TUNED CIRCUITS 
ANTENNA MATCHING CIRCUIT 

EXCITATION CONTROL 
PHONE — CW SWITCH 
4 FULL SCALE METERS 

SEPARATE OSCILLATOR SUPPLY 
NEW 6L6 OSCILLATOR 

3 TYPES OF KEYING AVAILABLE 
NO NEUTRALIZATION 

125 WATTS INPUT 

80-T TRANSMITTER 
Less tubes and accessories 

$135.00 iit derais 

HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. 

12 BOYLSTON STREET, BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS 

Export: 25 Warren St., N.Y. C. Cable: ‘‘Simontrice” 
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OST 

YEARLY BINDERS 

Tho ke pride in the appearance of their 
¥ to keep their reference file of QST's 

manner, appreciate the QST binder. 
|, finished in beautiful and practical 
Cleverly designed to take each issue 
hold it firmly without mutilation, it 

f any desired issue without disturbing 
t accommodates 12 copies of QST 

and the ndex. Opens flat at any page of any 

furnished a sheet of gold and 
ls for years 1919 through 1938. 

be cut from the sheet and pasted 
ded for it on the back of the binder. 

He 
he rc ea ary 

af cavers A file veers of QST, kept in order in binders, is a most 
valuable reference library for any Radio Amateur. 

$ ] 5 0 postpaid 

ble only in United States and possessions 

THE AMERICAN RADIO 

RELAY LEAGUE 

ARTFORD WEST H 
QOD Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies 

| ment is only as useful as the man behind the key 
or mike can make it. 

THE GENERAL CALL 

“CQ SS CQ SS CQ SS de W Ww. 
W ” is used by stations looking for contacts 
in the Sweepstakes. During the most active hours 
a single snappy CQ SS will bring results! The 
chance is one to test station performance, to 
work new states and Sections, to improve oper- 
ating efficiency and ability, and meet old and 
new friends, all in the true ham spirit. 

PROOF OF Qso 

At least a one way complete six part exchange 
must be completed and acknowledged between 
two stations as “proof of QSO”’ 4 before points or 
Sections can be claimed. 

Logs will be checked against each other to in- 
sure fairness and accuracy in making awards. 
It is not essential that each station worked be 
taking part in the contest to make your points 
count. Any operator who needs information can 
be referred to this announcement. First, ask the 
operator to take your preamble and come through 
with like information in preamble form. 

POWER FACTOR 

If the power input to the final stage (plate cur- 
rent times plate voltage—E x /) is: 

(a) Up to and including 100 watts 
score by 1.5. 

b) Over 100 watts 

-multiply 

multiply score by 1. 

Operating in both low- and high-power classes 
at different times is still permitted, but scoring 
rules do not permit Sections worked on high 
power to be used in the low-power classification. 
Points of some kind are credited for every QSO 
with a bona fide exchange, whether the station 
worked is a leading “‘SS’’ man or a ham outside 
the contest. If one breaks his power class, how- 
ever, the Total Score is the sum of scores sepa- 
rately computed for each power class and added 
together. 

Scoring system in brief: 
All contacts: 

One point for each QSO when “ 
pleted for an exchange one way. 
Two points for each QSO when the required 

information is exchanged both ways. 

receipt”’ is com- 

For final score: 
Multiply totaled points by the number of dif- 

ferent A.R.R.L. Sections? worked, that is, the 
number in which at least one bona fide 8.S. point 
or exchange has been made. 

Multiply this ® by 1.5 if you used 100 watts or 
less for transmitter input. 

ADDITIONAL RULES 

1. Information required in contest exchanges 
(six parts) must be sent in the order indicated, 
that of the new A.R.R.L. message preamble. 
Incomplete exchanges or haphazard (wrong) 

CONNECTICUT | order of sending will be considered as justifying 

You and Helps QST 
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A.R.R.L. 

SECOND EDITION 

press. Get your order in early. 

for Amateur use. 

*l am enclosing 25c for Transmitter Manual 

CALL 

STATE 

KMBLEM 

Insignia of the Radio Amateur 

@ The new STANCOR book of transmitter 
circuits and ideas is soon to come off the 

@ REMEMBER — STANCOR transform- 
ers are designed by Amateurs especially 

@ STANCOR transformers are built and 
GUARANTEED by one of the oldest 
and largest transformer manufacturers in the 
world. Your jobber carries them in stock. 

MAIL THIS COUPON 

ARD TRANSFORMER CORP. 

852 BLACKHAWK STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

i's the January, 1920, issue of OST there 
appeared an editorial requesting sugges- 

tions for the design of an A.R.R.L. emblem 
a device whereby every amateur could 

<now his brother amateur when they met, an 
insignia he could wear proudly wherever he 
went. There was need for such a device. The 
ost-war boom of amateur radio brought 
thousands of new amateurs on the air, many 
~ whom were neighbors but did not now 
each other. In the July, 1920, issue the design 
was announced the familiar diamond that 
greets you at the top of this page adopted 
by the Board of Directors at its annual 
meeting. It met with universal acceptance 
and use. For years it has been the unchal 
lenged emblem of amateur radio, tound 
vherever amateurs gathered, a svmbol of the 
traditional greatness of that thing which we 
all Amateur Spirit treasured, revered, 

idealized. 

Do You Wear the A.R.R.L. Pin? 

THE LEAGUE EMBLEM, in heavy rolled- 
gold and black enamel, is available in either 
pin or button type. 

In addition, there are three special colors 
for Communications Department appointees 

@ Red background for the SCM 
@ Blue background for the ORS 
@ Green background for the RM 

and PAM 
Red and green available in pin type only 

Blue may be had in either pin or button 
style.) 
THE EMBLEM CUT: A mounted printing 
electrotype, 54”’ high, for use by members on 
amateur printed matter, letterheads, cards, 
etc. 

All Emblems Priced the Same... Fifty Cents Postpaid 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, WEST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QS7 



NOW! 

GTC HI-LO 
Power Trane 
formers — 
with three 
tremendous 
new advan- 
tages! 

1. Now you can 
conveniently, safely 
reduce the power in 
tubes while tuning. Pan- 
el-contrvulled! 

. You eliminate waste of 
power. You tune with lo 

power—then 
snap — and the 
soup’s on! 
3. Switch is in 
the 110 volt lead 
when you use 
GTC transform 
ers not in the 
hich voltage lead, 
which is suscep 
tible to arcs Pat. Applied for 

ONAL NEW BOOK YOU NEED 
r Guide, published by the Amateur 

1 St. Chicago, now includes 32 page 
e Il" with 14 illustrations, 8 circuits, 

net postpaid. (15c for Supplement 
for the asking. 

GENERAL TRANSFORMER CORP. 
518 S Chicago, Illinois 

SENSAT 

Throop Street 

NEW 
HOLDER 
DESIGN 
15 SECONDS 
TO INSTALL 

CRYSTAL 
For All Bands 
GREATER 
STABILITY 

Plugs in 5 prong 
tube socket 
Beautiful 

Appearance 

MODEL AH ,HOLDER $1.00 

HIPOWER LOW DRIFT CRYSTALS: 
within 10 ke. or Choice of stock 

1700-3500 Ke. bands $2.35 
7000-7300 “ band 3.90 

for new Literature 

CRYSTAL HOLDER 
45 TYPE ~@ 

7 AH | . 

0 
TEMP. 

HIPOWER CAYSTAL CO.. CHICACO, U.S.A 

Broadcest and Commercial 
e Approved by F.C.C 

Hipower Cryste! Co., 2035 Charleston St., Chicago 

GULF RADIO SCHOOL 

Radiotelegraphy Radiotelephony 
Radio Servicing 

SECOND PORT) 1007 Carondelet Street 
5. A. | NEW ORLEANS, LA. 

O4 Say You Saw It in GST It Identifies 

disqualification, depending on the sufficiency of 
evidence reported. 

2. Entries should be (a) in the low-power class, 
or (b) high-power class, or submitted as the sum 
of separately computed work at one station fal]- 
ing in each class. Sections worked on high power 
do not count in the multiplier for low-power-score 
and vice versa. Logs must show the power used 
for each QSO or for groups of QSOs. 

3. Reports must show operating time for each 
period spent on the air in the “SS,”’ and the total 
of such operating time. 

4. Logs must be marked for “Phone” or “C.W.” 
entry, grouping all work by either method to- 
gether as one score. 

5. All work must fall within the period of the 
contest. 

6. Decisions of the award committee of C.D. 
staff members shall be accepted as final. 

7. Reports must be received at A.R.R.L. Hd. 
from all stations except those in Alaska, Hawaii, 
and P. I. on or before noon, Dec. 26, 1936, to be 
considered for certificate awards. From outlying 
points, reports must similarly be received on or 
before Jan. 20, 1937. 

CLUB PARTICIPATION 

Additional certificate awards (besides the 
‘phone and telegraph Section awards) will be 
made through each club where three or more indi- 
vidual club members, or new hams invited and 
reported by such a club, in addition to sending a 
contest report have their club secretary write Hq. 
listing their individual calls and scores, and the 
total of such scores. If there are both club ’phone 
and c.w. entries, A.R.R.L. will provide two cer- 
tificate awards for the club to give its leading 
members. Besides this, the sum of the scores of all 

| club participants (’phone and c.w.) will be added 
by the secretary, to count for the club! 

A genuine gavel, with engraved sterling silver 
band, is offered as an award to that club whose 
officers or activities manager submits the greatest 

| collective score or total number of “SS” reports 

4 There is no point in working the same station more rom 
once in the contest period if two points have been earned by 
exchanging messages. If but one point is made the first time, 
you can add a point by working this station again and han- 
dling a message in the opposite direction. Underline all such 
entries in your “‘list,"’ identify them by showing parentheti- 
cally the call of the correspondent station, and leave right 
or left report columns blank so that all pairs of exchanges 
completed in one contact are side by side. 

5 The highest individually-attained score of any one of the 
operators of amateur stations having more than one opera- 

| tor is the official score for such a station. The summary of 
score must show all stations worked by all operators how- 
ever, circling the entries of stations and/or Sections that 
cannot count in the official total. Awards will be based on 
the official total and will be made to the individual operator 
accredited with this total. To show the possible scores that 
can be built up by several operators at one station, such 
scores (all Sections listed by all points listed) may be shown 
parenthetically after the ‘‘official’’ score that counts toward 
a possible award 

6 If the power was changed between (a) or (b) during the 
contest, separate scores must be kept for each power class, 
and the two added together for the total. 

7 All hams are requested to submit lists. even if they only 
show a small score, on a postal. By doing this they help sup- 
port claims made in logs from other stations, and also they 
receive full credit in QST. 

You and Helps QST 
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built for POWER 

Note These Exclusive Features! 
edges rounded. @ MYCALEX and 

ALSIMAG 196 insulation. @ Few, long insulation paths. 
@ Large laminated rotor brush-terminals front and rear. 
@ Adjustable bi-metallic cone bearings front and rear 
@ Heavy tie rods for rigidity, insulated to eliminate “short 

@ Large diameter shaft and spacers. @ Shafts 
extended both front and rear, for sanging or rear drive 
@ Higher capacities and wider spacings. . 
See your Jobber or write for new free Johnson Catalog 961 
Gives complete data on ““C™’ and “‘D" Condensers, ‘‘Hi-Q” 

Antenna Systems, Stand-Off Insulators 
on products 

EXPORT OFFICE 

. . 
l- HJohnson Transmitting Condensers 
or 
e STRENGTH to stand up in high-power circuits ...to stay 

“in-tune” amid shock and vibration . . . is built into every 
d JOHNSON condenser. Years of experience in manufacturing 

t and « ial « d us to attain this 
“huskiness” compactly economically, BETTER in Johnson 

h Type “D” and the new Type “'C"’ units for amateur transmitters. 
il Yet, on the average, they cost no more than you pay for inferior 

condensers! 
TYPE D 

NEW TYPE “C" CONDENSERS 
a - Cat. Plate Capacity List 

6 No. Spacing Max. nuf* Price @tietet oie 
e 3 500C70 175" 500 $21.00 a aan oe a 

-| 350C90 250 350 20.60 
) 2) _50C110) 50 9.00 

= 100€110 > 350 100 11.80 
#| 250C110) 250 20.80 

50C130 | 500’ 50 9.90 circuit loops.’ 
- 100€1 30 } 100 14.10 
, — 

_ -| 200CD90 250 200 $25.30 
3) 50CD110) ac 50 13.70 

y “| 100CD110 } = 100 19.30 
r 3 50CD130 300" = 15.35 Inductors, Type ““Q 

= * Ratings are Per Section. aan pe 

/ 
ai 25 Warren St., 
4 
/ 

@wWwaASECA-MI 

S, cal of hadio 7; Transmitting Loulpment 

NNESOTA 

Cable Address: 
“SIMONTRICE™ 

U-S-°A 

New York 

FOR THE 

started building them for you 

Class B modulator. 

in amateur transmitting. 

Tantalum plates, 
conservatively rated. 

RK-37 High-Mu Triode 
RK-38 High-Mu Triode 

SOLD BY ALL PARTS JOBBERS 

a 

RAYTHEON led the way with the first transmitting pentode and the 

RAYTHEON PRODUCTION CORPORATION 

lsolantite bases, 

. $14.50 

Used and Recommended by Leading Amateurs 

TSO TUBES 

“PROFESSIONAL” 

YOU started communication all over the world with low power on short waves. None of 
the commercial broadcasting organizations had such a problem 
thing as a transmitter tube designed especially for your requirements until RAYTHEON 

AMATEUR 

yet, there was no such 

first zero bias 

The amateurs who use RAYTHEON tubes are among the record breakers and leaders 

RAYTHEON AMATEUR TUBES are built of the finest materials in the world 
Nonex hard glass bulbs, etc. And they are 

They are built to give the most output per dollar over the /ongest possible time! 

TWO BRAND NEW TUBES, just out of the laboratory are: - 

$8.00 Power Output 60W 
Power Output 225W 

420 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 445 Lake 
Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill. 415 Peachtree St., N.E., 
Atlanta, Ga. 555 Howard St., San Francisco, 
Cal. 55 Chapel Street, Newton, Massachusetts 
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VISASIG 

Full Automatic Siphon Tape Recorder 

»mmercial and Amateur Use 

record from your receiver 
press distress 

3dcasts, speed contests, 
missions! See how your 

news, 

ractice 

VISA with electrically driven tape 
D mplete in one unit..... . $49.00 

VISA without tape puller. . . $35.00 

ES F.O.B. NEW YORK CITY 

UNIVERSAL SIGNAL APPLIANCES 
64 W 22nd Street New York City 

Blueprints $1.00 

when he adds figures reported by individual mem. 
bers. The individual club fellows must send in full 
reports either direct or through the secretary to 
substantiate the club’s claim on the gavel award! 
A chance to win honors for your club and a useful 
trephy for the club’s presiding officer to use at 
meetings! 

IN GENERAL 
The only competition eac h operator must consider comes 

from operators in his immediate Section. Awards are for the 
yperator running up the best communication record for each 
Section (as indicated by the score). In this manner, operators 
n each territory are placed on a basis of equality as to DX 
conditions and operating opportunity. Those who take part 
may report improper sequence in sending preambles used as 
contest exchanges. Fullest operating enjoyment is assured 
See page 26 of July QST for full details on the last SS 
zny amateur who took part last year! 

r ask 

REPORTING RESULTS 
Report? to A.R.R.L., West Hartford, Conn., as soon as 

the contest is over. Use the log form shown in the example 
List all operators ® whose work at your station is responsible 
for any part of the score 

All active ham operators are invited to take part and re- 
port. You will work a new bunch 
ords for your station, get QSL cards (be sure to send one for 
each QSO), have a lot of fun, meet new friends, and perhaps 
rate an A.R.R.L. award at the conclusion. Any new hams 
will get good operating experience, working with a 
bunch of operators and friendly fellow hams. The chances 
have been made as equal as they can be made for all. Do 
your best operating and send A.R.R.L. the results for QST 
mention. 
MAIL YOUR REPORT IMMEDIATELY AT THE 

END OF THE CONTEST TO AVOID DELAY AND IN- 
SURE THAT YOUR RESULTS ARE CREDITED AND 
KNOWN THROUGH QST. 

of stations, make new rec- 

swell 

PRECISION CRYSTALS 

tshest quality crystals one-inch 
are, carefully ground for fre 

cy stability and maximum out 
t. Be sure of your transmitter 

frequency use PRECISION 
CRYSTALS 

"cut PRECISION Crystals care 
ground for maximum power 

plied within 0.1% of your speci- 
ed frequency and calibrated to 

in 0.03% are priced as follows: 
0, 3500 and 7000 kc. bands 
ibove price if plugin, dustproof 

1s illustrated to fit G.R. jacks or 
» a tube socket can be furnished 
ted holder into $.15 pair 

tal Type LTC) having a drift of 
1 per degree C. are supplied at 

30 and 3500 ke. bands — $3.50 
$4.00 each. Holder $1.00. 

mir rercial use quoted on at your 
product you are assured of the 
r sixth year of business. 

RECISION PIEZO SERVICE 

Low-Cost High Fidelity Amplifier 

Continued from page 34 

were very nearly equal in magnitude and 180 de- 
grees out of phase at 400 cycles. This relationship 
was indicated on the cathode-ray tube by a single- 
line trace, which was inclined 45 degrees. At 7000 
cycles, the output was 6 db lower than the output 
at 400 cycles. The trace on the cathode-ray tube 
was then a narrow ellipse; the slope of the major 
axis of this ellipse was slightly different from the 
slope of the single-line trace observed at 400 
cycles. This difference indicated that a relative 
shift in magnitude and phase of one voltage had 
taken place. Below 100 cycles, the trace was also 
a narrow ellipse; the slope of the major axis of the 
ellipse was nearly the same as that of the straight- 
line trace observed at 400 cycles. The length of 
the major axis of the ellipse was slightly less than 
the length of the straight-line trace. These differ- 
ences indicated that the phase of one voltage had 
shifted slightly and that the magnitudes of both 
voltages were reduced by the same amount. The 
output was down less than 1 db at 100 cycles com- 

427 treet Baton Rouge, La. 

RADIO COURSES 
RADI TING: Prepare for Gov't License Exam. @ RAD CING: Including Short Wave@AMATEUR 
CODE ® surse in ELECTRONICS. 
Day a ning classes—Booklet upon Request 
NEW YORK YMCA SCHOOLS 

ied Street, New York City 

Say You Saw It in QST — 

pared to the output at 400 cycles. It should be 
noted, however, that the selectivity of the if. 
transformer affected the frequency characteristic 
of the phase-inverter circuit. 

With the volume control set at the maximum- 
output position, about 20 uwufd. of capacitance, in 
addition to the stray capacitances that were in- 

| herent in the system, could be connected from 

It Identifies You and Helps QST 



fp How ts rat GAMMATRON ramny 

10UR TANTALUM 

BABY AT LAST ' 
(DAUGHTER CAN 

“TAKE IT* AT THE 

ULTRA_HIGHS ! } 

7 SHE'S Just 

LIKE HER 

DADDY ! 

SHE’LL 

GO 

PLACES 

TYPE 154 GAMMATRON ‘ime 

$12.50 AT YOUR DEALER ()) HEINTZ avo ((5 K) )KAUFMAN(( 

} \ kilowatt a pair at 1000 VOLTS and 5 meters Pelhiit Wi CALIFORNIA 

' SAN FRANCISCO U.S.A. 

—_ 

| —_a NOT to Make More Amateurs 

: mow to But to Make GOOD Amateurs Become 

A RADIO is the purpose of the League’s beginner’s booklet 

mac: | HOW TO BECOME 

A RADIO AMATEUR 

There is, inevitably, a constant flux of newcomers to the ama- 
teur game; it takes thousands of beginners each year to make 
up the annual 40% turn-over in our numbers. The policy of 
the F.C.C. and the League is to maintain, as nearly as possible, 
the status quo. 

It is also the policy of the League to insure that these new- 
comers are competent, adequately-trained amateurs by sup- 
plying authentic instruction and trouble-proof beginner's 
designs. Such information is provided in the beginner's booklet. 

Price 25 Cosw 

: : K the begi -QRM d — start beginni 
— a5F # rec wuld amateur fiends with HOW TO BECOME A RADIO 

no stamps, piease AMATEUR. 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 

| WEST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT a| 
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‘UNITED -- 
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dwours 
< 

MERCURY 

a py 

- at CLAIM they are better 
WE EXPLAIN why 
WE PROVE 

they are better 
they are better 

NEW FOUR-PAGE BULLETIN MA 

UNITED ELECTRONICS COMPANY 

42 SPRING ST., NEWARK, N. J. 

HOW TO LEARN 

CODE 

TELEPLEX has taught Code 
to more operators in past few 

-ars than other methods. FOL 
sent arn Code —or step up you r 
w.p.m. amazingly tnis surer 
way No experience needed 
ginners, amateurs, expe rienced 
yps get ahead faster with Tele 
plex Yo actually HEAR dots 
dast es any speed you want 
Send yo. practice messages 

and k work in visible dots and dashes 
For k t this better way. We furnish you 
om t n t including the new All Electric 

M aster ! on MONEY-BACK GUAR 
A" I Without obligation write for booklet 
Q. 11 

“HAM” SPECIAL “rina” 
1g heavy specially prepared waxed 

pei rt f perforations. Write for Free Folder 
r. 11 hts type tnsirument 

TE L E P a E x co. 72- a sont Ae Daal 
EW YORK 

he Choice Is Those Who fans 

0. Cc. L. 
Centro! Crystals 

High 
Output 

Power 
X cut 

“Un ened Guaranteed 
SKC. 
KC = 

a 85 
1.50 

7000 
3500 _ > . 

OMAHA CRYSTAL LABORATORIES 
Jobbers 
Write 1817 West 3d North Platte, Nebr. 

point 6 to ground before the output at 6000 cycles 
dropped 2 db below the normal 6000-cycle out- 
put. With normal plate-to-plate load, rated power 

| output could be obtained at 400 cycles. The vol- 
tage applied to the grid of the 6F5 is Re /(R,+ 
R2+R3) X Ea, where Eg is the total audio voltage 
developed by the diode. For the values specified 
in the figure, Ro /(Ri: +Re+R3)=0.5. Thus, al- 
though only 50 per cent of the available audio 
voltage is used, the high gain of the 6F5 permits 

| the output tubes to be driven to full output. 

Simple Two-Band 6L6 Tri-Tet Transmitter 

(Continued from page 36) 

toward maximum setting until the proper plate 
current is drawn. This will be around 45 ma. for a 
250-volt supply, advancing to 90 or 100 ma. for a 
400-volt supply. A neon bulb held on the antenna 
post will help in tuning for maximum output. 
Slight readjustment of the plate tuning condenser 
may be necessary if the antenna differs much 
from the proper length of 133 feet. Keying should 
be checked in the monitor or receiver, since it 
usually will be found that the keying will be better 
if the plate tuning capacity is decreased slightly 
from that setting that gives maximum output for 
3.5-me. operation. If there is any tendency for 
the crystal to miss keying, back off the plate con- 
denser. This only holds true for fundamental 
(3.5-me.) operation; working on the harmonic (7- 
me.), the plate circuit should be tuned for maxi- 
mum output. 

If you intend to use the same crystal for both 
3.5- and 7-mec. operation, remember that the 
crystal should not have a frequency higher than 
3650 ke. Otherwise, the second harmonic will fall 
outside of the 7-me. band. Any 80-meter band 
crystal may be used for 3.5-me. work only. 

The resistors Re and Rz shown in the diagram 
are to be used when 300- or 400-volt supply is 

| available. However, if the transmitter is run from 

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST 

a 250-volt pack, more output will be obtained by 
cutting the resistors out of the circuit, returning 
the screen-grid connection directly to the positive 
plate supply lead. A little experimenting with 
these voltage divider resistors will repay you by 
giving maximum output at the voltage you have 
available. A series resistor for dropping the 
screen-grid voltage would be more economical of 
high-voltage power, but better keying results 
with the divider arrangement. 

This transmitter was operated in the June 
A.R.R.L. Field Day, from a location in the hills 
30 miles from Hartford, and it performed remark- 
ably well. A 133-foot wire was fastened to the 
top of a 40-foot tree (no, we didn’t climb it; a 
rock and cord did the trick), the other end being 
run to the antenna post of the transmitter—and 
we were ready to go, with 15 watts available on 
either 3.5 or 7 mc. by a twist of the knobs. Activ- 
ity was curtailed by the coming of dusk, but 

| enough contacts were established, with encourag- 
ing reports, to demonstrate the e.iectiveness of 
this simple transmitter. 
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Cardwell MIDWAY 
Transmitting 

Type MT-150-GS 
$3.30 net to Hams 
For 3000 V. Tanks 

Here are just a few of the hundred and 

one types of Cardwell transmitting and 

receiving condensers you will find speci- 

fied in constructional articles 

and in use in amateur and 
MIDWAY 

Double Stator commercial radio equip- 

MR-150-BD ment everywhere. 
$2.88 net 

100 V. Bulter 
H.F, Neutralizer 
Type NA-14-NS 

$3.00 net 
For 805's, etc 

Where space is at a premium 
these small, featherweight units 
fill the bill. The price is right too, 
with no sacrifice in quality. Ask 
for our latest sheet, listing in con- 
venient tabular form 100 con- 

H.F. Tank Unit 
Type NP-35-GD 

TRIMAIR Transmitting 
Type ZT-30-AS 

densers for every purpose and $1.11 net $3.60 net 
power including one 30-4 MMF. 3000 V. 4200 V.—Isolantite 
phones Neutralizer Insulation 

THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL MFG. CORPORATION 

Is Your XMTR 

*“HAMOPHILIAC? 

* A transmitter utilizing bleeders dissipating wasteful and 
stly wattage in order to obtain correct operating potentials 

thereby reducing efficiency and impairing load regulation 

ly tees modernizing your present equipment or 
buying a new plate transformer why not get the 

dope on our new exclusive triple winding plate trans- 
former and compare it on merit alone with others. 
This new exclusive triple winding plate transformer 
provides the utmost in flexibility. Over 30 different 
voltages are available ranging from 400 to 3000 volts. 
Regardless of revolutionary overnight changes in 
radio, this unit will never become obsolete. Applica- 
ble to over ten different rectifier circuits. The most 
versatile transformer ever manufactured. 

| Our new transmitting manual contains com- 
plete up-to-date transmitter circuits rang- 

| ing in size from five watts to one kilowatt. The 
new triple winding plate transformer is utilized 
to full advantage in many of these circuits. 
This not only provides better regulation but 
considerably lowers the cost. Ten pages are 
entirely devoted to full page “Ken-O-Grafs” 
which cover most of the calculations used in 
radio in a modern and painless method. This 
book is no subterfuge for a catalog. To receive 
your copy send 25 cents in coin or stamps. 

LOW IN PRICE YET BUILT TO 
STAND THE GAFF 

KENYON manufactures, in addition, a complete 
line of quality audio products that defy competition 
both as to quality and price. 

the e of the neu » fres T j firat issu : Py 
y magazine “* THe KENYON ENGINEERING NEWS 

{ sk my? 
4 thi 

Chief Engineer — Amateur Section 

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO. INC., 840 BARRY ST... NEW YORK, N. Y. 
a —_, 
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3ST! 2411 

A true n-directional, or semi-directional 
micr both Hi-Level. Either micro- 
phon » chrome desk stand as shown. 

List — $25.00 

r your KoLor Bulletin 

THE TURNER COMPANY 

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA 

f the Brush Development Company 

WE HAVE IT! 

The NEW hallicrafters 

1937 SUPER SKYRIDER 

NOW A\ 
. World's most advanced short wave 

ncorporating the latest engineering 
embedyied every new conven- 
érief out of short wave reception 

mend it enthusiastically to every 
hort wave listener. And now you 

he finest of communications receivers 
on easy terms. GENEROUS 

AL I Ow ANCES ON ACCEPTABLE 
See the Hallicrafters 1937 Line 
us for fall particulars. 

WALTER ASHE 

RADIO COMPANY 
Tith and Pine Streets, St. Louis, Mo. 

100 Say You Saw It in QST 

AILABLE ON TIME PAYMENTS 
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Plain Talk About Rhombic Antennas 

(Continued from page 74) 

new diamond ran rings around it in just as strik- 
ing a fashion as did the diamond at W1JPE. 
The vertical antenna was, of course, preferable 
for work to Europe, South America, Canada, and 
some portions of the United States but, surpris- 
ingly enough, the diamond gave quite good gen- 
eral coverage in spite of the great gain along the 
direction of its main lobe. Using this antenna 
without a terminating resistor W1SZ has been 
able to maintain contact with VK3MR and other 
VK stations for 19 hours out of the 24—a per- 
formance, from this part of the world, which we 
have long considered an impossibility. 

The point about all this rigmarole is that after 
reading all the idealistic technical material and 
after hearing vague rumors of results obtained by 
other amateurs we have at last had intimate ex- 
perience with the rhombic antenna in ham dress. 
And since the experience embraces two installa- 
tions under widely different conditions (both of 
them being similarly successful) we feel justified 
in trying to express our enthusiasm. Without any 
doubt, there are hundreds of hams with the space 
to put up a small diamond and the desire to pump 
a particularly heavy signal into some one corner 
of the world. Most of them would hesitate to do 
anything about it because they are faced, as we 
were, with the impossibility of discovering from 
any of the published material whether or not the 
thing would be worth while. The textbooks say 
that a rhombic antenna with sides 3!4 wave- 
lengths long will have a power gain of 25 over a 
half-wave antenna at the same height. But this 
leaves many questions unanswered. Over what 
angle, for instance, is this gain likely to be notic>- 
able; what happens to it if the location is covered 
with trees; and what if the wires are actuzlly 
tangled in the branches, and if the height of the 
wire is less than a half wave and variable along 
the length of the antenna—what then? What 
happens if the ground is irregular or sloping? And 
what happens to the performance if the terminat- 
ing resistor is left off? 

Answers to these questions, based on our own 
experience, go about like this: Over an angle of 
approximately 5 degrees the apparent power gain 
over a half-wave antenna in reception, particu- 
larly on DX signals, is likely to be very much 
more than the theoretical value—this probably 
resulting in cases where the vertical directivity 
of the antenna places the main lobe at the angle 
of arrival of the incoming signal. The height of 
the antenna above ground will influence the ver- 
tical directivity and the slight superiority of the 
WISZ antenna over that at WIJPE leads us to 
suspect that the additional height at W1SZ has 
given him a lower angle of radiation in the verti- 
cal plane and, hence, a better performance on 
DX signals. The irregular ground and the irregu- 
lar height at W1JPE has doubtless destroyed the 
clean form of the ideal main lobe, the effect ap- 
pearing chiefly to be a slightly broader character- 
istic in both the horizontal and vertical planes 

u and Helps QST 
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LIGHTNING CALCULATORS 

Six Types Solve ALL Problems 

TYPE A —For problems Involving frequency, 
Inductance and capacity, in design of radio frequency 
cireuits. Direct reading answers for size of coils and 
condensers for any range between 400 kc. and 150 
me. Price, $1, postpaid. 

TYPE Cc— More information on electrical con- 
ductors than you could find in a book full of tables. 
Price, 50c, postpaid. 

TYPE g. Direct reading total resistance of re- 
sistors connected in parallel, and total capacity of 
condensers connected in series. Price, 50c, postpaid. 

TYPE B — Gives direct teading answers to cal- 
culations involving current, resistance, voltage and 
power with scale for resistance of copper wire and 
scale for calculating decibel gain or loss. Price, $1, 
postpaid. 
TYPE D — Givesdecibel sain or loss when Input 
and output voltages, currents or power are known. 
Price, 50c, postpaid. 
TYPE F —Permits measurement of resistance, 
from 1 ohm to 1 megohm by use of a voltmeter. 
Makes an ohm-meter of your voltmeter. Price, 50c, 
postpaid 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC., West Hartford, Conn. 
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DON'T BE FOOLED! 

By Low Prices and Surplus Parts 

Type TR-6A6 Duplex TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER 
Contains the Following: 

@ Cardwe or Bud ee x 7 = a | 
isolantite air con- } 
densers 

@ Crowe minated 
dials and drives 

@ Cabinet and Escutch- 
eons se na to 
none 

ects - Is for 
volume and regen- 
eration 

@ Eby sockets, outlets ‘ 
and iack i ; = 

@Erie new ceremic TR-6A6 FIXED or MOBILE 
shell res »>mplete 56-60 or 30-41 Mc. Station 

@F.M.C. mica condensers rated 1000 v. 
@ Jensen nch dynamic speaker 
@ Ohmite wn Devil 10 watt resistors 
@ R.T. Labs. famous 6E6 unity coupled oscillator 
@ Solarand Aerovox condensers rated twice applied voltage 

s class B audio. Output 10 watts 

DU SELECT BETTER COMPONENTS? 

A BARGAIN at $39.75 net F.O.B. 

RADIO TRANSCEIVER LABORATORIES 
8627 115th St., Richmond Hill, N. Y. 

@ U.T.C fam 

col 

LE A ad A New Classes Now 
R DIO Forming! Send for 40- 

page catalog, explains 
fully 3 luetes placed in past 442 years in broad- 

radio, aviation, ete. We teach all branches. 
t equipped schoo! in New England. Equipped 

asting ec 

W und and broadcasting equipment and RCA 
mar rse prepares for United States Govern- 
ment ¢ ne license 
MASS. R > SCHOOL, 18 Boylston Street, BOSTON 

e Crystal Specialists Since 1925” 

PIEZO-ELECTRIC CRYSTALS 

Guaranteed Accurate to BETTER than .01% 

SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE 

UNIVERSITY PARK, HYATTSVILLE, MD. 

LEARN CODE RIGHT 
"=the Practical, 

Easy Way — 

Instructograph 
Radio amateur code exams now 
require 30% more seed. And 
experts agree: ‘‘It pays to learn 
from a perfect teacher In- 
structograph."’ It's easy to be- 
come a real operator when you 
can practice Radio or Morse at 
your convenience — at any speed 
you want. Comes in two models 

Senior or Junior Economy 
You may buy or rent. at low 
cost. Just send post-card for 
complete details now to — 

INSTRUCTOGRAPH CO. 
Dept. Q-11 

912 Lakeside Place Chicago, Illinois 
Representatives for Canada 

Radio Colirgr of Cagate. Ltd. 863 Hay Tirvet. vronto 
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Trees, buildings and miscellaneous wires in the 
field of the antenna probably have a similar ef- 
fect on the performance of the antenna, but the 
influence is very hard to detect. Not so long ago 
we should even have chopped down the family’s 
pet trees to avoid contact between the antenna 
and branches or leaves. To-day we are of the im- 
pression that the matter is of precious little con- 
sequence—in the case of very long-wire antennas, 
at any rate. 

Then there is the matter of the terminating 
resistor. Should facilities be available it would 
be possible to adjust the terminating resistor 
precisely and thus virtually eliminate unwanted 
signals from the rear of the antenna. And it 
would be possible, doubtless, to improve the 
radiation in the forward direction by establish- 
ing and matching the characteristic impedance 
of the system. With our particular antennas, ac- 
cess to the terminating resistor is had only after 
a half-day’s work untangling ropes and wires 
from the trees. A program of cut-and-try adjust- 
ment with field intensity measuring equipment 
is, therefore, quite impractical. We have been 
left with the alternatives of connecting in a 700- 
ohm resistor, hoping for the best, or dropping the 
resistor out. The chief observation is that any 
terminating resistor, (accidentally we have tried 
300, 500 and 800 ohms) simplifies feeding the 
antenna since, under those circumstances the 
system will take plenty of power without tuning 
the feeder. Elimination of the termination resistor 
makes it necessary to tune the feeders but the 
performance in the forward direction is quite 
similar. The terminating resistor, even if incor- 
rectly adjusted, gives a drop of several R points 
to signals arriving from the rear of the antenna. 
The reduction in noise coming from the rear is 
also noticeable. 

Our most recent experience with this type of 
antenna has been in the erection of a larger sys- 
tem (314 wavelengths on a side) at WIJPE in the 
attempt to blot out the W1SZ signal in Australia. 
The new antenna, though larger, is considerably 
more irregular in its various dimensions than the 
first version and probably because of that its 
performance is not quite what we had expected. 
The main lobe and the two first secondary lobes 
give us a performance in reception similar to 
that shown in Fig. 3. This chart, indeed, is the 
result of several hundred readings taken on the 
HRO “S” Meter while comparing the 344 wave- 
length diamond against a half-wave comparison 
antenna. It differs from the characteristic had 
with the 2'4 wavelength antenna only in the dis- 
tribution of the minor lobes. It represents, in 
short, just about what one might expect from a 
very haywire diamond between 200 and 300 feet 
from tip to tip. 

And so, after all these very general statements, 
we reach the point where we can suggest with all 
the emphasis we can command that any ham who 
has a hankering to pump big signals in one or two 
particular directions, and who has any chance at 
all to borrow or rent the space, is doing the wise 

(Continued on page 106) 
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96 "CLEAR CHANNELS” 

on 40 Meter Band 

Not ‘‘clear channels" in the BCL sense — that would be impossible on any 
amateur band. The test was conducted at 10 p.m. Saturday night, the peak 
time for local ORM. Starting at one end of the band, tuning continuously 
across it, 96 separate stations from all districts could be copied solid 
through the ORM. This is an average of 3.14 K.C. total coverage per 
station 1.57 K.C. to each side of the center of the carrier. With this 
selectivity and with the extreme sensitivity and quietness of a well-designed 
tuned r.f. circuit, is it any wonder that Model 11 out-ranges larger receivers 
on weak C.W. signals? 

Model 11 160 METER BAND PERFORMANCE. On this popular 
phone band, Model 11 is a real performer. Good tone, high 
sensitivity, and selective enough to get through, when “‘getting 

Long wave models cover & 5730 and page mene sa with high through" is at all possible. A pleasing receiver to operate — efficiency throughout. No short wave losses caused by the addition the longer you use it the better you will like it. 
if the long wave bands. All-wave band spread, coil switching, built-in 
power supply, Jensen dynamic speaker, R.C.A. tubes, fully cali . , 
brated dial, phone jack, break-in swite h, R.F. Gain and regeneration Model 11 Net Prices for 110 V. 60 cycles operation 
controls, and antenna trimmer. Eve rything an experienced operator Model 11-UA, UNIVERSAL tuning range, 9.5 to 20,000 
can possibly want. [IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on A.C., D.C. or amen , — $75.00 
battery models for any tuning range Model 11-MA, MARINE tuning range, 9.5 to 3,750 

meters - - $54.00 
TERR RRRRRERRERESRERERERRRRSRRER RES EEE EE Model 11-AA, AMATEUR tuning range, 9.5 to -—" - 

meters 6. 
Prices include power sup ply. coeniear and R.C.A. tubes 

New Sargent Ham Super — Ready Nov. 1st. Model 11 is available in all A‘C., D.C. and battery voltages 
Immediate Deliver Write for full description 

E. M. Sargent Co., 212 9th St., Oakland, Calif. 

MODEL 21. Amateur tuning range, 9.5—550 meters, regenera 
tive input, metal tubes, iron core I.F.s, tuning indicator, band 
spread. Medium price range. Deliveries scheduled for Novem 
ber Ist. Write for details 

ANEW 

POLICY 

Watch your QUALITY 

Triumph Top Operated Top scanned 
Oscillograph. Protects your transmit- 
ter. Keeps you within F.C.C. regula- 
tions. Standard U. S. Government 
Equipment. Write today and save $63 60 
big money. Ship. wt. 33 ibs. F. O. B. ” 
Chicago. 25% down. Balance C.O.D. 

Money Back Guarantee 
We stand back of every piece of 

x 7 testing equipment we sell direct 
“ Your money cheerfully refunded 

on merchandise returned within 
10 days in original condition. 

Triumph Slashes Prices 

New Factory-Direct Plan. No 
middieman profits—no high 
interest rates—no long time 

yments. Order direct from 
TRIUM lid 5 | AY | F¢ - (( ). Solemnat. Send today foc come 

1015 W. Lake St. plete details. ACT NOW. 
Chicago, Hl. 

Radio Operator's .~—«7 \ 1 — Practical 

Course Experience 

Complete in Studio— 

Telegraphy— Transmitter — 

Telephony == 

P. A. C. is an endowed, educational institution not privately owned, not operated for profit, college rank maintained. Course con- 
sists of maximum knowledge necessary to secure Commercial Telegraph Second-class, and Radio-telephone First-class government 
licenses. Course includes Wireless Code, Radiophone, Announcing, Microphone-Studio Technique, Service, Police, and Aeronautical 
Radio. We are authorized to teach RC A texts. At the completion of course you receive practical studio tec hnique experience in our 
commercial braodcast studios located in the a iministration building, and experience as an operator on K P A C (500-Watt Commercial 
transmitter located on the campus, owned and operated by the college), and inter-departmental marine communication experience. 

lf interested, write for Bulletin R 

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE . PorT ARTHUR ( World-known port) TEXAS 
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CHICA 201-911 W. Jackson Blvd 
ervice Company, Inc. 

CINCIN? HIO 633 Walnut Street 
teinbera’s, Inc. 

CLEVE HIO 2073 West 85 Street 
Northern Ohio Laboratories 

DETROIT 171 E. Jeferson Ave. 
sdio Specialties Co 

FLINT 203 W. Kearsley St. 
1 Radio Specialties 

KANSA MO 1012 McGee St 
plebee Company 

MINNE*/ MINN 1124-6 Harmon Pl 
ew Bonn Co 

PEORIA i 707 Main Street 
& Electric Company 

TORONT NADA 1137 Bay St 
e Redio Company, Ltd. 
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RADIO TUBES 

RCA Radiolron Division of RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc 

AKRON 110 E. Market Street 
ting Goods Corp 

CHICA 296 W. Madison Street 
Electric Company 

CHICA {ONS 833 W. Jackson Blvd. 
sdio Corporation 

CHICA 1OIS 415 S. Dearborn Street 
Jio Apperatus Company 

CHICAG 901-911 W. Jackson Blvd. 
dio Service Company, Inc. 

CINCIND 10 633 Walnut St. 
3 inc 

CLEVE! HIO 2073 West 85 Street 
hio Laboratories 

CLEVE! HIO 610 Huron Road 
oldhamer, Inc. 

COLUM HIO 178 N. 3rd Street 
Peters Electric Corp. 

DAYTO? 140 E. 3rd Street 
rns Radio Company 

DETROIT 171 E. Jefferson Ave. 
pecialties Co. 

PEORIA 707 Main Street 
& Electric Company 
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Where fo Buy, it 

A directory of suppliers who carry in stock the 

products of these dependable manufacturers. 

| CHICAGO, ILL. 

| CHICAGO, ILL. 

o not necessarily imply endorsement by QST of the dealers or of other equipment sold by them. 

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 325 West Federal Stree 
Ross Kadio Company 

Use SHURE 

MICROPHONES 

ANlécr og phe Ae 4eadguart 

AKRON, OHIO 
Brighton Sporting 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

110 E. Market Stree: 
Goods Corp 

296 W. Madison Street 
Newark Electric Company 

CHICAGO, ILL. 833 W. Jackson Blvd 
Allied Radio Corp 

CHICAGO, ILL. 901-911 W. Jackson Bivd 
Wholesale Radio Service Company, Inc. 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 610 Huron Road 
Goldhamer, Inc 

DETROIT, MICH. 171 E. Jefferson Ave 
Radio Specialties Co | 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 1124-6 Harmon Pl 
ew Bonn Co 

Grin 

INSTRUMENTS 

110 E. Market Stree 
Brighton Sporting Goods Corp 

ANN ARBOR, MICH. 
Purchase-Radio 

AKRON, OHIO 

331 S. Main St 

833 W. Jackson Blvd CHICAGO, ILL. 
Allied Radio Corporation 

296 W. Madison Street 
Newark Electric Company 

901-911 W. Jackson Blvd 
Wholesale Radio Service Company, Inc. 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Steinberg’s, Inc. 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 
Goldhemer, Inc. 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 
Van Sickle Radio, Inc 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
Lew Bonn Co. 

TORONTO, CANADA 1133-1137 Bay & 
Wholesale Radio Company, Ltd. 

633 Walnut Stree 

610 Huron Road 

34 W. Ohio & 

1124-6 Harmon Pi. 
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A directory of suppliers who carry in stock the 

products of these dependable manufacturers. 

ASTATIC 

( wystal Mec tophenes and Vi chuup 

ASTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORY. Inc. YOUNGSTOWN, O. 
cnec? Manufactur le of Qua lity Cwstal Products 

AKRON, OHIO 110E 
Brighton Sporting ds Corr 

CHICAGO, ILL. F , 833 West Jack 

CHICAGO, ILL. 601 W. Randolph 
Pioneer Automotive Supply Co 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 996 W. Mad 
Newerk Electric Company 

Jackson B CHICAGO, ILL. 901-911 W 
Wholesale Radio Service Company, Inc 

14 McGee KANSAS CITY, MO. — 
Burstein-Applebee Company 

i > 

i] 

. 

1 . 
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AKRON, OHIO 110 FE. Market Street 
Briahton Sportina Goods Corp 

CHICAGO, ILL. 833 W. Jackson Blvd 
Allied Radio Corp 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 415 S. Dearborn Street 
Chicago Radio Apparatus Company 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 19 S. Well 
inds s Edgart on 

CHICAGO, ILL. 01-911 W. Jackson Blvd 
Wholesale Radio Service Company, |n 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 633 Walnut St 
teinbera’s, Inc 

COLUMBUS, OHIO . 61 E. Goodale 
6e Kacdio Par ¢ 5 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 5027 Hamilton Ave 
R $$ Br the nc 

DULUTH, MINN. Northwest Red OE 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 4W. Ob 
Van Sickle Radio, Inc 

KANSAS CITY, MO. 1012 McGee Street 
Burstein-Applebee Company 

OMAHA, HEERASEA 9855 Farnam 
Radio Accessor’es Company 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

ST. LOUIS, MO. 927 Pine Street 
Gordon Radio Company 

THE PAS, setae a) CANADA 
J. ‘Hamers & Company 

EF JOHNSON COMPANY 

UP 
mae IRANSMIETING ADI PACIPNIENT 

WASE CA. ATING 

AKRON, OHIO 110 E. Market Street 
Brick - 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
Newark Electric Company 

CHICAGO, ILL. 901-911 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Wholesale Radio Service Company, Inc 

WINNIPEG, CANADA 
Electrical 

296 W. Madison Street 

310 Ross Ave 
Supplies Limited 

RAYTHEON 

AMATEUR TUBES 

. : 110 E. Market Street 
Brighton Sporting Goods Corp 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 2296 W. Madison Street 
Newark Electric Company 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 

AKRON, OHIO 

633 Walnut Street 
Steinberg’s, Inc. 

CLEVELAND, OHIO 9073 West 85th Street 
Northern Ohio Laboratories 

AMATEUR 

RADIO 

EQUIPMENT 

RCA Victor Division of RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc 

110 E. Market Street AKRON, OHIO 
Brighton Sporting Goods Corp 

BUTLER, MO. 211 N. Main St. 
Henry Redio Shop 

296 W. Madison 
Newark Electric Company 

833 W. Jackson Blvd. 
Allied Radio Corporation 

Street CHICAGO, ILL. 

105 OST f dealer yr of other equipment sold by them 



PRESIDENT OF CREI 

RADIO Can Offer You More 

Than “Just A Living”. . . 

1 be satisfied to “‘just get along” 
vhen employed in such a 
try as Radio. Radio wants and 
sdequate MODERN training 

he new improvements constantly 

——~ Start Training at Home 
PRACTICAL RADIO 
ENGINEERING 
Written for the professional Radio- 
man, these courses are practical 
and available on easy terms that 
all can afford. 

CAPITOL RADIO 

ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
Dept. Q-11 

TON, D. Cc. 
Park Road 

NEW YORK CITY 
29 Broadway 

WASHI? 
14th and 

COME IN or WRITE 

for Complete Information on the 

NEW 1937 SUPER SKYRIDER | 

»'s Leading Short Wave Receiver 

year ahead of its field. With eleven 
tubes, greater sensitivity than before, 

meter performance, Iron Core I 
finer fone reception, this splendid 
the leader of communication re- 

Stop in to see it or write today! 
W HALLICRAFTERS RECEIVERS 

AVAILABLE ON TIME PAYMENTS 

Amer 

RADIO ACCESSORIES CO. 

2566 Farnam Street 

BLILEY BCS 

CRYSTAL UNIT 

40-80 METER BANDS 

Omaha, Nebraska 

NO MORE CRYSTAL 

TROUBLES FOR ME/ 

| HAVE A 

BC3 ee 

3.95 

AT 

INTEGRAL 

SPECIFIED 

Ke4.95 

106 Say You Saw It in QST 

(Continued from page 102) 

thing if he cancels his order for two half kilowatt 
bottles and puts up a diamond instead. Don’t 
mind the trees and the underbrush; don’t mind 
the buildings and the clothes line—just string the 
thing up and shoot. Remember though, that it ig 
quite ridiculous to use such an antenna for trans- 
mission while using a piece of wire around the 
picture rail for receiving. It is utterly impossible 
to exploit the possibilities of the antenna without 
a change-over switch or relay which will permit 
using the antenna for reception. The method of 
coupling the antenna to the receiver is also im- 
portant. We suggest setting up a tuned circuit 
consisting of a 35-uufd. midget variable condenser 
and an 8-turn coil of bare wire one inch in diam- 
eter, coupling this with a 2-turn link to the ter- 
minals of the receiver. The feeders from the an- 
tenna should then be clipped across about the 
middle four turns of the coil. A somewhat simi- 
lar arrangement, shown in Fig. 4, is suggested 
for the transmitter. 

Possibly the most important feature of all is 
that the rhombic antenna operates effectively 
over a very wide frequency range. It is the one 
type of directive antenna that functions without 

>——-—_——» 
at 
T Transmssion 

ne a. 

FIG. 4—THE ANTENNA COUPLING CIRCUIT 
USED AT WIJPE 

Li and C;) are similar in size and rating to the coil and 
condenser used in the plate circuit of the final amplifier. 
The coupes of the two-turn link and the setting of the 
taps on L; are varied until the desired load is obtained. 

> 

the need of any adjustment or change on, say, the 
40-, 20-, and 10-meter bands. Further, as the 
frequency is increased the vertical angle of radia- 
tion is decreased. Result—a hot performance on 
three bands. In practice the WIJPE antenna is 
an absolute whizz on 28 mc., even giving greater 
gains than those had on 14 me. Time and again 
we have had thoroughly satisfactory ’phone con- 
tacts with stations along the line of the beam at 
times when the signals simply did not exist on the 
normal antenna. 

It is all rather hard to believe. 

Briefs 

Transmissions of general interest to Newfoundland ama- 
teurs are made from VOIC on 3600-kc. c.w. at 7:00 P.M. 
each Monday and from VO1J on 3973.5-ke. "phone at 7:00 
p.M. each Tuesday. These are supplementary to the New- 
foundland Amateur Radio Association's quarterly publica- 
tion, “VO News.” 

During a year's illness of his father, W8CBF, Columbus, 
Ohio, used amateur radio to maintain communication wi 
members of the family living in Los Angeles. The following 
amateurs provided splendid service in handling WSCBF's 
messages: W6GK, W6KFZ, W6CPG, W6KVM, W6GNYV, 
W6IQU, W6BPD, W6JBO, W6MFG, W4ABS and Paul 
Meijers. 
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